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1. BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 
1.1. Introduction 
English and Kiswahili have co-existed in Tanzania for over 90 years. According to 
Whiteley (1969), Kiswahili existed in the coast of East Africa as far back as in the 
10
th
century. Even so, it was in 1800s that a foundation for its present status as a national 
and official language of the country was laid. In this period, it assumed lingua Franca role 
in the long distance trade, slave trade, writings, and Islamic religion in East African re-
gion (Whiteley, 1969, p. 42; Mukuthuria, 2009, p. 1). Following its strong foundation in 
the region, the German colonial administration in Tanganyika chose Kiswahili, rather 
than other ethnic community languages in Tanganyika, as the language of education and 
administration during their rule of Tanganyika
1
 from 1885 to 1919. 
On the other hand, Christian missionaries from England introduced English into 
Tanganyika in the 1850s. They used it as the medium of education in some of the schools 
they established in Tanganyika. Despite that, English remained an insignificant language 
during the German rule from 1885 to 1919 – as German rulers implemented Kiswahili as 
the language of administration and education in all levels of their administration of 
Tanganyika. In 1919, the Great Britain took over from Germany as rulers of Tanganyika. 
Tanganyika thus remained under British rule from 1920 to 1961, when it got its 
independence. During British rule of Tanganyika, they replaced Kiswahili with English, 
as the language of education, from the sixth year of primary education to higher 
education (Rubagumya, 1990). They also made English their sole official language in 
Tanganyika throughout their rule that spanned for forty-one years. Consequently, the 
status of Kiswahili dwindled in the official domain in Tanganyika, albeit it remained a 
significant lingua franca among local people. It also remained a medium of Islamic 
religion throughout East Africa. 
Notwithstanding, status of Kiswahili revived in the 1950s,when Tanganyika African 
Union (TANU) adopted it as the language for mobilizing masses of Tanganyika for 
independence. The freedom fighters found Kiswahili a unifying language than any other 
languages of Tanganyika. Thus, when Tanganyika got its independence from the Britain 
in 1961, Kiswahili had acquired a positive image and prestige as the language of uhuru 
                                                 
1
Tanganyika here refers to mainland Tanzania before it united with Zanzibar in 1964 
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“independence” (Legere, 2007; Swila, 2009).It was considered the national language, 
while, English was considered a colonial language. The context thus lowered the status of 
English in Tanganyika especially in these early years of independence. This is because 
the use of English was claimed to provoke bad memories of colonialism. Hence, people 
shunned English to appear patriotic. In Zanzibar, the influence of English started as far 
back as in 1822 when Great Britain sent navies to abolish slave trade in East Africa
2
. 
British influence increased in Zanzibar after the signing of Anglo-German Treaty of 
1890, as it gave the British more autonomy in Zanzibar than ever before. Nonetheless, 
Arabic remained the sole language of education, religion, and diplomacy until 1964 when 
Zanzibaris overthrew Sultanate rule in the Island (Ismail, 2007, p. 4). The Revolutionary 
Government of Zanzibar thus declared Kiswahili and English as the official languages of 
Zanzibar from 1964 – the year, which Zanzibar also united with Tanganyika to form the 
United Republic of Tanzania. The union government equally adopted Kiswahili and 
English as the official languages of Tanzania to date. 
The status of Kiswahili rose in 1967when Tanzania settled on building an African 
socialist nation, in a declaration known in the history of Tanzania as the Arusha 
Declaration (Schneider, 2007, p. 198). The declaration stressed on socialism, 
egalitarianism, and self-reliance (Kishe, 1994, p. 187). Consistent with this commitment, 
Kiswahili was deemed a marker of identity among Tanzanians, in contrast with 
“colonial” English. Kiswahili thus took over more roles, which English used to serve 
before the rejuvenation of Kiswahili (Legere, 2006).  
Conversely, English clung on as the language of education in secondary and higher 
institutions, the language of district and high court, the language of science and 
technology, the language of international diplomacy and the language of international 
transactions in Tanzania; among other functions (Neke, 2003;Mulokozi, 2010). Schmied 
(1986, p. 63) observes that sociolinguistic status of English could not be reduced totally 
to that of foreign language despite the setbacks. 
In the early 1990s, Tanzania adopted a liberalization policy and embraced 
globalization than any time in history, which in turn instigated changes that tremendously 
revived the status of English in Tanzania. Batibo and Yahaya-Othman (1996) are of the 
view that globalization changed the “hate attitude” of the 1960s towards English. In their 
view, globalization and liberalization projected English as an instrumental language (a 
                                                 
2
Zanzibar was the capital of slave trade in East Africa 
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language with a key to success and power in the globalized world). English started to 
reclaim functions it lost to Kiswahili in the 1960s. 
In this context of co-existence between Kiswahili and English in Tanzania, several 
studies (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 1991; Kishe, 1994; 
Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012) have shown that 
Kiswahili and English influence each other at all levels of linguistics: phonology, 
morphology, syntax, and lexicon. Nonetheless, indirect influence between Kiswahili and 
English is an interesting phenomenon, but which was never the focus of any of the earlier 
studies (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 1991; Kishe, 
1994; Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012) on contact 
between Kiswahili and English. There, for instance, exist multiword expressions (idioms, 
collocational items, proverbs, sayings and slogans) in Kiswahili that mirror their English 
multiword equivalents in form and meaning.  
Kiswahili academies, some Kiswahili experts, and bilingual speakers assumed that the 
Kiswahili versions of such expressions are the products of borrowing from their English 
equivalents through such mechanisms as loan translation and loan rendition. Nonetheless, 
there was no comprehensive study of the phenomenon to verify the assumption. It is in 
this light that we assumed an academic obligation to empirically investigate the sources 
and the tendencies of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning. 
1.1.1. The duplication of multiword expressions (MWEs) among languages 
The present study focuses on multiword expressions or a cluster of words constituting a 
unit; as opposed to monomorphemic lexical items (Hurskainen, 2008, p. 1).These units 
can be fully frozen or fully inflecting sequences – in the sense that a string can sometimes 
allow intervening words in its system (Hurskainen, 2012, p. 1). According to Fiedler 
(2012, p. 241), multiword expressions exhibit at least three features that we explain in 
more detail in subsequent paragraphs. 
Firstly, they are groups of words or clauses whose meanings can be replaced with a 
single lexical item. The constituent elements of a unit function as whole (they have 
semantic and syntactic stability). The meaning of a unit is not arrived at by considering 
meanings of individual words that constitute it, but rather by focusing its meaning as unit. 
Secondly, multiword expressions are ready-made units. This implies that a speaker of 
a language does not often create them independently, but rather finds them already in the 
language ready for use. They are, in this view, the products of a speech community as a 
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whole. In this way, every speaker of a language normally has to learn them by heart. As a 
result, lexicographers compile them in the forms of dictionaries, glossaries, or phrase 
books to facilitate learners to commit them to memory.  
Third, many multiword expressions have some degree of idiomaticity. This means that 
their meanings are often non-compositional. They have meanings beyond the conceptual 
meanings of words that constitute them. Nevertheless, a good number of multiword 
expressions also have just the dictionary meanings. 
Moreover, MWEs are normally idiosyncratic to a certain language. That is, idioms or 
proverbs of a language A are expected to be different from idioms and proverbs of a 
language B. WhiteSmoke (2014) states that they do not often translate into other 
languages without losing their original language meanings. He attributes the tendency to 
the fact that the meanings or messages of most MWEs are often tied to a specific culture 
or language. He maintains that idioms or proverbs with same forms and meanings across 
languages are rare because of this cultural specificity nature of the MWEs. In his view, 
idioms are often translated with idioms with the same meanings in the recipient language 
but dissimilar forms (Farahani and Ghasemi, 2012, p. 23).  
There is no generally agreed label for these units of words. Similarly, there is no 
agreed categorization of the units (Moon, 1998, p. 19). In this light, the units are referred 
to as “lexical bundles” (Alternberg, 1998), “multiword lexemes” (Jackson, 1988, p. 13), 
“collocations” (Firth, 1950; Jackson, 1988, p. 96; Schmied, 1991, p. 89), “semi fixed 
expressions” (Jackson, 1988) or “fixed expressions” (Alexander, 1984, p. 129; Jackson, 
1988, p. 103; Moon, 1998). Fiedler (2012, p. 241), identifies the units as "cliché”, “fixed 
expressions”, “idioms”, “multiword lexemes”, “phrase”, “set phrase”, “phraseological 
unit”, “lexical bundles”, “formulaic sequence” and “prefabricated language". Alexander 
(1984, p. 129)classifies English MWEs as “idioms, “discourse structure devices, 
“proverbs, “proverbial (metaphorical) idioms”, “catch phrases”, “quotations” (allusions) 
and “idiomatic similes”. According to him, idioms exist in three forms: “phrasal verbs” 
(e.g. to give away), “tournures” (e.g. to put the cat among the pigeons) and “irreversible 
binomials” (e.g. bag and baggage).Discourse structure devices are such as “greeting” 
(formulae) (e.g. long time no see), and “connectives” (gambits) (e.g. for a kick off). He 
identifies two types of proverbs: “real proverbs” (e.g. you scratch my back and I‟ll 
scratch yours) and “proverbial (metaphorical) idioms” (e.g. the proof of the pudding). He 
argues that there are catch phrases, which exist as “real catch phrases” (e.g. what is up 
doc?), “clichés” (e.g., when all is said and done live happily ever after) and “slogans” 
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(e.g., your country needs you), “quotations” (e.g. you have never have it so good) and 
“idiomatic similes” (e.g. as thin as rake). 
In addition, Claridge (2000, 46-69), who only focuses on the multiword verbs, 
classifies them as “phrasal verbs”, “prepositional verbs”, “phrasal-prepositional verbs”, 
“verb-adjective combinations” and “verbo-nominal combinations”. Jackson (1988, pp. 
13-18) on her part classifies multiword expressions into four groups: “multiword 
lexemes” (consisting of phrasal verbs and compound words), “collocations” (non-
idiomatic words that usually co-occur), “semi fixed expressions” (consisting of 
prepositional verbs, phrasal prepositional verbs, and idiomatic phrases) and “fixed 
expressions” (consisting of clichés, idioms, proverbs, and similes). Copestake, et al. 
(2010, p. 1) argue that the major forms of multiword expressions are “nominal 
compounds”, “phrasal verbs”, “idioms” and “collocations” (they also recognize other 
indefinite forms of the MWEs). Hurskainen (2008, p. 2) on his part, classifies MWEs as 
“idioms”, “proverbs”, “multiword named entities”, “adjectival expressions”, “adverbial 
expressions”, “prepositional expressions”, and “compound nouns”. Solano (2012, p. 207) 
recognizes MWEs as “complex prepositions”, “prepositional phrases”, “idiomatic lexical 
compounds”, “noun phrases”, “collocations”, “collocational frameworks”, “predicate 
idioms”, “sayings and proverbs”, and “allusions” and “quotations”. Fiedler (2012, p. 242) 
registers: “phraseological nominations”, “binomials”, “stereotyped comparison”, 
“proverbs”, “winged words/catch phrases” and “routine formulae”. 
In light of the varied terminologies and classifications of these clusters of words, as we 
have seen, we opted for the use of the term “multiword expressions” (MWEs) in our 
study. Our understanding of the term in this study is consonant with Hurskainen‟s 
understanding of the term, “a diverse category, which includes anything between fully 
frozen units and fully inflecting sequences that allow intervening, words in between” 
(Hurskainen, 2012, p. 3). In particular, they are sayings, idioms, slogans, clichés, 
proverbs, phrasal verbs, formulaic expressions, irreversible binomials, and nominal 
compounds as the multiword expressions in this study. 
In a context where different languages are in contact such as Kiswahili and English in 
the context of Tanzania, equating lexical items is inevitable during translations and 
interpretations between the languages. It is in this process that speakers of Kiswahili 
discovered that a number of Kiswahili idioms, sayings, slogans, proverbs and collocate 
items mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning to a degree beyond chance 
expectations. The similarities that these corresponding forms exhibit, of course, defy a 
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common tendency of dissimilar forms for similar meanings, between languages with 
different typology and ancestry as Kiswahili and English in this context are.  
The proverb "all that glitters is not gold", for instance, mirrors “yote yang‟aayo si 
dhahabu
3” in Kiswahili in form and meaning. Both the versions of the proverb are 
composed of "all”, “glitter”, “not” and “gold”, and they similarly denote “not everything 
that looks precious is actually so”. In addition, English idiom “think twice” mirrors fikiria 
mara mbili
4
 in form and meaning too. The two versions of the idiom uniformly denote 
“to contemplate”. Structurally, the expressions are both comprised of a verb “think” and 
an adverb “twice” in both Kiswahili and English and they are both used in more or less 
similar contexts. 
Moreover, English idiom “the backbone of the economy” mirrors uti wa mgongo wa 
uchumi
5
 in form and meaning. Both the English and Kiswahili versions of the idiom 
denote “a major contributor to the economy of a concerned country”. Conceptually, both 
versions of the idiom are based on the same mapping principle – they share “tenor", 
"vehicle” ,and “ground” where, “tenor” here refers to an object/concept whose original 
attributes are transferred into another domain, “vehicle” is a receiver of attributes 
transferred from “tenor”– terms “ground” “figure” “target” and “source” are used for 
“tenor” and “vehicle "in some publications (Richards, 1936; Crosman, 1978).  
There exist also the duplicate "idiomatic nominal compounds "between Kiswahili and 
English: examples include “Third World countries” and its congruent Kiswahili 
equivalent nchi za Dunia ya Tatu
6
. Both the Kiswahili and English versions of the 
nominal compound denote “poor countries of the world”. Morphologically, they are both 
composed of “third”, “world” and “countries”. Moreover, they are both used in a political 
domain and exhibit similar orthographic conventions between the languages.  
                                                 
3
yote -   ya   -               ng‟aa     -yo           -si                 dhahabu 
  all       6.REL             glitter    6.REL    NEG.3PS          9.gold 
„All that glitters is not gold‟ 
4
fikiri-a           mara    mbili 
  think-FV       times     two 
„Think twice‟ 
5
 uti                       w-a        mgongo              w-a                uchumi 
11.backbone   13.SG-of     3.back                 3.SG-of         11.economy 
„The backbone of the economy‟ 
6
nchi                 z-a                   dunia            -y-a                tatu 
10.country        10.PL-of          9.world         9.SG-ofthree 
„Third World countries‟ 
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Furthermore, there exist the duplicate collocates between English and Kiswahili such 
as "the exclamation mark” and alama ya kuuliza7 – the duplicate collocates do not have 
pragmatic meanings such as the idiomatic multiword expressions. Another example of 
these is “good governance” and its Kiswahili equivalent utawala bora8. The Kiswahili 
and English versions of these collocates match in both form and meaning. 
Duplicate sayings, slogans and irreversible binomials also exist between Kiswahili and 
English. The case in point is “equal opportunity for all” and its congruent Kiswahili 
equivalent fursa sawa kwa wote
9
. Additionally, a prototype of duplicate irreversible 
binomials between Kiswahili and English is such as "free and fair election "and its 
Kiswahili congruent equivalent uchaguzi ulio huru na haki
10
. The versions are formally 
and semantically congruent, and are used in similar contexts in both languages. 
In this study, we refer to these expressions as "duplicate multiword expressions” 
because they exhibit isomorphism in form and meaning between the languages. Kiswahili 
academies, experts, and bilingual speakers in Kiswahili and English long perceived this 
formal and semantic duplication of the expressions between the languages. Accordingly, 
they attributed the Kiswahili versions of the expressions to English origin. The flaw in the 
assumption was however the lack of scientific study to verify it. Similarly, the 
assumption discounted other possible processes that could have led to the duplication of 
multiword expressions between the languages, such as analogical extension or 
generativism. There is of course more evidence on the occurrence of the phenomenon as 
presented hereunder. 
 
 
                                                 
7
 alama     y-a              -ku      -uliz   -a 
  9.mark   9.SG-of        INF    -ask   -FV 
„Question mark‟ 
8
  utawala             bora 
9.governance    good 
„Good governance‟ 
9
fursa                sawa         kw-a            wote 
 9.opportunity   equal      17.PL-of-       all 
„Equal opportunity for all‟ 
10
uchaguzi       -u        -li                 -o         huru      na         haki 
   11.election3.PSG -SIMPLE     3.REL     9.free  CONJ    9.fair 
„Free and fair election‟ 
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1.1.2. Evidence from other researchers 
We ascertain that multiword expressions (sayings, proverbs, slogans, idioms) duplicate 
among several languages from researchers who are independent to our study. Piiranien in 
her project entitled “Widespread idioms in Europe and beyond11”, as a case in point, 
identifies several idioms that mirror each other in several European languages and be-
yond. We present a sample of her collection in tables hereunder: 
i. Piiranien, 2011, Questionnaire 3, p. 5 
to shut sb.‟s mouth English 
jmdm. das Maul/den Mund stopfen German 
fermer/clore la bouche à qqn. French 
затыкать рот кому-л. Russian 
ii. Piiranien, 2011, Questionnaire 2, p. 9 
to take off one‟s hat to sb./sth. English 
vor jmdm./etw. den Hut ziehen German 
tirer son chapeau devant qqn.  French. 
снимать шляпу перед кем-л Russian 
iii. Piiranien, 2011, Questionnaire No. 5, p. 5 
an open secret English 
ein offenes Geheimnis German 
un secret ouvert/secret de Polichinelle French 
секрет полишинеля Russian 
The examples above illustrate the on-going phenomenon between Kiswahili and English 
in Tanzania. A Kiswahili proverb asiyekuwepo machoni na moyoni hayupo
12
, for exam-
ple, is an overt duplicate of “out of sight, out of mind. “Both the versions of the proverb 
metaphorically use “in mind” to denote “remembrance” and “out of mind” to denote 
“forgetfulness”, which is beyond the range of chance for the equivalent non-
compositional meanings in unrelated languages as Kiswahili and English are. The evi-
dence is of course cemented by perceivable morpho-syntactic identicalness as we detail 
in the following subsection. 
                                                 
11
See the detail of the project at <http://www.widespread-idioms.uni-trier.de/?p=projektziele&lang=en> 
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 a         -si                  -ye-    -ku  -wepo          macho-ni          na            moyo-ni        ha            -yupo 
1.SG    NEG.3.SG   1.REL   INF-present      6.eye-LOC   CONJ        3.heart-LOC NEG.3SG     present 
„Out of sight, out of mind‟ 
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1.1.3. Evidence from morpho-syntactic identicalness between DMWEs 
Morpho-syntactic congruence of the focus multiword expressions between Kiswahili and 
English is beyond the range of chance. Constituent elements, for instance, of the Kiswa-
hili versions of the duplicate MWEs correspond in tense, aspect, person, number, class 
and mood with their English counterparts. To illustrate this, the expressions "Cold War”, 
and its equivalent Vita Baridi
13
, have a headword “war” and an adjective “cold” as a 
modifier of “war” in both. The headword is restrictively “war”, not synonyms of “war” 
such as “chaos” or “fight”. In addition, the modifier is restrictively “cold”, not“chilly”, 
“cool”, “freezing”, “icy”, “snowy,” or “icy-cold”.  
Likewise, an expression “yellow fever” and its equivalent homa ya manjano14, are 
constituted of an adjective “yellow” and a modifier “fever” in both the Kiswahili and 
English versions of the expression, not “red” or “blue” modifying “flu”, or 
“temperature” in any of the versions. Within this view, one would safely say that the 
semantics and constituent elements of the expressions are identical between the 
languages. The proof of this is high translationality rate they show between the 
languages. We detail the phenomenon in the following subsection. 
1.1.4. Evidence from the degree of translationality between the DMWEs 
Translationality refers to a degree of precision an expression translates from one language 
into another. Multiword expressions are known for low translationality rate from one lan-
guage to another language due to their inherent figurative meanings – their meanings are 
typically culture bound (Galero-Garcés, 1997, p. 36, Farahani & Ghasemi, 2012, p. 17). 
Most often idiomatic multiword expressions would lose or warp their meanings when 
subjected to literal translation from one language to another (Whitesmoke, 2014). It is for 
this reason that machine translation of multiword expressions from one language into 
another often yield poor results. Grassili (2013, para. 1) comment on machine translation 
of idiomatic MWEs from one language into another language as follows: 
 
                                                 
13
vita        baridi 
  10.war   cold 
„Cold war‟ 
14
 homa     y-a               manjano 
9.fever   9.PL-of        yellow 
„Yellow fever‟ 
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“Idioms are popular expressions that explain something by using examples and fig-
ures of speech. I like them because it‟s [sic!] something that Google Translate will 
never be able to cope with. They still belong exclusively to human communication”. 
In this extract, he argues that machines are expected to yield poor results in translating 
non-compositional meanings (such as idioms) as compared with human translators. Other 
scholars such as Sachrest, Fay and Zaidi (1972, pp. 44-46 and Galero-Garcés (1997, p. 
36) even strongly state that word-for-word translation of non-compositional meanings is 
void. They consider the translation of idioms or any other multiword expressions out of 
the realms of machine translators. 
Interestingly, the multiword expressions we focus on in this study defy this 
observation in a very significant way. We translated and back translated forty research 
expressions (congruent equivalents) we sampled using Google Translate to English and 
back. In this experiment, the translationality rate of the expressions was above 80%. A 
comparative translation and back translation of the control expressions (Kiswahili non-
duplicate MWEs) with the same tool gave only 10% of accuracy, or rather near accuracy. 
In this respect, the chance of correctly translating and back translating Kiswahili 
duplicate expressions to English with a machine translator is more than 80%. 
In our view, this is possible by the virtue of the fact that the expressions are identical 
with their English equivalents to a degree beyond chance expectations. As a result, 
machine translators that use the principle of one-to-one translation can successfully 
translate the expression to and from the languages with the shown precision. 
In this background, we set out to investigate a plausible explanation of the observed 
formal and semantic duplication of MWEs between Kiswahili and English. We set to 
explore whether the observed correspondence of the expressions is a function of contact, 
common imagery, universalism, or analogy. 
1.2. Definition of key terms 
Key terms in the context of this study are expressions, which have been used frequently 
in the study, and which we consider as important for the understanding of the thesis as a 
whole. Hereunder is the presentation of such key terms of the study. 
 
1.2.1. Congruent and incongruent equivalents 
In translation theory, "equivalent” refers to a word or a phrase in a recipient language 
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whose meaning is as close as possible to a word or phrase in a donor language. They are 
labels in different languages that represent the same referent or concept in the “world”. 
Baba (Kiswahili) and father (English) are for example, the equivalent multiword expres-
sions. They both represent a male parent and have similar form. In the case of this study, 
a “congruent equivalent” refers to longer expressions with similar form and meaning for 
the same referent or concept in the language A and B. The term has the same meaning as 
duplicate multiword expressions in our study. For example, Liebe auf den ersten Blick 
(German) and “love at first sight” (English) are “congruent equivalents” because both 
have the same meaning and similar forms in German and English. Nevertheless, the 
German proverb, Was Hänschen nicht lernt, lernt Hans nimmermehr and “you can't teach 
an old dog new tricks” are incongruent equivalents (Flippo, 2009) because they have the 
same meaning but dissimilar forms. Considering the normal trend between different lan-
guages as English and Kiswahili, we would expect equivalent MWEs between the lan-
guages to be largely incongruent in form. In this respect, we found the discovery that 
many equivalent MWEs between Kiswahili and English are congruent interesting and 
deserving a study of this magnitude. 
1.2.2. Direct loan influence (lexical borrowing/loanword) 
Direct loan influence is borrowing in which a recipient language directly adopts or adapts 
a label/a word (a grapheme) and its associated meaning from a donor language (Arlotto, 
1972, p. 184). The products of direct borrowing for this matter are easy to identify and to 
perceive as compared with the products of indirect loan influence. This is because direct-
ly borrowed loanwords retain visual and auditory features of the model phrase in the 
source language, whereas, indirectly borrowed loanwords do not. As a result, several 
studies on contact between English and Kiswahili in Tanzania have for while been focus-
ing on direct borrowing instead of indirect borrowing (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 
1983; Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 1991; Kishe, 1994; Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 
2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012). Such studies would of course mention indirect borrow-
ing between Kiswahili and English but only in passing and with only one or two exem-
plary items. 
1.2.3. Donor language 
Donor language in this study refers to a language from which a loan expression comes. A 
language that directly or indirectly supplies a loanword or a phrase to a recipient lan-
guage (Haspelmath, 2008, p. 44). The donor language sometimes only supplies a blue-
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print with which to coin a form in the recipient language, rather than supplying a ready-
made graphemic form to the language. A donor language in our study entails an interme-
diary language – a language between the source language and the recipient language. For 
instance, if an Aramaic proverb is rendered in Kiswahili through English, English will be 
the donor language of that expression in our case, not Aramaic. 
1.2.4. Duplicate multiword expressions (DMWEs) 
Duplicate multiword expressions are longer expressions representing the same notion in 
different languages. The forms are similar to each other in lexical structure and figurative 
meaning in the languages in which they exist. Prototypes of duplicate multiword expres-
sions are loan translations in the recipient language on the one hand and their models in 
the donor language on the other hand. “World Market” and Soko la Dunia15 are thus the 
duplicate multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English. From this it follows that 
these equivalents are identical in both form and meaning irrespective of the fact that they 
are composed of different language materials. In this study, we use the term to refer to 
congruous proverbs, idioms, sayings, slogans, formulaic expressions and Irreversible bi-
nomials between the Kiswahili language and the English language. 
1.2.5. English duplicate MWEs 
English duplicate MWEs are the English multiword expressions that mirror their Kiswa-
hili equivalents in form and meaning. These English duplicate MWEs can therefore suc-
cessfully be translated into Kiswahili and back translated into English by the machine 
translator. These English duplicate MWEs are often the proverbs, nominal compounds, 
formulaic expressions, sayings, idioms and irreversible binomials. For example, “ruling 
party” and chama tawala16 duplicate in form and meaning between English and Kiswahi-
li. In this instance, “ruling party” is the English duplicate MWEs, while, chama tawala is 
Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions. A section of Kiswahili experts and Kiswahili 
academies considered the English duplicates as the models of their congruent Kiswahili 
                                                 
15
 soko           l-a                dunia 
5.market  5.SG-of          9.world 
 „World Market‟ 
16
 chama      tawala 
  7.party       13.rule 
 „Ruling party‟ 
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equivalents. It is for this reason that we conducted the present study to verify whether 
Kiswahili duplicate expressions are derivatives from their English congruent equivalents. 
1.2.6. Focus MWEs (Nexus MWEs) 
Focus MWEs in this study refers to multiword expressions that duplicate between Kis-
wahili and English formally and semantically. They are opposed to other multiword ex-
pressions, which do not duplicate between Kiswahili and English, equivalents that are 
dissimilar in forms but similar in meanings. 
1.2.7. Form (version) 
Form is a format in which a proverb or an idiom exists in a language in question – a vari-
ant of the duplicate MWE in a language. Forms in different languages differ in their 
compositional language materials but share structure, and meaning between the languages 
in which they exist. In this study, we call the Kiswahili versions of the duplicate MWEs 
as the “Kiswahili duplicate MWEs” and the English versions of the duplicates as the 
“English duplicate MWEs”. 
1.2.8. Indirect loan influence 
Indirect loan influence is a type of borrowing in which a recipient language creates a la-
bel (a word) representing a foreign concept by imitating a model in the donor language 
(Onysko, 2007, p. 13). A recipient language copies the conceptualization of the model 
through loan meaning/loan shift, loan translation, loan rendition, loan-blend, semantic 
extension or loan creation (Weinreich, 1963; Haugen, 1972; Bynon 1977; Hoffer, 2005). 
Indirect borrowing is an obscured copying of structures, functions and styles from the 
donor language to the recipient language. When an English proverb is, for instance, local-
ized in Kiswahili; it is not easy to notice that the version is from English because the 
product is completely in Kiswahili language materials. Bilingual speakers can nonethe-
less perceive the formal and semantic identicalness between the model expressions and 
the resulting loan expressions.  
1.2.9. Intermediary language 
Intermediary language is a language through which a loan phrase passes before it getting 
into a recipient language. We have discovered that a good deal of idioms, proverbs and 
saying in Kiswahili are originally from Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic, but through 
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English bibles or literature. In this context, English is an intermediary language – a lan-
guage that diffuses the focus expressions to the Kiswahili in our case. We hence conven-
iently consider English in our study the source language of such expressions.  
1.2.10. Kiswahili duplicate MWEs (DMWEs) 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs are Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalent multiword expressions in form and meaning. They are Kiswahili versions of 
the expressions that duplicate in form and meaning between Kiswahili and English. They 
can be proverbs, idioms, sayings, irreversible binomials, slogans and so forth. Because of 
their similarities to their English congruent equivalents, they were assumed to be the 
products of loan translation or rendition from English to Kiswahili by a section of Kiswa-
hili experts and Kiswahili academies prior to this study. We also refer to such expressions 
“the research expressions” in our study. 
1.2.11. Loan expressions 
Loan expressions are expressions created in the recipient language through such mecha-
nisms as analogy, semantic shift, loan translation or loan rendition. In our study, most 
Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English equivalents are loan expres-
sions. It seems that they are coinages based on the concepts underlying their English con-
gruent equivalents. 
1.2.12. Model (antecedent) 
A model is an expression in a donor language whose structural and semantic concept are 
used in coining a congruent version in a recipient language (Haugen, 1950, p. 212; Car-
stensen, 1986, p. 829). Consequently, a model is an antonym of a replica– the form in the 
recipient language coined by copying the structural and semantic design of the model. 
1.2.13. Multiword expressions 
Multiword expressions are series of words, which function as a single unit, not as indi-
vidual words. E.g. “kick the bucket” or “sitting on the fence” in English. Prototypes of 
multiword expressions are proverbs and idioms. In most cases, a MWE can be replaced 
by a single synonymous lexical item. For instance, “turn against something” can be re-
placed by “oppose”. This implies that all collocates of multiword expressions have a 
common meaning. 
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1.2.14. Phrase (expression/multiword expression) 
Phrase/expression is a sequence of two or more words arranged syntagmatically and 
which function as a single unit of meaning in a sentence (Dictionary. Com, 2012, para. 
1). A phrase can be substituted by a single synonymous lexical item. Nominal 
compounds, idioms, proverbs, sayings and slogans are the prototypes of the phrases. We 
also refer to them in this study as expressions, or multiword expressions. 
1.2.15. Recipient language 
Recipient language is a language that coins a word or phrase by copying the model of 
another language (Haspelmath, 2008, p. 44). In our findings, English is the donor lan-
guage of a good number of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning. 
1.2.16. Replica 
Replica is a form in a recipient language that mirrors its model in a donor language in 
form and meaning. It is the product of coinage along the model in the donor language, 
normally by translation or rendition process (Danchev, 1986, p. 16). In this study, we 
primarily referred to Kiswahili forms that replicate their English equivalents in form and 
meaning as the duplicates, rather than as the replicas – in order to avoid the pitfall of pre-
judgment before the actual study. The decision was informed by our awareness that a 
similarity between Kiswahili and English MWEs is not necessarily an outcome of copy-
ing from the latter to the former. We hence needed an objective investigation to arrive at 
this conclusion. Within this view, we referred to the Kiswahili versions of the expressions 
“the duplicates” instead of “the replicas” appeared to be neutral and objective. 
1.2.17. Research expressions 
The research expressions are the Kiswahili multiword expressions we sampled to serve as 
the basis for our interview, questionnaire and test. They are 40 Kiswahili multiword ex-
pressions that mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning. We compared 
tendencies of these research expressions with tendencies of the control expressions – an 
alternative sample of 40 Kiswahili multiword expressions that do not mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning. These research expressions were sampled from the list 
of Kiswahili duplicate expressions attached in the appendix of this study. 
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1.2.18. The alleged loan expressions 
The alleged loan expressions are Kiswahili multiword expressionsthat mirror their Eng-
lish equivalents in form, meaning, and orthographic conventions. We viewed these ex-
pressions as alleged loan expressions at the outset of this study to be objective in verify-
ing their sources. The reference made us to avoid the pitfalls of pre-attributing them to 
loan before conducting our investigation on their origins. 
1.2.19. The new and the old corpus 
We employed two corpora in our study: a small corpus we collected between 2011 and 
2013 – we refer to it as the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili (CCS). It consists of online 
newspapers: news, sports news, articles, editorials and letters to editors. We refer to this 
corpus as the new corpus because it was collected ten years later than the Helsinki Swahi-
li Corpus, which we also used in our study. The HCS on the other hand is an online Kis-
wahili corpus hosted by the University of Helsinki in Finland. It consists of Kiswahili 
texts spanning from 1980 to 2003. We refer to it as the old corpus by the virtue of the fact 
that it was collected a decade earlier than the CCS. 
1.2.20. Transliteration 
Transliteration is a process of converting texts from one system of writing to another sys-
tem of writing – for example, converting the Latin alphabet into English alphabet. If 
transliterated source word means nothing in the given language, it will also mean nothing 
in the target language, only that it will look like a word in that language as it will be writ-
ten in its alphabet or syllabic system (Mancko, 2014). In summary, it is a word for word 
conversion of written words from one language to another language. 
1.3. Statement of the problem 
The genesis of this study arose from a Kiswahili radio programme I was listening to in 
2010. A host speaker on that programme, which would be aired by Radio One
17
every 
Saturday morning, identified a number of Kiswahili multiword expressions and claimed 
they were the loan translations and loan renditions from English. Fresh in my memory is 
                                                 
17
 Radio One is the first private FM radio station in Tanzania. It was launched in Dare es Salaam in 1994.  
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an expression, mwisho wa siku
18
 which he said is a copy of “at the end of the day”. He 
added that expressions of this type (Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English equiva-
lents) result from the attempts of untrained journalists to convey foreign concepts with 
lexical gaps in the Kiswahili language. He went as far as advising Kiswahili users to shun 
using the expressions to keep Kiswahili pure. 
From this expert's opinion, I thereafter developed curiosity about Kiswahili multiword 
expressions of this nature (Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning).In this endeavour, I realized that the expressions were 
pervasive in actual use and in Kiswahili media in Tanzania. I also discovered that many 
more host speakers in different Kiswahili radio programs by different radio 
stations
19
similarly attributed the expressions to English source. Kiswahili columnists 
equally did the same in their daily or weekly columns in Kiswahili newspapers. 
Furthermore, experts from NSC (Kiswahili academy in Tanzania), I preliminary 
interviewed about the expressions, attributed them to an English source as well. 
Additionally, the discussants in Kiswahili workshops and conferences, such as Tamasha 
la Sauti ya Kiswahili that I participated in August 2010, were largely of the opinion that 
the expressions are from the English language.  
Notwithstanding, there was an obvious flaw in assuming that these expressions are the 
products of indirect borrowing from English to Kiswahili. First, the phenomenon had 
never been empirically investigated by any of the previous studies on influence between 
Kiswahili and English (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 
1991; Kishe, 1994; Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 
2012).These studies largely focused on lexical borrowing of loanwords between 
Kiswahili and English and only mentioned indirect borrowing, which could have led to 
this phenomenon by passing, if any. In this regard, the attributions of the expressions to 
indirect loan influence of English on Kiswahili were merely based on speculation. It is 
therefore in this light that we found it necessary to rise beyond speculating the sources of 
the expressions by embarking on this empirical study on the sources and tendencies of 
multiword expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English. 
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 mwisho          w-a             siku 
3.end            3.PL-of        9.day 
 „At the end of the day‟ 
19
 Such as TBC, Radio Free Africa, Deutsche Welle and BBC 
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Secondly, attributing these expressions to borrowing from English solely disregarded 
other plausible explanations that could have equally led to the occurrence of observed 
duplication of multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English – such as analogical 
extension, common origin, and universalism (Ruhlen, 1987, p. 11). Within this view, a 
study with a wide approach and objective methodology, such as this one, was necessary 
to throw objective light on the sources and nature of the expressions that are speedily 
gaining currency in actual use and in Kiswahili media in Tanzania. 
1.4. Objectives of the study 
The present study set out to investigate the sources and the tendencies of Kiswahili mul-
tiword expressions that mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning. Specifical-
ly, the study intended to: 
i. investigate the valid explanation of the sources of Kiswahili multiword expressions 
that mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning 
ii. explore the tendencies of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning 
1.5. Research questions 
The following research questions were at the centre of the investigation: 
i. How valid is the assumption that Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their 
English equivalents in form and meaning are the products of indirect borrowing 
from English? 
ii. What are the tendencies of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their Eng-
lish equivalents in actual use and in Kiswahili corpora? 
1.6. Significance of the study 
The present study advances frontiers of knowledge laid by Mdee (1983), Mkude (1986), 
Kishe (1994), Schadeberg (2009), Dzahene-Quarshie (2012) and so forth. Nonetheless, 
this study, unlike the former ones, focuses on indirect loan phenomenon, which had not 
received an attention of this magnitude in academics circles before. In so doing, the find-
ings of the present study fill the gap of knowledge and contribute to the subject of contact 
influence between English and Kiswahili in Tanzania greatly.  
The study also lays a foundation for similar studies on indirect loan influence between 
languages in contact. We, for example, have developed a theoretical framework for 
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identifying and attesting the sources of multiword expressions that mirror each other 
among languages in contact. We equally developed tools for investigating the sources and 
tendencies of multiword expressions that mirror each other among languages in contact. 
We therefore hope that other researchers will adopt our framework and tools for similar 
studies in Tanzania and elsewhere. 
We also provided the etymologies of a number of Kiswahili multiword expressions in 
this study. We hope that the information will be useful to historical linguists, 
etymologists, historians, archaeologists and anthropologists, among other experts – 
because words embody facts of history and records social evolutions and feelings in 
nations (Stubbs, 1988, p. 19; Schadeberg, 1991, p. 105; Mohideen; 2009).  
Importantly, we focused on types of multiword expressions that are speedily gaining 
currency in actual use and in Kiswahili media in Tanzania. We therefore hope that our 
findings might be useful to Kiswahili academies, experts and institutions that plan the 
status and corpus of Kiswahili. Furthermore, our glossary of Kiswahili multiword loan 
expressions in the appendix of this study can be expanded into a phrase book or a 
dictionary of indirect Anglicism in Kiswahili.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we review various perspectives, opinions, and findings related to the 
problem under investigation. We reviewed findings and limitations of the previous stud-
ies to enable us to properly identify right approaches and focus for the problem under 
investigation. The review further provided us with theoretical platform for data analysis, 
presentation and discussion of the findings of our study. In particular, we consulted the 
literature on borrowing because it was the major assumption for the similarities of mul-
tiword expressions between Kiswahili and English. We likewise reviewed the literature 
on analogy and generativism, as other probable explanations of the duplication of mul-
tiword expressions between Kiswahili and English. In the sections that follow, we de-
vised a conceptual framework for identifying duplicate expressions between languages 
in contact: and for attesting the sources of such expressions. The framework drew in-
sights from the literature, other studies, and observations we made on our data and on 
the phenomenon as a whole. 
2.2. Borrowing as an explanation of the phenomenon 
It was assumed, prior to the present study, that borrowing is the sole cause of similarities 
of the focus multiword expressions between English and Kiswahili. We therefore exten-
sively reviewed the literature on semantic borrowing in light with its plausibility as a 
cause of similarities of the observed similarities of multiword expressions between Kis-
wahili and English in the context of Tanzania. 
2.2.1. Definition of borrowing 
There are many definitions of borrowing in linguistics, we however adopt Haugen‟s def-
inition of borrowing, “attempted reproduction of patterns previously found in one lan-
guage by another language” (Haugen 1950, p. 212). A recipient language imitates pat-
terns on all levels of linguistics: phonology, morphology, semantics, and lexicon from 
other languages. In this study, our discussion is solely on semantic and lexical borrowing 
– as opposed to morphological and syntactical borrowing, which are not directly relevant 
to our study, and which have been well covered by previous studies on contact influence 
between English and Kiswahili in Tanzania (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 1983; 
Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 1991; Kishe, 1994; Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; 
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Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012).  
There has been a lot of incongruity in identifying the types of semantic/lexical 
borrowing in linguistics (Seidel, 2010, 17-18). In this awareness, the study opted for the 
Onysko‟s (2007, p. 13) and Seidel‟s (2010, p. 19) classifications of linguistic borrowing. 
In this line, borrowing is categorized into two major groups, namely, direct borrowing 
and indirect borrowing
1
. We present more detail on these two categories of linguistic 
borrowing in subsequent subsections. 
2.2.2. Direct borrowing 
According to Seidel (2010, op. cit.), direct borrowing refers to a tendency of a recipient 
language to take a term from a donor language by maintaining its “graphemic” represen-
tation. In other words, the borrowing language takes a label, which can be perceived 
auditorily and visually from the donor language into its system. 
Saidel (ibid) categorizes direct borrowing into loanwords, pseudo loanwords, and 
mixed compounds. The present study nonetheless categorizes direct borrowing into two 
major groups, namely, "lexical borrowing” (loanword) and “pseudoism” (pseudo 
Anglicism) for the sake of simplicity. 
First, lexical borrowing (loanword), refers to a borrowing in which a recipient 
language takes and integrates a word/phrase (label or a form), and its associated concept 
from a donor language (DL). This type of borrowing is the most common type of 
borrowing among languages in contact (Benson, 1957; Arlotto, 1972, p. 184). The most 
borrowable loanwords are identified as the major class content words namely, nouns 
verbs and adjectives (Sankoff, 2004, p. 650). Examples of loanwords in the English 
language include abbatoire, café, passé and résumé from French; hamburger and 
kindergarten from German; and bandana, musk and sugar from Sanskrit (Bosco, 2011, 
para. 3). In these examples, loanwords maintain their foreign language materials in the 
recipient language (grapheme, or phonology) – contrary to in indirect borrowing where 
both language materials and phonology of the item are localized. 
Lexical borrowing occurs in two forms: “pure loanword” and “loan-blends” 
(hybrids). In a pure lexical borrowing, the recipient language absolutely adopts or adapts 
a form from the donor language – it is opposed to a loan blending in which a recipient 
                                                 
1
Stålhammar (2004) contrastively, categorizes borrowing into two types namely direct borrowing and 
translation loans. 
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language creates a form by blending a DL morpheme(s) and a RL morpheme(s) to form 
a hybrid expression. Consonant with this observation, the present study argues that pure 
loanwords from English to Kiswahili include: baiskeli “bicycle”, kampuni “company”, 
shati “shirt”, begi “bag”, and benki “bank” – one notices that some of these items are 
phonologically modified (nativized) to integrate into the phonological system of the 
Kiswahili language (Owino, 2003; Jackson, 1988, p. 22). Their Englishness can however 
still be easily perceived visually and phonologically by speakers, in contrast with the 
products of indirect borrowing (i.e. products of loan translation and loan rendition). 
Secondly, loan-blend (hybrid Anglicism), is another type of lexical borrowing. In 
loan blending, a recipient language borrows only a part of a word from a donor language 
(Weinrich, 1963; Onysko, 2007). The recipient language takes a morpheme or two from 
the donor language and blends it with a morpheme or two in the recipient language to 
constitute a new hybrid expression in the recipient language. Examples of English-based 
loan-blends in the German language are: Kreuzworträtsel “crossword puzzle”, 
Friedlichekoexisistance “peaceful coexistence”, Familienplanung “family planning” 
Gipfelkonferenz “summit conference”, Controlpunkt “checkpoint”, Technologische 
Lücke “technological gap”, Antikörper “Antibody”, Wunderkids “miracle kids” and 
Zunkunftstrip “future trip” (cited from: Lyons, 1981, p. 209; Lehnert, 1986, p. 136; 
Stubbs, 1988, p. 22; and Hilgendorf, 1996, p. 12). An exampleof German-based loan-
blend in English is “masterpiece” Meisterstück (Webster, 2010). Consonant with this, 
Kiswahili loan-blends are ajenda ya siri
2
 “secret agenda”, kituo cha basi3 “bus station”, 
and vunja rekodi
4
 “break the record”. The forms are composed of morphemes from both 
English and Kiswahili languages. Loan-blends are easy to identify, because unlike loan 
translations and renditions, one or two of their constituent elements often retain original 
pronunciation, and grapheme in the recipient language. 
According to the literature, the early borrowing by Kiswahili was lexical borrowing 
and loan blending from Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, Turkish, German, French, and other 
                                                 
2
 ajenda           y-a        siri 
9.agenda       9.PL-of    9.secret 
„Secret agenda‟ 
3
 kituo         ch-a        basi 
  7.station  7.SG-of    5.bus 
 „Bus station‟ 
4
 vunj-a         rekodi 
  break-FV    9.record 
 „Break the record‟ 
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Bantu languages. Currently, the borrowing and blending is unarguably from English to 
Kiswahili (Petzell, 2005, Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012). Dunn (1985, p. 35),for instance, 
collected 349 Kiswahili expressions used in biology subject and ascertained that 121 of 
such expressions are from the English language. Equally, Mwansoko (1991a, p. 309) 
stipulates that English is the most preferred foreign language source of loanwords among 
terminological developers in Tanzania today. Nonetheless, the recent study by Dzahene-
Quarshie reported that lexical borrowing is currently the least occurring type of 
borrowing from English to Kiswahili today (Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012). It is worth noting 
at this juncture though that the present study does not concern lexical loan from English 
to Kiswahili because the phenomenon had been comprehensively addressed by earlier 
studies such as Mkude (1996), Kishe (1994, 1995), Haspelmath & Tadmor (2009) and 
Dzahene-Quarshie (2010, 2012).  
Apart from lexical borrowing, in its two forms of pure loanword borrowing and 
blending borrowing, the literature identifies “pseudoism” (pseudo Anglicism) as a 
distinct mode of borrowing. In pseudoism, a recipient language takes labels from a 
donor language and gives them either new senses (different from their generic senses), 
or composes new compounds with loan elements from another language, the compounds 
which do not exist in the donor language (see Sörensen, 1997, p. 18 and Onysko 2007, 
pp. 52-55). Alternatively, the recipient language may clip a long model of the donor 
language into a new shorter form in the recipient language, the form which does not 
exist in the donor language. In the first form of pseudoism, a word from a donor 
language is used in a recipient language with a non-donor language sense(s) altogether. 
This is to say, a loanword acquires new sense(s) – different from its original sense(s) in 
the donor language. This phenomenon is also known in the literature as “zero 
substitution” (see: Viereck, 1986, 116).  
Carstensen (1986, p. 829) reports that a word "dancing” has acquired pseudo meaning 
in Australian and Swiss Englishes, where it has a sense of a place where people can 
dance (a ballroom). Carstensen (ibid) argues that this Australian sense of the word does 
not exist in British English. He similarly reports of an additional meaning in a German 
loanword streiken from English “strike”. He argues that streiken, though from the 
English “strike”, also means to “stop working”, e.g.an engine of a car can “strike” in 
German sense of the word, whereas, the word cannot be used in British English in the 
same sense. Onysko (2007, p. 53) gives other examples where loanwords from English 
to German have extended their scope of their meanings beyond the scopes of their 
meanings in British English. He, for example, argues that, City in German refers to 
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“downtown”, and Start is used in a sense of “take-off/departure of a plane”, whereas, 
Slip denotes a “short undergarment for women” (also in Busse and Görlach, 2002, p. 
27). Bolton (2002, p. 46) observes a similar phenomenon in Hong Kong English. He 
observes that astronaut in Hong Kong English refers to a person whose family has 
migrated abroad, but who remains working in Hong Kong, and hence spends most of his 
time travelling between his families‟ residence and Hong Kong. Likewise, he reports 
that chicken means prostitute in Hong Kong English. 
Some pseudos however acquire restricted meanings in recipient languages as 
compared with their original shades of meanings in donor languages. The case in point is 
the English based Bulgarian pseudo kőpHep “corner” – whereby, the word is strictly 
used in football domain, as opposed to its multi-meanings in British English. Similarly, 
maHk as a pseudo based on “tank” is strictly used in military sense in Bulgarian, in 
contrast with how it is used in British English (Danchev, 1986, p. 19). The implication 
of these findings is that languages sometimes only borrow a single sense of a polysemy 
from another language. As a result, intercultural communication can sometimes be 
hampered by differing perception of meanings of words across cultures. 
Concerning compound pseudos, Onysko (2007, p. 52) writes that Dressman, means a 
“male model” in the German language. The word shows the case of how English words 
can be combined idiosyncratically in German to form a compound that does not exist in 
English. Another example of pseudo compound in German is Showmaster “master of 
ceremonies” (Viereck, 1986, p. 116). We note that these compounds are not in the 
lexical inventories of British English despite having English constituent morphemes. 
They are thus the products of creativity by speakers of recipient languages, like in our 
examples above. 
In the third form of pseudoism, longer words are clipped to create word forms, which 
are not available in the donor language. German has clipped an English pullover to 
derive Pulli, and has clipped twenty to derive Twen – none of which is used in the Inner 
Circle Englishes (Viereck, 1986, p. 116; Berteloot and Sijs, 2002, p. 53). Other examples 
of pseudo loans are: last not least from “last but not least”, no iron from “non-iron” and 
happy end from “happy ending” (Viereck, 1986, p. 116).  
In this fashion, the present study observes that semantic pseudoism is exhibited in the 
Kiswahili language as well. The study observes that some lexically borrowed items in 
Kiswahili have acquired narrower meanings, in contrast with the meanings of their 
models in the Inner Circle English. The cases of such restricted meanings in loanwords 
are evident in the following English based loanwords in Kiswahili: bucha – that 
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restrictively means a meat shop, and stoo – that restrictively a storeroom, to mention just 
a few. Contrastively, Kiswahili loanwords sometimes denote senses which are not 
known in Inner Circle English, such as the use of short call to denote “to urinate”, and 
long call to denote “to defecate”. Overall, it is worth stating that we did not set out to 
study pseudoism in Kiswahili. Our interest was on duplicate multiword expressions that 
are rather the domains of translation and loan rendition. We hence present our detailed 
review on indirect borrowing as a possible cause of the duplication of multiword 
expressions between Kiswahili and English. 
2.2.3. Indirect borrowing 
Indirect borrowing (also known as loan formation, semantic borrowing, substitution, 
pattern transfer, camouflaged loan, copying, camouflaged borrowing or mulitisourced 
neologisation) is a distinctive mode of borrowing. In indirect borrowing, a recipient lan-
guage creates a form for representing a foreign or refreshed concept using its internal 
resources – i.e. the recipient language does not directly take a ready-made graphemic 
label from the donor language for such concept, such as in direct borrowing. It rather 
creates its own label for the concept by emulating the conceptualization of the expres-
sion representing such concept in the donor language, usually through transliteration, 
loan translation, loan rendition and semantic extension. 
Onysko (2007, p. 13, based on Betz, 1993) catalogues forms of indirect borrowing 
into loan meaning, loan translation, loan rendition and loan creation. Weinreich (1963) 
classifies forms of indirect borrowing into loan shift, loan-blend, semantic extension, 
and loan creation. Byron (1977) contrastively categorizes the forms of indirect loan into 
loan translation and semantic extension. Additionally, Hoffer (2005) and Haugen (1972) 
only register loan shift and loan translation. Meney‟s (1994, pp. 936-938, cf. Solano, p. 
207) on his part categorizes forms of indirect borrowing into loan translation, phrasal 
loan translation (verb + arguments), idiomatic loan translation and sentence-like loan 
translations. Overall, common types of indirect loans registered by many literature are 
"loan translation” (calque), “loan rendition”, “metaphorical translation” (Hilgendorf, 
1996), and semantic extension (loan shift borrowing). We detail these forms of indirect 
borrowing in the light of how they might have led to the observed duplication of 
multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English in Tanzania. 
Firstly, “loan translation borrowing” (also known as calque, tracing or copying) is a 
borrowing in which the typical multiword expressions of one language are literally 
translated/or transliterated into another language. A phrase for an imported concept is 
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locally created by the recipient language through one-to-one translation of the 
morphemes constituting the model phrase in the donor language into the recipient 
language. Ultimately, the phrase representing the imported concept in the recipient 
language is formally and semantically a replica of the phrase representing the same 
concept in the donor language. Backus (2010, p. 235) considers loan translation as 
copying of models or foreign combinations to the recipient language. Winford (2003, p. 
38) and Kay (1995, p. 72) nonetheless distance themselves from the concept of copying 
– because they think that a form in the recipient language is often modified to march the 
structure of the receiving language (Appel & Muysken, 1987, p. 153). In a different 
view, Onysko and Winter-Froemel consider loan translations as analogical innovations 
rather than borrowing (Onysko and Winter-Froemel, 2011, p. 1554). Gottlieb (2012, p. 
176) on his part refers to it as English-inspired discourse, from the fact that the coinages 
are dependent on English inspirations. 
Siaka and Yankey (2007, p. 26-27, citing Kabakachi, 1988) categorize loan 
translation into two types, namely, lexical loan translation and semantic loan translation. 
In their view, lexical loan translation involves substitution of the entire words (or their 
parts) of one language by the analogous units of the other language, while semantic loan 
translation is the appearance of a new meaning in a word. 
Typical examples of loan translations from English to German include “loan 
translation” from Lehnübersetzung (Bosco, 2011, para. 3), Körpersprache from “body 
language” (Viereck, 1986, p. 116), Putzfrau from “cleaning lady” (Stubbs, 1988, p. 22), 
Regenwald from “rain forest”(Stubbs, 1988, p. 22), “beer garden” from Biergarten and 
Entwicklungsland from “developing country” (Onysko, op. cit., p. 14). Ljung (1986, p. 
376) also records, Ha en trevlig dag (in Swedish) from English “have a nice day”. 
This study along this framework identifies typical examples of loan translation in 
Kiswahili as chini ya kiwango
5
 from “below standards”, amani na utangamano6 from 
                                                 
5
 chini       y-a        kiwango 
  under    4.PL-of   7.standard 
„Below standard‟ 
6
 amani       na          utengamano 
  9.peace  CONJ      9.order 
„Peace and order‟ 
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“peace and order”, barua ya kirafiki7 from “friendly letter”, and barua taka8 from “junk 
mail” (see Gaw, 2008, p. 9), to mention just a few. 
As we have seen above, loan translation realizes forms in a recipient language that 
duplicate their equivalents in the donor language in structure and meaning. It is on this 
basis that a section of Kiswahili experts and Kiswahili academies regarded Kiswahili 
multiword expressions that mirror their English counterparts as loan translations or loan 
renditions from the English language to the Kiswahili language. 
Moreover, loan rendition is another form of indirect borrowing that was assumed 
responsible for the production of expressions that duplicate among languages. Loan 
rendition is a near translation of a multiword expression previously found in one 
language into another language (Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958, p. 90). Unlike in loan 
translation, constituent elements of a rendered expression are not element-by-element 
translation of its model expression – but rather a translation that is close to the original 
sense of the model. In other words, loan rendition is a conceptual translation from one 
language into another; and because concepts are not necessarily congruent in all 
languages, loan renditions do not match with their equivalents at the same degree that 
loan translations do. Winford (2003, p. 38) and Onysko (2007, p. 29), give examples of 
loan renditions from English into German as Wolkenkratzer from “skyscraper”, 
Musikkiste from “jukebox” (also, Viereck, 1986, p. 118) and Unternehmensforschung 
from “operational research”. To illustrate what a “near translation” that characterizes 
loan rendition means, one will notice, for example, that Wolkenkratzer is a rendition of 
“skyscraper” – because “sky” (English) and “cloud” (German) are not equivalents 
between the languages, but rather the lexical items in the same field. According to 
Lehnert (1986, p. 138), the literal translation of “skyscraper” into German would be 
Himmelskratzer, which nonetheless does not exist in German. Therefore, the difference 
between “loan translation” and “loan rendition” is in the mode of translation involved in 
transferring an expression in question from the donor language to the recipient language 
– whether it is through word-for-word translation or through sense-for-sense translation. 
                                                 
7
 barua      y-a            ki-rafiki 
  9.letter   9.SG-of… 7-5.friend 
„Friendly letter‟ 
8
 barua      taka 
  9.letter    9.junk 
„Junk letter‟ 
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If it is by word-for-word translation, it is a loan translation and if it is by sense-for-sense 
translation, it is a loan rendition. 
Along this logic, the study considers the following expressions the products of loan 
rendition from English into Kiswahili vyama vya hiari
9
 from “non-government 
organizations”, ujumbe wa sauti10from “voice mail”, and bomu linalosubiri 
kulipuka
11“time bomb”. From this it follows that the Kiswahili versions are not 
congruent with their English counterparts in form, signifying that they are not the 
products of word-for-word translations of their English equivalents. They only have 
senses that approximate the intended meanings of their English equivalents in this 
context.  
Another form of indirect loan assumed to cause similarities of the focus MWEs 
between English and Kiswahili is “metaphorical translation”. This is the act of 
translating metaphorical expressions (idioms, proverbs, phrasal verbs and sayings) 
typical of one language into another language word-for-word (Pei and Chi, 1987; 
Stefanowitsch, 2006, p. 63). This is, of course, unusual as metaphorical expressions are 
not expected to match morpheme by morpheme among languages (because their 
meanings are supposed to be imbedded in the cultures and languages that create them). 
Within this view, literal translation of metaphors from one language into another are 
expected to result into meaningless expressions in the recipient language, especially if 
the languages involved differ in typology and decent as the case of Kiswahili and 
English. The canonical translation of metaphorical expressions from one language into 
another is through expressions with dissimilar forms but similar meanings. It is on this 
basis that a section of experts and Kiswahili academies were strongly convinced that 
correspondence of non-compositional expressions, such as metaphors, between the 
Kiswahili and English is a function of contact influence between the languages. 
Examples of metaphorical translations from English into German include der Mann 
auf der Straße from “the man in the street” (Lehnert, 1996, p. 139), Übermensch from 
                                                 
9
 vyama              vy-a         hiari 
  8.association   8.PL-of      9.willingness 
„Non-governmental organization‟ 
10
 ujumbe              w-a         sauti 
11.message   11.SG-of     9.voice 
„Voice mail‟ 
11
 bomu    li        -na                -lo     -subiri      ku    -lipuk-a 
 9.bomb     5.REL    PRESENT   5.REL  wait        INF-explode-FV 
„Time bomb‟ 
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“superman”, Stammbaum from “family tree” (Stubbs, 1988, p. 22; Onysko, 2007, p. 22), 
and KalterKrieg from “Cold War” (Lehnert, 1986, p. 138; Onysko, 2007, p. 14). As we 
can see, the meanings of these expressions cannot be deduced from individual words that 
constitute them. In this manner, we are convinced that the following duplicating non-
compositional expressions between Kiswahili and English are the metaphorical 
translations from the latter to the former language. Niazimeni masikio yenu
12
is far more 
likely a metaphorical translation of “lend me your ears”, wapishi wengi huharibu 
mchuzi
13
a metaphorical translation of “too many cooks spoils the broth”, and moja ya 
barabarani
14
a metaphorical translation of “one for the road.” Worth remembering about 
metaphorical translations is that the forms in the recipient language are created byword-
for-word translation of their equivalents into another language, not by the principle of 
“dissimilar forms, the same meaning” – which is a norm in translating metaphorical 
expressions among languages(see Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958, p. 90).  
The last form of indirect borrowing identified in the literature is “semantic extension” 
(loan shift or semantic loan in Kabakachi‟s term, 1988, p. 27). In this type of borrowing, 
a native word expands its original semantic range due to the inducement of its equivalent 
in the donor language. In Viereck‟s term, a word in the recipient language takes a new 
meaning under the influence of an equivalent word in the donor language (Viereck, 
1986, p. 116). Mkude (1986, 528) notices the occurrence of this phenomenon in 
Kiswahili and refers to it as an underhand transfer. His case in point is in the 
untraditional correlates between some Kiswahili multiword expressions. For instance, he 
argues that shamba “field” nowadays correlates with kuku “poultry”. Furthermore, zao 
“farm produce” nowadays correlates with ngozi “leather”. He maintains that shamba 
“field” and zao “farm produce” would not collocate with poultry and leather in their 
traditional Kiswahili senses. Thus, in view of this, the existence of collocates such as 
                                                 
12
 ni                -a      -zim    -e      -ni             masikio    yenu 
 1.SG.APP    1.SG    lend -SE-   2.PL           6.ears       yours 
 „Lend me your ears‟ 
13
 wapishi      wengi       hu               -harib-u           mchuzi 
 2.cook      -many       SIMPLE       spoil-FV        4.broth 
 „Too many cooks spoil the broth‟ 
14
 moja    y-a         barabara-ni 
 one    4.PL-of   9.road-LOC 
 „One for the road‟ 
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shamba la kuku
15
 (poultry + farm), and zao la ngozi
16
 (leather + product) denote the 
senses of the words have expanded beyond their traditional scopes. The Kiswahili 
versions have acquired additional meanings inherent in their English equivalents “farm” 
and “produce”. Likewise, the Kiswahili word, soko “market” originally meant a place 
where people meet for buying and selling goods. Nonetheless, the word has currently 
adopted extra senses, which are traditionally inherent in its English equivalent “market”. 
That is to say, soko currently refers to the “marketing industry” as a whole – as evident 
in the phrases such as, world + market “soko la dunia”, common + market “soko la 
pamoja”, free + market “soko huria”, stock + market “soko la hisa”, and so forth. These 
atypical multiword expressions for Kiswahili exhibit that the senses of soko are beyond 
the scope of a “place where people buy and sell goods”. 
Other Kiswahili words whose meanings have expanded beyond their traditional 
senses include ukuaji (growth, as evident in an expression such as ukuaji wa 
uchumi
17“economic growth”), and jukwaa (stage as evident in an expression such as 
jukwaa la kisiasa
18
 “political platform”). Other examples of Kiswahili expressions 
whose semantic scope have widened due to influence of their English equivalents 
include mungu “god” (Frankel, 1995, p. 202), ikulu “state house” and kitivo “faculty”, 
jina la utani
19
 “nickname”(Petzell, 2005) and mhimili “pillar”. 
We nonetheless excluded semantic extension between Kiswahili and English in our 
study because it is a domain of single lexical items, whereas, we were interested in the 
longer chunks of words – the multiword expressions. 
                                                 
15
 shamba       l-a               kuku 
 5.farm      5.SG-of        9.chicken 
 „Poultry farm‟ 
16
 zao                      l-a           ngozi 
 5.produce      5.SG-of        9.leather 
 „Leather product‟ 
17
 u    -kua-ji          w-a                uchumi 
INF-grow-INF  11.SG-of         11.economy 
„Economic growth‟ 
18
 jukwaa              l-a             siasa 
5.platform       5.SG-of      5.politics 
 „Political platform‟ 
19
 jina           l-a                utani 
 5.name    5.SG-of       13.joke 
 „Nickname‟ 
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2.2.4. Borrowing and transfer from dominant to subordinate cultures 
Borrowing is always not mutual whenever languages with different powers are in con-
tact. Kachru‟s (1994, p. 138) Dominance Hypothesis holds that borrowing is often from 
the dominant to the subordinate languages (Sankoff, 2004, p. 649; Mohideen, 2009, p. 
17). Sullivan (2008, p. 1) also maintains that lexical items are more frequently borrowed 
from the high status languages to the low status ones, as compared with borrowing from 
low status to high status languages. Mohideen (2009, p. 17) equally holds that the subor-
dinate languages borrow many words (even where they have native equivalents) from 
dominant languages. She attributes the trend to the prestige foreign expressions invoke 
among speakers of unprestigous languages. In our context, English is a dominant lan-
guage and Kiswahili a subordinate language. Kiswahili is hence more prone to borrow-
ing expressions from English than it is English from Kiswahili.  
Subordinate cultures also influence dominant cultures in the context of contact; and 
that the difference is only in the degree of influence. Dako (2002, p. 48) reports about 
what he refers to as Ghanaianism whereby, the Ghanaian languages influence Ghanaian 
English. A similar phenomenon is observed by Kohli in India. He writes ,“[t]oday it is 
indigenous languages of India that provide additional resources for Indian users of 
English to draw on, and IndE has been described as a Khichri of words” (Kohli, 1989, p. 
1332, in Sedlatschek, 2009, p. 52). Igboanusi (2003, pp. 61-65) similarly reports about 
the existence of Nigerianism in Nigerian English. He argues that Nigerian English draws 
considerable number of expressions from Nigerian native languages. In addition, 
Schmied (1990, p. 78) reports about borrowing and accepting some African loanwords 
by English – the phenomenon he refers to as Africanism. 
2.2.5. Users’ attitudes on linguistic borrowing 
Attitudes to linguistic borrowing vary greatly. Nevertheless, they attitudes can at least be 
categorized into two major categories namely, permissive and puristic view on borrow-
ing (Danchev, 1986, 21). Permissive view (Bader, 1994; Kishe, 1994; Sewell, 2001, p. 
608; Stanlaw, 2004, p. 15) regards borrowing as an enrichment process that language 
users should accept and live with. The view holds that borrowing is a natural develop-
ment in a language caused naturally by the historical contacts between languages 
(Mkude, 1986, p. 527; Kishe, 1994). Thus, proponents of this school of thought consider 
borrowing beneficial and inevitable. 
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The puristic view on the contrary considers borrowing as pollution, copycat 
mentality, or interference in the recipient language (Weinreich, 1963, p. 1; Kachru, 
1994, p. 147; Stanlaw, op. cit.). In line with this view, borrowing should be avoided for 
keeping the recipient languages pure (Bader, 1992; Kishe, 1994, p. 1). Onysko (2007) 
considers Verein Deutsche Sprache as typical implementers of this view – following its 
activism against Anglicism in the German language. This is also true of L'Académie 
Française, which was established as far back as in 1635 to protect the purity of French. 
As we have stated earlier, Kiswahili purists, some Kiswahili experts and Kiswahili 
academies considered these multiword expressions non-standard expressions in formal 
domains. They identified them and recommended them to Kiswahili users to avoid. 
Fortunately, their reactions and attitudes towards the expressions drew our attention to 
the expressions and resulted to the current study. 
2.2.6. Impacts of borrowing on the recipient language and users 
It is argued that borrowed items impacts on the system of recipient languages and even 
on the worldview of its speakers. First, in a context where a generic word already exists 
in a language, borrowing may cause an existing word to develop ambiguity. This occurs 
due to a mix-up between the new sense of the expression and the original sense of the 
expression in cases where semantic extension has occurred in the expression. The cases 
in point are with the meanings of the Kiswahili versions of “Red Cross” Msalaba Mwe-
kundu
20
, “dirty money” fedha chafu21,“green star” nyota ya kijani22 and “golden shoe” 
kiatu cha dhahabu
23
. Speakers of Kiswahili witnessed that expressions have assumed 
ambiguity of the recent days. There had developed a confusion between the literal mean-
ings of the expressions (the original Kiswahili meanings of the expressions), and new 
meanings of the expressions (the associated meanings of the expressions supposedly 
                                                 
20
 msalaba  mwekundu 
  3.cross     red 
„Red Cross‟ 
21
 fedha        chafu 
 9.money   dirty 
 „Dirty money‟ 
22
 nyota          y-a                kijani 
 9.star         9.SG-of         green 
„Green star‟ 
23
 kiatu          ch-a              dhahabu 
7.shoe        7.SG-of        9.Gold 
„Golden shoe‟ 
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from English to Kiswahili). 
Secondly, an old expression might disappear (relexification) because of borrowing or 
its new meaning might survive alongside its old meaning, but with each of the meaning 
developing a specific sense (Weinreich, 1963, p. 54). Kay (1995) nonetheless observes 
that borrowing gives users of the recipient language more choices in their 
communication. In his view, it adds synonyms and collocational possibilities in the 
language. The phenomenon adds senses to old words or shifts the meanings of old words 
from one domain to another domain. 
Thirdly, borrowing likely interferes with the system of the recipient language. 
Mufwene (2001, p. 195) writes, “[a]nything external to a particular language variety acts 
on it through its speakers, who are equally hosts to other linguistic and cultural systems”. 
Lyons (1981, p. 310) holds that borrowing and loan translation change both semantic 
and lexical structure of the recipient language. Mkude (1986, p. 527) states that 
borrowing, among other things, disturbs the structure of the recipient language. Appel 
and Muysken (1987, p. 173) equally observe that the occurrence of massive borrowing 
leads to attrition and eventually the death of the borrowing language. 
Fourthly, Rollason (2005, p. 52) maintains that the languages that influence each 
other are not equal economically, militarily and culturally, and as a result, powerful 
languages normally undermine creative and generative capacities of powerless 
languages upon contact. This is consistent with our findings. We found out that 
Kiswahili increasingly coin words after their English models rather than by innovating 
original terms for the concepts in question. Rollason (ibid) argues that powerless 
languages become subsystems of powerful languages in the end, if the process goes on 
for long time. Görlach (2001, p. xvii) concerning this observes that the European 
languages are likely to become similar to each other because of the influence of English. 
He observes that the influx of lexical items and their attendant impacts on recipient 
languages slowly alter the nature and characteristics of the languages. 
Contrastively, Otheguy (1995, pp. 215-217) is of the view that indirect forms of 
borrowing such as loan translation and rendition – the basis of our study – cannot change 
the systems of recipient languages. He argues that the new forms are often in agreement 
with the rules of the receiving language. He argues, for instance, that loan translations 
such as cape of good hope from Portuguese Cabo-de Boa Esperance and “thanks giving 
day” from Spanish Dia de dar Gracias do not change the structure of English as long as 
the products conform with phrase structure rules for English. He writes: 
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The expression good hope is systemically no different from blind faith or sweet char-
ity (just to stay with cardinal virtues), and no different from any other arrangement of 
what syntacticians may call attributive adjectives and abstract nouns (Otheguy, 1995, 
pp. 216-217). 
In this regard, Otheguy considers the lack of alteration in morphological or syntactical 
system of the recipient languages as inconsequential. We are however of the view that 
Otheguy‟s view on the phenomenon is oversimplified. Languages have different mor-
phology, syntax, phonology, and semantics to each other. Thus, it is inevitable that some 
changes have to take place in the system of a recipient language to accommodate loan-
translated items into it. We witness alterations, for example, in the phrase structure rules 
for Kiswahili due to indirect borrowing from English. The a regular postmodified NP in 
Kiswahili is, for example, composed of Noun + Adjective as in, nyumba kubwa
24
 “big 
house”, nchi nzuri25 “good country”. Nevertheless, some indirectly borrowed expres-
sions from English in Kiswahili appear to defy this rule for Kiswahili NP: e.g. mazingira 
rafiki
26“friendly environment” =N+N, kilimo biashara27“commercial agriculture” =N+N 
are cases in point. In these examples, the Kiswahili words rafiki and biashara are nouns 
but which postmodify other nouns – contrary to the regular phrase structure rule for 
Kiswahili. In the deep level, the existence of these examples indicates that rafiki and 
biashara have undergone zero derivations. That is, they have changed from nouns to 
adjectives in a process known as “isomorphism”. Even so, the addition of expressions 
and formation of doublets, typical in loan translation and rendition, are in themselves 
changes in the system of the recipient language – a quantitative change to be specific. 
On users of recipient language, borrowing is claimed to interfere with borrowers‟ 
worldview and thought. Sapir and Whorf‟s studies on the Native American languages 
                                                 
24
 nyumba       kubwa 
9.house       big 
 „Big house‟ 
25
 nchi             nzuri 
9.country     good 
 „Good country‟ 
26
 mazingira             rafiki 
 9.environment     5.friend 
 „Friendly environment‟ 
27
kilimo               biashara 
9.agriculture    9.commerce 
 „Commercial agriculture‟ 
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revealed that each language has a unique structure and shapes its speakers to view the 
world differently (Saeed, 1997, p. 42). This implies that concepts and structures 
imported from one language to another might carry with them inherent worldviews from 
the donor language to the recipient language; and in so doing; may covertly shape 
thoughts of the speakers of the recipient language (Lyons, 1981, p. 308; Igboanuasi, 
2003, p. 65).In line with this view, Solano (2012, p. 213) writes that “multiword-loan 
translations represent not only a phraseological borrowing but also a cultural one as a 
new image or metaphor is imported into the recipient language”. Fairclough (1986, p. 
23) writes that linguistic phenomena are social in nature (in the sense that whatever 
people speak, listen, write or read are determined socially and have social effects). He is 
of the view that a particular language on the one hand, follows social conventions of a 
particular society, but on the other hand, determines the social conventions of that 
particular society. Along the same line, Stubbs (1988, p. 19), and Stanlaw (2009, p. 35) 
argue that a word is a carrier of historical facts, experience, social conventions, and 
feelings of its originators. Schadeberg (1991, p. 105) states it succinctly that a word 
carries a hidden tiny piece of history of the community that speaks the language in 
which it belongs. Ngugi wa Thion‟go (1981, p. 8) claims, “from a word, a group of 
words, a sentence and even a name, one can glean the social norms, attitudes and values 
of certain people”. This implies that metaphors, proverbs and idioms (whose 
understandings normally depend on common knowledge among interlocutors) are even 
more culturally bound than non-metaphorical expressions (Lyons, op. cit.). In Wang‟s 
words, “People can easily trace the history of the-English speaking peoples by studying 
the pattern of loanwords in English (Wang, 2008, p. 55).  
This implies that borrowing a word affects social-historical orientations of borrowers 
gradually but surely. That is, by substituting native words for loanwords, one gradually 
substitutes one culture and history with another culture and history. Overall, the extent to 
which language influences thought and language system is contentious. In this aspect, 
the study rather concentrated on investigating the sources of Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions. It did not detail the impacts of the phenomenon on neither the 
Kiswahili system nor Kiswahili speakers. 
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2.2.7. Motivations for indirect borrowing 
Motivations for indirect borrowing can be classified into at least five categories
28
. Fore-
most, a language borrows a word from another language because it has no an equivalent 
word for the new object, person, idea or creature (Kachru, 1994, p. 138, Trask, 1994, p. 
12; Rollason, 2005, p. 45, Solano, 2012, p. 199). Sedlatschek (2009, 54) observes that a 
language sometimes borrow if an equivalent for the concept in question is not clear 
enough. In such context, it is necessitated to borrow a clearer word for such concept – 
borrowing for the sake of achieving precision.  
Apart from gap filling, scholars regard indirect borrowing as a strategy used by 
specific language users to achieve practical objectives. Bader (1992, p. 94) writes, 
“[w]hen a translator is faced with a gap in a recipient language, outright borrowing or 
loan transition are prone to occur”. This is also supported by Salhi (2007, p. 7-8) who 
considers borrowing as a translation procedure among translators. Dzahene-Quarshie 
(2010, p. 62) is also of view that journalists deliberately coin terms in their attempts to 
convey their thoughts sincerely. Scholars (Mwansoko, 1991a, p. 302; King‟ei, 1999, p. 
151; Gaw, 2008, p. 9) consider indirect borrowing a strategy for developing technical 
vocabularies. Additionally, purists regard borrowing as an acceptable strategy for 
accommodating new concepts from other languages without compromising the purity of 
the borrowing language (Arlotto, 1972, p. 189; Perry, 1985, 308).  
Similarly, different groups use borrowing as a strategy to achieve a variety of 
sociolinguistic objectives, and to accomplish certain goals (Stanlaw, 2009, p. 17).The 
goals can be to impress the audience, to signify the intensity of the issue at hand, to 
conceal the truth, to elude an embarrassment, or to relieve the responsibility among 
others. Stålhammar (2004, p. 97) reports that the economists, technical specialists and 
scientists tend to use loanwords from English to show that they are powerful and/or 
special. In a similar vein, Hilgendorf (2007, p. 136) argues that German politicians and 
legal practitioners often use loanwords to either be vague or be precise. She maintains 
that German politicians‟ preference of English loanword “corruption” for its German 
equivalent Bestechung is because they want to be vague. She on the contrary, observes 
that the use of English loanwords among German legal practitioners is for achieving 
                                                 
28Other studies such as Carstensen‟s, (1965) and Langer‟s (1996) categorize motivations for borrowing as 
necessity and luxury. 
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clarity and precision. She further argues that borrowing of English words is motivated by 
the role of English internationally. Apart from that, English loanwords are trendier and 
more expressive in the world of business and advertisement. Kay (1995, p. 72) lauds that 
loanwords from English are used in the advertisements in Katakana due to their ability to 
catch readers‟ eyes – and in so doing they attract attention of prospective customers. 
This is supported by Stålhammar (2004, p. 97) who reports that loanwords are used in 
contexts designed to attract attention like in the advertisements. The use of loan items in 
such contexts symbolizes the introduction of new, useful, attractive, and modern things 
(Lehnert, 1986, p. 136). On this phenomenon, Stanlaw (2009, p. 17) writes that the use 
of English loanwords in Japanese connotes that a speaker or a topic is in question is 
modern, western, chic or sophisticated – the connotation in turn, contributes to the 
popularity of the concept or domain
29
. Gottlieb (2012, p. 174) is of the view that “loans 
from prestigious languages serve as linguistic spices beefing up local cuisine”. It is 
likely that the prestige that is inherent in English expressions equally motivates their 
borrowing in Kiswahili. It is likely that the duplicate multiword expressions are the 
products of indirect loan from English to Kiswahili. 
A different view maintains that borrowing is motivated by an urge of certain groups 
within the speech community to develop idiosyncrasy. Along this view, certain groups 
within the speech community sometimes borrow terms in a quest either to align with or 
to distance themselves from a certain social class in that speech community (Beal, 2011, 
pp. 87-95).The view holds that some speakers use loanwords to signal that they are more 
learned or knowledgeable than the rest speakers of their community. This likely true in 
the context where items borrowed are from a prestigious language like English. Katamba 
(1994; 195) agrees that bilingual speakers sometimes use a foreign element in their 
speech to make a statement about their own self-perception. 
Igboanusi (2003), nonetheless, observes that it is not only the issue of identity 
marking that is a priority in borrowing. To him, borrowing is the speakers‟ way to 
acknowledge the sources of imported concepts. He says that indirect borrowing of 
Nigerian idioms, proverbs and imageries by Nigerian literary writers in English is for 
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 While these observations were basically made in regard to lexical borrowing, this study observes that 
the same applies to indirect borrowing of multiword units that the study focuses on. 
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reflecting the traditional Nigerian life and culture through English medium. 
Nevertheless, it is unlikely in our perspectives that speakers of a language would borrow 
a word with an aim of acknowledging the source of a concept it represents. 
Furthermore, scholars (Weinreich, 1963, p. 60; Bader, 1992, p. 94; Kachru, 1994, p. 
141; Owino, 2003, p. 28; Stålhammar, 2004, p. 98) argue that borrowing is done for the 
sake of prestige. They argue that it is a strategy of speakers of less prestigious codes to 
identify with high prestigious codes. We equally consider prestige as a significant 
motivation for coining Kiswahili duplicate expressions after their English models. We 
reach this conclusion after noting that some of the coinages have traditional Kiswahili 
synonyms that should have been used to convey same concepts underlying them. The 
creation of these English-induced duplets is therefore not to fill lexical gaps in 
Kiswahili, but rather for the prestige inherent in loan expressions. Rollason (2005, p. 45) 
states it in a more positive note that borrowing is sometimes done for the sake of fashion 
and over exposure to a certain types of the media. 
Additionally, it is argued that borrowing is motivated by factors within the borrowing 
language itself (internal factors) (Weinreich, 1963, p. 63). One of such internal factors, 
which may lead to the borrowing of an item, is the low frequency of use of the native 
duplet of the loan expression. Weinreich (ibid.) argues that the less frequent the word is 
used, the more unstable it is in the language. Consequently, words that are seldom used 
are prone to replacement by synonymous loan equivalents. Another internal factor for 
the borrowing mentioned by Weinreich (ibid) is what he refers to as “pernicious 
homonymy”. He asserts that a language borrows from another language when there is a 
clash in the meanings of the two homonyms in the recipient language. In other words, a 
language borrows to avoid ambiguity associated with the use of homonymous terms in 
the language. Weinreich (ibid) adds that languages also borrow to compensate for the 
loss of expressive forces in the overused words in the recipient language. Senses of 
words such as, eat, sleep, talk, love, and beauty are likely to be stale because of overuse. 
Languages would therefore tend to borrow the equivalent terms to these words from 
other languages in an attempt to add freshness and expressive forces for concepts 
represented by the words. Furthermore, languages borrow in an attempt to avoid offence 
in some words (cacophemistic purpose) (Weinreich, 1963, p. 60).  
It is also observed that borrowing is a strategy for achieving certain comic effects. 
This is because some loanwords are more comical than their synonyms in the recipient 
language. They are hence preferred for fun making to their synonyms. Additionally, 
other scholars (Rollason, 2005, p. 45; Chłopicki, 2005, p. 113) assert that some words 
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are borrowed in the recipient languages from the donor languages because native forms 
are longer than the loan expressions (borrowing for the sake of economy). Generally, the 
motivations for indirect borrowing were not our major focus in this study. Our focus was 
on the sources of multiword expressions that duplicate in form and meaning between 
Kiswahili and English. It would be interesting though for a different research to 
investigate social motivations and use of the research expressions in Kiswahili. 
2.2.8. Lexical borrowing, nonce borrowing and code switching 
Lexical borrowing, nonce borrowing, and code switching are closely related terms in 
sociolinguistic studies. It is therefore worthwhile distinguishing them in this section as 
basis of establishing the focus and scope of our study. According to Backus (2010, p. 
237), borrowing entails code switching, while code switching does not necessarily entail 
borrowing. The argument leaves much to be desired though. “Code switching consisting 
of a single noun in one language within a sentence entirely in the other language may be 
superficially indistinguishable from borrowing” (Sankoff, et al., 1990, p. 72) 
Dako (2002, p. 49) defines lexical borrowing as the inclusion of distinct lexical items 
from one code into the lexicon of another code. Nonce borrowing on the other hand is 
also a form of lexical borrowing; but which is less frequent and limited in scope in 
contrast with lexical borrowing (see Sankoff, Poplack and Vanniarajan, 1990). The 
difference between lexical and nonce borrowing hence lies in the degree of recurrence 
and pervasiveness of the items in question in actual usage. The items qualify as products 
of lexical borrowing if they are recurrent and frequent in use and as products of nonce 
borrowing if they are less frequent and rare in use. We found that a few Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions qualify as nonce borrowing rather than lexical 
borrowing as far as their frequency in the corpora is concerned. They were more of 
idiolectal features rather than dialectal features in our view. 
Code switching however refers to either insertion or alternation of a grammatical 
frame of one language to another (Kamangamwalu, 1992; Backus, 2010). The literature 
recognizes two major types of code switching namely, code mixing and code switching; 
whereby, the former refers to the insertion of morphemes while the latter refers to the 
alternation of morphemes, phrases, or sentences. Other common terms used for these 
types are intrasentencial and intersentencial. 
The first difference between lexical borrowing and code switching is again in the 
frequencies of occurrence, acceptance, and perverseness of the item in question in a 
recipient language. A borrowed item is expected to be recurrent, accepted and 
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widespread, while code switched item is expected to be spontaneous and idiolectic 
(Backus, 2010, p. 231, 238; Owino, 2003, p. 30). A foreign term hence qualifies as a 
loan item if it is used more frequently and by speakers from all classes and all 
geographical areas of the language or dialect in question. Nonetheless, measuring the 
frequencies of use and number of users of a particular word is rather speculative – no 
one can record these dimensions precisely due to the nature of language use. The 
argument is thus that criteria of frequency of use and rampancy on themselves cannot 
distinctively distinguish lexical borrowing from code switching. 
Another criterion for distinguishing lexical borrowing from code switching is the 
degree of integration of an item in question in the system of a recipient. It is argued that 
loanwords are highly integrated into the linguistic system of the recipient language as 
compared with the products of code switching. Loan items become part of the lexicon of 
the recipient language (Kamwangamalu, 1992, p. 174, Dako, 2002, p. 48).Whereas, 
Muysken (1987, p. 172) argues that the code-mixed items are less adapted to the system 
of the recipient language morphologically and phonologically as compared with 
loanwords. Overall, this again is not a decisive criterion for distinguishing the products 
of switching from the products of borrowing. This is because the degree of integration of 
an element is not clearly measurable. Integration of loanwords is dependent on many 
factors: the nature of the borrowed item, the borrowing processes involved, and the 
period of borrowing. It is observed that some of the borrowed items have retained their 
generic properties despite having stayed in the recipient language for quite long time. 
Probably, an admission of an item in the standard dictionary of the language in question 
may designate that the word has been accepted as a loan item in the language by 
lexicographers: rather than as the code-mixed item in the opinions of the lexicographers. 
Another criterion for distinguishing the products of lexical borrowing from the 
products of code switching is in the access of the item in question to monolingual 
speakers of the recipient. It is observed that monolingual users can use borrowed items, 
yet they can rarely code switch between the language they do not speak 
(Kamwangamalu, op. cit., p. 174). It is because one needs a certain degree of 
competence in the two languages to be able to successfully code-switch between the 
languages. Sankoff, et al. (1990, p. 72) write: 
Code switching within confines of a single sentence requires access to the syntactic 
apparatus of both languages, as is generally observed; each of the monolingual frag-
ments making up a code switched sentence is internally grammatical by the rules of 
its language. Borrowing on the other hand operates independently of the grammar of 
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the donor language, though it may involve lexical items from that language that are 
not yet incorporated into the monolingual vocabulary of the host language and these 
items may retain aspects of the donor language phonology 
Lack of competence in another language thus bars monolingual users from mixing or 
switching codes into a cohesive utterance/sentence without violating the syntac-
tic/grammatical constraints of both codes. This, nonetheless, is not a requirement of use 
of a loanword. A user of a loanword might be completely ignorant of the system of the 
donor language, yet she or he can still successfully use a loanword in his language. This 
is because the use of loanwords is part of native speaker‟s competence in his mother 
tongue. Nonetheless, Dako (1991, p. 50) cautions that „competence factor‟ does not nec-
essarily apply in the context where the languages in question have been in contact for 
long time like in Ghana. He observes that even monolingual Ghanaians decorate their 
discourses with English interjections and intensifiers through code switching. Notwith-
standing, the degree of code switching among monolingual speakers should be restricted 
as compared with the degree of code switching among bilingual speakers even if Dako‟s 
observation is true. We thus agree that the access is one of criteria distinguishing code 
switching from lexical borrowing. 
It is also argued that borrowing occurs at predictable points in a discourse, whereas 
code switching occurs at relatively unpredictable points of a discourse (Dako, 1991, p. 
51). We can hence precisely predict the occurrence of a borrowed item by focusing onto 
the context of speech in recipient language – especially if the item in question is a gap-
filler. In contrast, one cannot predict the occurrence of code switching in a similar 
fashion, because bilingual users have equivalents in the recipient language that they 
ought to use, yet can at any time unnecessarily incorporate another code for indefinite 
motive. As stated earlier, the process for formation of duplication in Kiswahili and 
English does not matter. The thesis was to find out the source and nature of expressions 
that duplicate between Kiswahili and English. 
2.2.9. Borrowability of MWEs from one language to another 
Sajavaara (1986, p. 71) observes that there is a large number of non-Finnish expressions 
that have been adopted from English by translation (though he does not give typical ex-
amples). He observes that many of such expressions appear in texts addressed to certain 
groups of people. He perceives that they are used in such domains probably because the 
concepts underlying them have lexical gaps in Finnish. He nevertheless observes that 
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such expressions are temporal and therefore might have no immense impact on Finnish. 
Viereck (1986, p. 116) observes a similar phenomenon in German. He asserts that there 
is a tendency of forming multiword expressions in German by translating English mul-
tiword expressions into German. Some of his examples are Sternenkrieg he alleges to be 
from star wars, Wegwerfmentalität he alleges to be from throwaway mentality and 
weiche Landung he alleges to be from soft landing. Lehnert (1986, p. 139) equally, re-
ports about borrowability of English fixed expressions in German through loan transla-
tion as follows:  
Wir sitzen alle im gleichen Boot from We are all in the same boat, grünes Licht geben 
(bekommen), from to give (get) green light, sein Gesicht verlieren (wahren) from to 
lose (save) one‟s face, ein langes Gesicht machen from to make a long face, das 
Beste aus etwas machen from to make the best of something, in den Untergrund 
gehen from to go underground, in sein from to be in, das Sagen haben from to have 
the say, jemanden die Schau stehlen from to steal the show (from a person), das 
macht (k)einen Unterschied from it (that) makes no (all the) difference, der Mann auf 
der Straße from the man in (American E. on) the street, eine Party geben from to 
give a party, Prioritäten setzen, from to set priorities, rund um die Uhr from round 
the clock, das geht unter die Haut from that gets under your skin, etc.(p. 139) 
These testaments hence support the assumption that multiword expressions are indirectly 
borrowable among human languages. They support that one language can borrow idi-
oms, proverbs, sayings, slogans, or nominal compounds by transliteration, loan transla-
tion or loan rendition from another language. The findings thus agree with the prior ob-
servation by some bilingual speakers, purists, some experts on Kiswahili and Kiswahili 
academies that Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English multiword 
equivalents are the products of borrowing from English. 
2.2.10. Findings on indirect and direct borrowing among languages 
Indirect borrowing often occurs hand in hand with direct borrowing. Forms of indirect 
borrowing such as loan translation loan rendition, metaphorical translation, and loan 
shift are fairly reported in the context of language contact. Petersen (1984, as cited in 
Sörensen, 1986, p. 46-47) found out that the products of direct loan occurred in the Dan-
ish language more than the products of loan translations and semantic loans. Stålhammar 
also studied the influence of Anglicism on Swedish in 2004, and found out that the 
products of direct borrowing from English outnumbered the products of indirect borrow-
ing from English to Swedish by far. His finding is consonant with Yang‟s (1990, p. 15, 
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cited in Seidel, 2010, p. 23), who found out that the products of direct borrowing from 
English to German exceeded the products of indirect borrowing from English to Ger-
man. Moreover, Karin Viereck‟s study on the influence of English on Austrian German 
in 1986reported that the directly borrowed items exceeded the indirectly borrowed items 
in quantity and use in the Austrian German(p. 159). Glahn‟s (2002a, p. 149, as cited in 
Onysko, 2007, p. 22) also affirmed that the directly borrowed Anglicisms were more 
frequent in German than the indirectly borrowed Anglicisms.  
Moreover, Onysko in his study of Anglicism in German in 2007 found out that hybrid 
constructions of English and German elements accounted for 83.97% of all Anglicism in 
Der Spiegel newspapers he studied. He nonetheless did not categorically state the 
percentage of indirect loanwords in German. Betz‟s study in 1959 however claimed that 
loan translations were more frequent in German than the products of indirect borrowing 
in German (Betz 1959, reported in Onysko, op. cit., p. 22).  
In a different study, Dako (2002, p. 53) discovered that the most borrowed items 
among the Ghanaian languages were cultural concepts: abstract concepts followed by 
cultural references and appellations (non-core vocabularies). The motivation for this 
borrowing is the high interactions between Ghanaian society and international 
community that make it possible for influx of new concepts in Ghana. In his findings, 
labels for concrete things were the least borrowable items. Likewise, Solano‟s (2012, 
213) study on French journalist discourse revealed that noun phrases were the most 
pervasive MWEs in the press, followed by predicate idioms. He attributed the 
pervasiveness of English loanwords in French to the impacts of globalization. He argues 
that globalization has made it possible for English media to increase their access to 
French now than ever before. Furthermore, Gottlieb studied phraseological influence of 
English on Danish between 1990 and 2010 (Gottlieb, 2012). He found out that “Danish 
expressions tend to lose ground, while expressions based on English models typically 
gain popularity – a development hitherto lacking empirical documentation” (p. 169). The 
observation is also true of the Tanzania's context. We have ascertained that many 
Kiswahili speakers would prefer using loan expressions to their synonymous native 
Kiswahili expressions. Motivations of borrowing from a dominant language to a 
subordinate language (see section 2.2.4) explains why this should be the case. 
Concerning the present study, we investigated the plausibility of indirect borrowing 
from English to Kiswahili to cause the observed duplication of MWEs between 
Kiswahili and English. We did not focusing on direct borrowing between Kiswahili and 
English simply because the earlier studies on contact between English and 
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Kiswahili(Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Schmied, 1991; Kishe, 
1994; Schadeberg, 2009; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012)addressed 
the phenomenon quite satisfactorily. 
2.2.11. Studies on borrowing between Kiswahili and English 
Studies have shown that Kiswahili initially mostly borrowed from Arabic, Persian, Ger-
man, Portuguese, Malagasy, and Indic languages (Kulagila and Lodhi, 1980; Mdee, 
1983, Schadeberg, 2009). They have also shown that Kiswahili borrows from other lan-
guages of Tanzania. Furthermore, the studies (Abdulaziz-Mkilifi, 1972; Mdee, 1983; 
Schmied, 1985; Mkude, 1986; Rubagumya, 1990; Kishe, 1994; Gaw 2008; Dzahene-
Quarshie, 2010, Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012) have shown that Kiswahili has been borrow-
ing from English since when the two languages came into contact in the 1880s. A sam-
ple of English loanwords in Kiswahili are such as jiografia “geography”, shati “shati”, 
polisi “police”, and kiplefti “keep left” – some of which modified to conform with rules 
for Kiswahili. Studies further purport that English is at the moment the major source of 
loan items in Kiswahili (Dunn, 1985; Petzell, 2005; Schadeberg, 2009, p. 84). Dzahene-
Quarshie studied the Kiswahili football language in Tanzania in 2012 and found that 
football industry borrowed by blending followed by semantic extension and loan transla-
tion in Tanzania (Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012, p. 45). Schmied (1990) has exceptionally 
shown that English also borrows a few words such as safari, bwana and askari from 
Kiswahili. This is to say, the influence between Kiswahili and English is well studied 
and documented by previous studies on the subject. 
Even so, all the major studies (Mkude, 1986; Kishe, 1994; Mwansoko, et al., 1996; 
Haspelmath & Tadmor, 2009; Gaw, 2008; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Dzahene-Quarshie, 
2012)on borrowing between English and Kiswahili solely focused on direct borrowing 
between the languages. Some of the studies (Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Kishe, 1994; 
Mwansoko, et al., 1996) of course anecdotally mentioned the elements of indirect 
borrowing, such as loan translation, semantic shift, or neologism, but only with either 
one or two exemplary sentences for each element. We thus found the available academic 
works on the phenomenon insufficient. Accordingly, we set to give sufficient account of 
the sources and tendencies of the expressions that are speedily getting currency in 
Kiswahili actual use and in Kiswahili media in the context of Tanzania. 
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2.3. Analogy as an explanation of the phenomenon 
Analogy or cognitive metaphoricalization is transference of a meaning from one refer-
ence to another reference (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1987; Gibbs Jr, & O'Brien, 
1990;Wee, 2006; Bermel, 2007; Sharifian, 2008).It is an understanding of a new situa-
tion in terms of a familiar one (Krumnack, et. al., 2013, p. 57). In the case of our study, 
it is a process of coining meanings by mapping forms and meanings of one domain 
(source domain) onto another domain (target domain) 
Metaphors, as cases in point, are derived by associating vehicle and tenor (usually by 
converting concrete meanings into abstract meanings) – e.g. when converting the 
knowledge about “spilling of beans” into the knowledge about “revealing secrets” (Gibs 
Jr. and O‟Brien, 1990, p. 37).Connotative meanings, as well, are the products of similar 
transference of meanings from one domain to another domain. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, languages varying in typology and descent can 
spontaneously develop duplicate expressions because they all apply the same mechanism 
of transference (Land, 1974, p. 1690; Byron, 1997, p. 234.). The use of “lion” to denote 
a strong man, within this view, is plausible in several human languages because the 
connotations derive from the lion itself (derive from the observable physical 
aggressiveness of the lion). Thus, if the Tullu of India and Maya of Mexico 
connotatively refer to an aggressive man as lion, no one of the languages should have 
borrowed the connotation from another language. Rather, it should be that the languages, 
through a uniform mapping principle, have spontaneously created the duplicate 
connotations. Land (op. cit.), within this view, argues that only a notion is a paramount 
motivation in the formation of expressions that duplicate among several languages. 
Onysko (2007) maintains that formal and semantic similarities of structures such as 
“street + child” for children without parental care area function of basing innovations on 
the common imagery by several languages. He maintains that children without parental 
care live in the streets. As a result, speakers of any human language who encounter such 
children can productively refer to them as street children without necessarily copying the 
duplicate term from another language. Watoto wa mitaani
30
, and its English duplicate 
equivalent “street children”, for that matter draw from the natural image that the children 
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 watoto       w-a        mitaa-ni 
 2.child        2.PL        4.street-LOC 
  „Street children‟ 
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evoke to speakers of both Kiswahili and English – the two languages read from the same 
script, which is the habitat of children without parental care. 
Some scholars (Galero-Garcés, 1997, p. 36, Farahani & Ghasemi, 2012, p. 17) 
contrastively argue that analogical extension of meanings is culture bound. They argue 
that culture determines what languages should map and how they should map them. 
Along the view, the products of the process ought to be idiosyncratic to a 
language/culture that produced it. Even though, evidence we gathered in this study 
suggest that some of the Kiswahili versions of the expressions that duplicate between 
English and Kiswahili are the products of parallel mapping from similar domains in a 
similar fashion by Kiswahili and English speakers. 
2.4. Generativism as an explanation of the phenomenon 
Generativism in our study is a cover term for the whole range of linguistic theories on 
how human mind works in producing linguistic symbols. It entails nativism (biological 
approach to the origin of human language), universal grammar (formalism), constructiv-
ism, and cognitivism. With regard to our study, the theory asserts that human beings are 
endowed with language capacity (Gleitman and Newport, 1995, p. 1).Noam Chomsky, 
in particular, asserts that human children are born with a device that enables them to 
acquire their language effortlessly and systematically (Chomsky, 1965, p. 56).Hoff 
(2009, p. 12) writes that there is an underlying mental grammar that underlies what 
speakers do and how they do it with regard to the production of human language. Gleit-
man & Newport (1995, p. 3, Hoff, 2009, p. 19) also laud that there is a blue print for 
learning human language that is common to all human species. This alleged human in-
nate ability enables speakers of human languages to construct and understand an indefi-
nite number of utterances, including utterances they have never encountered before (Ly-
ons, 1977, p. 78). It enables them to use internal resources of language to create new 
forms for new concepts they need (Makkai, 1972, p. 185; Otheguy, 1995; King‟ei, 1999; 
Winford, 2003, p. 38; Zuckerman 2003, p. 36; Onysko, 2004; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; 
Bosco, 2011). Some of the processes they employ in producing new terms for new con-
cepts/or the renewed concepts are derivation, reduplication, compounding, back for-
mation, clipping, blending, acronymization and composition (Schadeberg, 1991, p. 108, 
Trask, 1994, pp. 19-24, Van Rooy and Terblanche, 2010, p. 358). Experiments in this 
direction have of course shown that human children are capable of inventing language in 
a context where there is no language input from the environment (Gleitman & Newport, 
1995, p. 7). Blind and isolated human children are reported to have been able to produce 
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some language forms without human language input from the environment. The theories 
further maintain that the innate human capacity cuts across all languages and cultures 
“Universal Grammar of Language” (Land, 1974, p. 598). Gómez & Gerken (2000, p. 
178) write, “[h]umans must be born with some number of built-in constraints for decid-
ing when and how to generalize from the stimuli they encounter”. One of the evidences 
for universalism of the innate language capacity is that all human children acquire lan-
guage in more or less similar manner (Hoff, 2009, p. 20). They all follow a definite hier-
archical structure and undergo similar stages in specific times in their acquisition of lan-
guage. The same applies that speech sounds of all languages are hierarchically arranged 
into morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences. Furthermore, every human language has 
a wherewithal to express the same meanings across languages, and for this reason, inter-
translation of concepts is possible between languages (Gleitman & Newport, 1995, p. 3). 
The theory is of course criticized, especially, for ignoring the role of environment in the 
acquisition and production of linguistic symbols. This has led to the emergence of coun-
ter theories such as interactionism, connectionism and neo-behaviourism. We will none-
theless exempt this part of the theory, and focus on how it explains our problem at hand, 
observed duplication of multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English. 
Consonant with the theory, the duplication of multiword expressions, such as the one 
between English and Kiswahili, is inspired by biological and cognitive endowment of 
human species with regard to language ability. The theory assumes that human beings 
should spontaneously produce expressions corresponding in form and meaning because 
they all employ a uniform “operating system”. It assumes that the underlying rules of 
grammar are same across human languages – and thus it should constrain speakers of all 
languages to end up with duplicate multiword expressions, as in the case of the duplicate 
multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English. 
2.5. Conceptual framework of the study 
We set to identify multiword expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English. 
We equally set to investigate as to whether the observed formal and semantic similarities 
between such expressions are a function of language contact influence or other causes. 
Notwithstanding, none of the previous studies on Kiswahili and English (Mdee, Mkude, 
Kishe, Gaw, Dzahene-Quarshie, op. cit.) has focused on this component. This implies 
that we did not have a ready framework to guide us in this endeavour. As a result, we 
designed a framework for identifying expressions that duplicate between the languages 
and for attesting the existence of influential connection between them. We drew insights 
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for our framework from the literature and studies on borrowing, analogy, and 
generativism. Hereunder are major views from the literature and studies that formed the 
basis of our framework. 
2.5.1. Identifying expressions that duplicate among languages 
Loan translations and loan renditions are the prototypes of the multiword expressions 
that duplicate between languages in contact. Kiswahili purists, academies and some 
scholars (Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Kishe, 1994; Gaw 2008; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010, 
Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012) Kiswahili had singled a few of these expressions out as the 
products of borrowing from English to Kiswahili. We started with such expressions in 
identifying similar expressions for our study. The literature clued us in on useful criteria 
for identifying more expressions of the same type (Kiswahili multiword expressions that 
mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning). 
2.5.1.1. Non-conformity with the principle of arbitrariness 
The first criterion for identifying expressions that duplicate among languages is the ex-
hibit of non-conformity with the principle of arbitrariness for equivalents in different 
languages. Signifiers representing the same concept (referent) ought to be different 
across languages (Bynon, 1977, p. 234), “whereas concepts that are signified are more 
likely to remain the same or similar” across languages (Onysko, 2007, p. 15).  
Accordingly, when non-compositional expressions representing the same referent are 
similar in form and meaning between different languages, the immediate assumption 
would be that there is an influential connection between such congruent expressions. 
The influence can be due to borrowing, common ancestry, analogical extension or 
nativism. Chini ya paa moja
31
 and “under one roof”, for example, violate the principle of 
arbitrariness between equivalent idiomatic expressions for the same concept between 
different languages. In other words, we would expect equivalent multiword expressions 
to be dissimilar in form between languages as different in descent and typology as 
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 chini          y-a             paa        moja 
 under       4.PL-of       9.roof     one 
 „Under one roof‟ 
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Kiswahili and English are. The same applies to ukurasa wa nyumbani
32
 and its 
congruent duplicate, “homepage”: also, kitanda cha mto33 and its congruent duplicate, 
“riverbed”, and so on. Multiword equivalents that exhibit similar characteristics are thus 
the duplicate expressions between the languages. 
2.5.1.2. High degree of translationality between duplicate MWEs 
Translations of multiword expressions, especially idiomatic ones, from one language 
into another language are regularly through idioms with dissimilar forms but similar 
meanings. For example, an English idiom, “show true colours” suitably translates into, 
kunjua makucha
34
, which literally denotes “unfold the claws” in Kiswahili. Correspond-
ingly, “kick the bucket”, suitably translates into kata roho35, which literally denotes “cut 
off the spirit” in Kiswahili. As the examples show, the forms vary in conceptual design 
but denote the same meaning.  
This is to say, it is irregular for non-compositional meanings to translate word-for-
word between languages which are as different in typology and descent as Kiswahili and 
English are. Within this view, non-compositional meanings that give impressive results 
when translated word-for-word to and from the languages in contact are the prototypes 
of the duplicate MWEs between such languages. They equally give impressive results 
when translated by machine translator and back between the languages. A researcher can 
thus consider expressions exhibiting this characteristic as the duplicate multiword 
expressions between the languages in question. 
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 ukurasa      w-a                nyumba-ni 
11.page    13.SG-of        11.home-LOC. 
  „Homepage‟ 
33
 kitanda      ch-a             mto 
7.bed         7.SG-of       4.river 
 „Riverbed‟ 
34
kunju-a    makucha 
  unfold-FV      14.claw 
 „Show true colors‟ 
35
kata   roho 
   cut     9.spirit 
„Die‟ 
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2.5.1.3. Experts’ opinions on the sources of DMWEs 
Purists, language academies, and experts are keen on keeping track of developments in 
languages they are concerned with. They can therefore precisely identify loan transla-
tions and renditions in such languages. In this respect, they are the starting point for col-
lecting expressions that duplicate between languages he or she is focusing on. Trask 
(1994, p. 12) says that certain borrowing-related changes in a language are conspicuous 
enough for anyone keen on language development to notice. Within this view, a re-
searcher can just supply these experts with the prototypical examples of multiword ex-
pressions he or she is looking for in a language and question and, and later ask them to 
add on the list. Alternatively, a researcher can collect multiword expressions that dupli-
cate between the focused languages himself or herself, and then solicit the opinions of 
these specialists as to whether they equally perceive form and meaning duplication in the 
expressions between the languages under focus. 
2.5.2. Attesting the existence of influential connection between DMWEs 
Identifying Wes that duplicate among languages is easier than verifying the existence of 
influential connection between such MWEs. This was nevertheless, the challenge we 
undertook in this study. We perused the literature and made keen observation to equip 
ourselves with methods of attesting the existence of influential connection between 
MWEs that duplicate between Kiswahili and English. 
In this endeavour, we discovered that archival documents yield useful insights on the 
sources of multiword expressions as a whole or at least on the sources of concepts 
beneath multiword expressions. If archival documents inform us that English speakers 
were the first to encounter a concept represented by expressions that duplicate between 
Kiswahili and English, it is far more likely that English speakers are originators of that 
duplicate MWE. Kiswahili will have thus borrowed its version from its English 
congruent equivalent through loan translation or loan rendition. Archival documents 
reveal histories of languages as a whole, from which we can infer information regarding 
the sources of expressions that duplicate between the languages we focus on. 
Additionally, corpus analysis gives cues to the existence of influential connection 
between expressions that duplicate among languages. Corpus analysis may reveal the 
existence of duplicate loan blended MWEs in a focus language, from which we can infer 
the sources of such expressions from their constituent morphemes with foreign 
graphemes and phonology. Additionally, analyzing parallel corpora and/or monolingual 
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corpora of different ages (see Johansson, & Ebeling, 1996, p. 1; Schmied and Shäffler, 
1996, pp. 41-44) reveals the dates of first occurrences of the focused forms in written 
language. A researcher can also discover which version of the duplicates between his 
focus languages was attested earlier by tracing their local versions in parallel corpora. 
Notwithstanding, it should be noted that the earlier attestation in itself does not 
conclusively tell the originator of the expressions that duplicate between the languages. 
This is because the earlier attestation in written language is subject to the periodization 
of literacy culture in the language in question. Speakers of some languages might long 
use the expressions orally before it appears in written language due to the absence of 
literacy in the languages, as is the case with most African languages. 
Furthermore, interviews, questionnaire and tests can clue the study in on the sources 
of MWEs that duplicate among languages. The exemplary test might be mixing the 
alleged duplicate multiword expressions with certified non-duplicate multiword 
expressions in the main set, and then asking respondents to sort out the research 
expressions from the control expressions from the main set. We consolidate ideas 
stipulated in section 2.5.1 and those in section 2.5.5 into a model presented by Figure 1. 
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First tier: identification of MWEs that duplicate between languages in contact 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Second tier: attestation of influential connection between the duplicates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A model for the identification and attestation of the DMWEs 
As Figure 1 depicts, the model we used in our study is organized into two tiers. The first 
tier outlines some of the ways in which expressions that duplicate between languages in 
contact can be identified; whereas, the second tier outlines some of the ways in which 
the existence or absence of influential connection between expressions that duplicate 
between languages in contact can be attested. As the figure shows, a researcher can iden-
tify the expressions through their identicalness in form and meaning between the focused 
languages. He/she can later on elicit opinions of bilingual speakers, academies and 
scholars of the concerned language on the existence or absence of duplication in the ex-
pressions he or she will have identified herself or himself – asking them to poll as to 
whether they equally perceive the formal and semantic duplication in the equivalent ex-
pressions presented to them by a researcher. Online questionnaire, traditional question-
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naire, and interview can be used to elicit such opinions from target respondents.  
Moreover, previous scholars of the languages in question might have identified loan 
translations/renditions between those languages. In such cases, such are the prototypical 
examples of expressions that duplicate between the languages. The researcher can track 
such expressions in research articles, etymological dictionaries, encyclopaedias, and 
linguistic textbooks. Similarly, bilingual speakers, language experts, language academies 
and purists can help the researcher with identifying loan translations and loan renditions 
between the languages under focus, if asked. The working technique is for the researcher 
to supply these groups with prototypical examples of expressions he/she is looking for, 
and later ask them to supply similar expressions in their language. The researcher may 
also check with these respondents as to whether they equally consider the expressions 
he/she might have previously identified as the duplicates between the focused languages. 
In attesting the existence or absence of influential connection between expressions he 
might have collected as the duplicates between focused languages, the review of 
histories of the languages under focus may throw some useful insights on the sources of 
expressions. Linguistic histories should, for example, reveal the direction of borrowing 
between the languages in contact
36
. Histories can also inform us the sources of concepts 
represented by the expressions that duplicate between the languages – and if we, for 
example, learn from histories that the Americans invented skyscraper (an architecture, 
not a word), we can safely conclude that Wolkenkratzer is rendered from skyscraper at 
linguistic level. From this it follows that the first to invent the referent represented by the 
expressions that duplicate between the languages, the more likely to be the originator of 
the label. Moreover, a search of a local version of the duplicate multiword expressions in 
monolingual corpora of different ages may inform the researcher about the date of first 
attestation of the version in the corpora of that particular language. With such 
information, the researcher can infer the originator of the expression between the 
languages in which it exists. Furthermore, a keen observation and analysis of corpora 
may reveal structural and graphemic clues to the sources and tendencies of multiword 
expressions in a language. A corpus analysis exposes bilingual glossing, bilingual 
acronymization, and loan blending in the expressions – that all give useful clues to the 
                                                 
36Kachru‟s Dominance Hypothesis posits that subordinate languages mostly borrow from dominant 
languages, while Deficit Hypothesis states that languages borrow because they need to fill in lexical 
gaps necessitated by the introduction of a new concept in a language. 
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sources of multiword expressions in a language. Moreover, a keen observation of 
primary and secondary data gives some cues to the sources of expressions in a language. 
A test can equally expose the sources of expressions in a language. For instance, a 
researcher can ask bilingual respondents to translate sentences containing the research 
expressions in them from a source language into a target language – for the old 
monolingual speakers. He can later check if the translators will have used the target 
expressions in their translations or if they will have used the synonyms of the target 
expressions in their translations. The use of the target expressions in translations for the 
old monolingual speakers may designate that the expressions are typical in the target 
language, whereas, the avoidance of the target multiword expressions in the translation 
for the old monolingual may designate that the target expressions are atypical in the 
target language. The translators would therefore avoid them for the sake of avoiding 
ineffective communication. Their avoidance may also designate that the translators 
consider them informal, or that new loan expressions that the old monolingual speakers 
in the language cannot understand. A different test can be of giving respondents a 
sorting task. In this test, a researcher mixes multiword expressions that duplicate 
between the languages in contact with those that do not duplicate between the languages 
(i.e. mixing the research and the control expressions). He/she later asks his or her 
respondents to sort out the expressions they consider as the loan expressions from those 
they consider as the native expressions from the main set. Depending on the degree of 
precision they display in the exercise, the researcher can infer useful clues regarding the 
sources of target expressions.  
In addition, a researcher may elicit the opinions of respondents on the sources, age, 
use, and perception of the local versions of expressions that duplicate between the 
languages in contact. Alternatively, he or she can supply his/her respondents with a list 
of the local versions of expressions that duplicate between the languages and later ask 
them to judge as to whether they equally regard such expressions as the loan expressions 
or as the native expressions. If many respondents are of the view that such expressions 
are loan expressions, then the expressions are likely the loan expressions – especially if 
data from other sources are in agreement with such finding. 
The approaches in our framework can be used exhaustively or selectively in the 
exercise of identifying expressions that duplicate between languages in contact, and in 
attesting the existence or absence of influential connection between such expressions. In 
our case, we identified multiword expressions that duplicate between English and 
Kiswahili based on their semantic and formal identicalness with their English 
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equivalents. We equally collected expressions that had been identified by other 
researchers as the loan translations and loan renditions between English and Kiswahili – 
because they are the prototypes of the expressions that duplicate between the languages. 
We also used online questionnaire and interview for asking Kiswahili speakers, purists, 
and Kiswahili experts to donate to our study expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning. We further asked such respondents to judge as to 
whether Kiswahili MWEs we collected ourselves mirror their English equivalents in 
form and meaning or not. 
In investigating the existence or absence of influential connection between multiword 
expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English, we reviewed documents and 
interviewed respondents on the etymologies and tendencies of the Kiswahili versions of 
the expressions – and of course concepts that underlie such expressions. We also asked 
their opinions about the age and the common coreness of the expressions in the 
Kiswahili language. Additionally, we keenly observed our data and involved our 
respondents in a blind sorting of the research expressions from a main set of the research 
and the control expressions. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction 
This section presents approaches we used in identifying multiword expressions that du-
plicate between Kiswahili and English. It also presents the approaches we employed for 
investigating the existence or absence of influential connection between Kiswahili and 
English multiword expressions that mirror each other in form and meaning. The details 
of the approaches and methods are given in subsequent subsections. 
3.2. The pilot study 
The aim of the pilot study was to identify Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror 
their English equivalents in form and meaning. We based our identification on observa-
ble uniformity in form and meanings between the Kiswahili versions and their English 
congruent equivalents. We identified the expressions from oral discourses, newspapers 
texts, websites, radios, and TVs
1
. We also collected loan translations and loan renditions 
between English and Kiswahili that had been identified by other scholars of Kiswahili – 
because they are the prototypes of the multiword expressions that duplicate between 
English and Kiswahili. We further asked bilingual speakers in English and Kiswahili, 
through an interview and online questionnaire, to donate to our study Kiswahili multi-
word expressions they considered “from English" through such processes as loan trans-
lation and loan rendition.  
We equally employed an online questionnaire and face-to-face interview to solicit the 
opinions of Kiswahili speakers on the existence or absence of duplication in the 
expressions that we identified ourselves as the duplicates between Kiswahili and 
English. As a result, we obtained a list of the alleged Kiswahili multiword expressions 
borrowed from English in Kiswahili. We hence proceeded to conducting field research 
to verify the existence of influential connection between the Kiswahili versions of the 
expression and their English congruent equivalents. The details of the process and tools 
used are given in the following subsections. 
                                                 
1
The method of identifying such indirect borrowed expressions is elaborated in the theoretical framework 
of the present study. 
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3.3. First phase of field study 
After the pilot study, we conducted the first phase of our real field study in Zanzibar, 
Lindi and Pwani. The places were selected because they are inhabited by native Kiswa-
hili speakers whom we assumptively considered knowledgeable in their language – 
judging by the natural process of mother tongue acquisition. We expected that they 
could make correct judgments on the sources and tendencies of the Kiswahili versions of 
expressions that duplicate in form and meaning between their language and English. 
They could also easily tell the age of new expressions in their language, as some of them 
are quite conspicuous (Trask, 1994, p. 12). We collected such opinions and remarks 
through face-to-face interview, checklist, and test (often a translation test followed by an 
interview). 
In particular, we asked respondents from these areas to state as to whether they had 
heard those expressions before we met them. We further asked them if they knew their 
meanings. Additionally, we asked them to judge as to whether they regarded such 
expressions the native Kiswahili expressions or as borrowed expressions from English to 
Kiswahili. We further asked them to judge as to whether they considered the expressions 
new or old expressions in the Kiswahili language. In addition, we investigated their 
preference between these expressions (research expressions) and the synonyms of the 
expressions (control expressions. Finally, we asked them to judge as to whether they 
regarded the expressions, we presented to them, common core among Kiswahili 
speakers or as unfamiliar to a majority of Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
3.4. Second phase of field study 
We carried out a second phase of our field study in Dar es Salaam, Kigoma and Dodo-
ma. These are non-Kiswahili native areas. Hence, data from these areas would compare 
with data from Kiswahili native areas for the sake of validity and reliability of findings. 
The details of the sampling of these areas are expounded in sub-section 3.5.3. 
3.5. Areas of study 
As stated above, field studies were carried out in two phases. The first phase of field 
study was carried out in Lindi, Pwani, and Zanzibar, whereas, the second phase of field 
study was carried out in Dar es Salaam, Dodoma and Kigoma. Notwithstanding, online 
questionnaire drew data from Arusha (56), Dar es Salaam (764), Dodoma (338),Iringa 
(71), Kagera (20), Kigoma (302), Kilimanjaro (212), Lindi (425), Manyara (14), Ma-
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ra(34), Mbeya (68), Morogoro (28), Mwanza (94), Njombe (14), Pwani (573), Ruvuma 
(28), Shinyanga (52), Singida (6), Tabora (36), Tanga (56) and Zanzibar (501
2
). 
3.6. Population of the study 
The study focused on all users of Kiswahili language and all available corpora of Kis-
wahili. Moreover, the study focused on all documents about sources and tendencies of 
Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English congruent equivalents in form 
and meaning. The documents were English and Kiswahili dictionaries, phrase books, 
encyclopaedias, research articles, and books. 
3.7. Sampling and sampling procedure 
Sampling is the act of drawing subjects from a population in which a researcher is inter-
ested in gaining information and drawing conclusion. Sampling is done when a re-
searcher cannot study every subject in the population of his interest (Kothari 2004).In 
the present study, we applied both purposive and probability-sampling techniques to 
sample respondents, corpus, and areas of study according to time and resources we had. 
We present details of our sampling procedure in the subsections hereunder. 
3.7.1. Sampling of respondents 
We adopted convenience sampling to obtain respondents that suits the purpose of our 
study. Firstly, we selected those respondents who were willing to participate in the 
study. Secondly, we selected those respondents who had abilities we were interested in: 
those who are native speakers, those who are bilingual in Kiswahili and English and 
those who are non-native speakers. Thirdly, we selected respondents who were available 
for participating in the interview, taking test and filling in questionnaire. 
Even so, we strived to ensure that our sample is socially and geographically 
representative. We tried hard to balance age, education, gender, and region in our sample 
as required of a scientific research. 
 
                                                 
2
In the parentheses are the numbers of turns of responses from each region. 
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3.7.2. Sampling of online respondents 
We employed an online questionnaire for collecting and attesting influential connection 
between Kiswahili multiword expressions and their English congruent equivalents. Re-
spondents for this tool were sampled by convenience sampling. We targeted people with 
strong links with Tanzania, and who knew Kiswahili and those were willing to partici-
pate in the study. We asked these respondents to donate to our study Kiswahili multi-
word expressions they considered from English through indirect borrowing. We similar-
ly elicited their opinions on the expressions we identified ourselves as the duplicates 
between Kiswahili and English.  
We eventually received responses from 153 online respondents by May 2013 – the 
date we closed the questionnaire. Nonetheless, some responses from these respondents 
were either irrelevant or incomplete. We in view of that abandoned the responses from 
51 respondents during the cleaning of data process. We thus remained with the responses 
from 102that were relevant and complete. 
3.7.3. Sampling of Kiswahili corpora 
We sampled the corpora for our study through convenience sampling. On the one hand, 
we collected downloadable online Kiswahili newspapers issued in Tanzania between 
2011 and 2013. We refer to this corpus as the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili (CCS) in this 
study. We targeted broadsheets in our sample because they tend to use formal Kiswahili, 
in contrast with tabloids that tend to use informal Kiswahili. To ensure fair representa-
tion of texts in our data, we collected news, editorials, letters to editor, opinions, col-
umns, features, business reports, sports and entertainment news, by different writers and 
from different media houses in Tanzania.  
Moreover, we needed an old corpus with which to compare its findings with the 
findings from the CCS. For this purpose, we used an online Kiswahili corpus known as 
the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili (HCS). The corpus is composed of Kiswahili newspapers 
texts and book texts that were published in Tanzania between 1980 and 2003. The 
corpus is hosted by the University of Helsinki and can be accessed online upon 
application. A comparative search of the focus expressions between the Helsinki Corpus 
of Swahili and the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili shed useful life on the sources and 
tendencies of the research expressions as detailed in section 4.3. 
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Furthermore, we used the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)
3
 for 
investigating the tendencies of the English versions of expressions that duplicate 
between the Kiswahili language and the English language. Particularly, we compared the 
orthographic rules for the English versions of the duplicates in the corpus with the 
orthographic rules for Kiswahili duplicates in Kiswahili corpora. We conveniently 
sampled the Corpus of Contemporary American English because of its ease of access 
and fair representation of texts from different domains and different ages. 
3.7.4. Sampling of areas of study 
We sampled areas of study by convenience sampling. In the first phase of the study, we 
sampled Lindi, Pwani, and Zanzibar because they are Kiswahili native areas. Further-
more, the regions are located near each other – making it time and cost effective to move 
from one region to another. Zanzibar was selected of its unique linguistic landscape as 
compared with mainland Tanzania
4
. 
Moreover, we sampled Dar es Salaam, Dodoma and Kigoma in the second phase of 
the study for different reasons. Dar es Salaam was sampled of its location, history, and 
nature. It is located on the coast of Indian Ocean and had earlier encounter with 
Kiswahili and English in contrast with inland cities of Tanzania. In this aspect, it has 
idiosyncratic linguistic landscape in contrast with other areas in Tanzania. It has 
heterogeneous speakers of Kiswahili, and is highly influenced by globalization and 
internationalization as compared with other areas of Tanzania.  
Dodoma was sampled of its location. It represents the inland dialect of Kiswahili, as 
opposed to the coastal dialects of Kiswahili. The Kiswahili dialect spoken in Dodoma is 
influenced by Irangi and Gogo – the native ethnic community languages of the region.  
Furthermore, Kigoma was selected for being the most western region of Tanzania. 
The region is bordered by Rwanda, Burundi and Congo to the west. It has therefore a 
different linguistic landscape as compared with either Dodoma or Dar es Salaam region. 
The Ha language and the Vinza language – the ethnic community languages of the 
regions also influence Kiswahili spoken in the area. Moreover, the powerful official 
                                                 
3
The Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) was released online in early 2008. It contains 
more than 385 million words from 1990–2008 (20 million words each year), balanced between spoken, 
fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and academic journals (Davies, 2009, p. 159) 
4
Tanzania is a united republic consisting of mainland Tanzania and Zanzibar. 
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languages in Burundi and Democratic Republic of Congo (Rundi, French and Lingala) 
also influence Kiswahili spoken in the region. Figure 2 shows areas of the research. 
 
Figure 2. Areas of study (adapted from Emaps World, 2012) 
Key: 
Red = coast (Kiswahili native areas) 
Blue = metropolis 
Green = inland 
Fuchsia= periphery 
Although we only interviewed informants in the six areas of study in Figure 2, respond-
ents from all Tanzania‟s regions filled in the online questionnaire during the pilot study. 
Online questionnaire respondents came from Zanzibar and the 20 regions of mainland 
Tanzania, i.e. Arusha, Dar es Salaam, Dodoma, Iringa, Kagera, Kigoma, Kilimanjaro, 
Lindi, Manyara, Mara, Mbeya, Morogoro, Mwanza, Njombe, Pwani, Ruvuma, 
Shinyanga, Singida, Tabora, and Tanga, which are also shown on the map in Figure 2.  
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3.7.5. Sampling of the research and the control expressions 
We purposively sampled forty expressions (40) out of the list of Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions appended in this study. These 40 expressions were the basis of 
our interview, tests and tasks on the sources and tendencies of the focus expressions. We 
also compared the findings of these expressions with the findings of 40 alternative ex-
pressions constituting the control group – we describe the control group in more detail in 
subsequent paragraphs. 
The selection of the research expressions was determined by among other factors, the 
results of the pilot study and the results of the searches in our provisional Kiswahili 
corpus. We selected expressions that were highly polled by online questionnaire-
respondents as the loan translations or loan renditions from English to Kiswahili. We 
however incorporated only expressions that returned frequent hits in our searches in that 
provisional Kiswahili corpus. Similarly, we picked expressions that exhibited fair 
distribution across different files in the corpus. Furthermore, we included only 
expressions that we deemed as highly plausible to occur in the written corpus. We hence 
excluded expressions in the obsolete fields like socialism because we did not expect 
them to occur in the recent Kiswahili corpora. We equally excluded colloquial 
expressions because we did not expect them to occur in the written corpora (Maxos, 
2003, p. 4). Even so, we strived to ensure fair distribution of our data by incorporating 
expressions from different linguistic fields: politics, business, culture, and sports. Table 
1 presents a sample of the expressions that constituted our research group in this study. 
No. Kiswahili 
MWE 
English MWE Type Meaning in Kiswahili 
and English 
1 Baba wa Taifa 
Father of the 
Nation 
Nominal 
compound 
Title to a man considered 
a founder of a state 
2 *shika hatamu Hold the reins Idiom Lead 
3 
*endesha 
biashara 
Run a business 
Collocational 
item 
Do business 
4 fedha chafu Dirty money 
Collocational 
item 
Money obtained illegally 
5 *fumbia macho Turn a blind eye Idiom 
Ignore something; pretend 
that something does not 
happen 
6 
*fungua ukurasa 
mpya 
Open a new chapter Idiom 
Introduce a new 
situation/end a situation 
7 *ziba pengo Bridge the gap Idiom 
To compensate for the 
loss 
8 
*jenga 
utamaduni 
Build a culture Saying Develop a habit 
9 Kombe la Dunia The World Cup 
Nominal 
compound 
World football 
competition or trophy 
10 *ishia ku* End up Phrasal verb To reach or come to an 
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end, usually reaching 
unpleasant end 
11 
*jichukulia 
sheria *kononi 
Taking the law into 
one's own hands 
Idiom 
Punishing crimes outside 
the court system 
13 *ondokana na* Get rid of Phrasal verb Remove or dispose 
14 Waziri Kivuli Shadow Minister 
Collocational 
item 
A parallel minister from 
the opposition whose 
function is to mark a 
counterpart minister in the 
government 
15 
*soma alama za 
nyakati 
Read the signs of 
the times 
Idiom Noting the indicators 
16 
Kuwa na wakati 
mgumu 
Facing a hard time Idiom 
Facing Trouble (over 
something), unnecessary 
difficulty/bad time. 
17 
*kuwa njia 
panda 
Be at a crossroad Idiom Being in dilemma 
19 
*enda mbali 
zaidi 
Go as far as to 
doing something 
Saying 
 
To be extreme in talking 
about or doing something 
20 
mzunguko wa 
fedha 
Money circulation 
Nominal 
compound 
Cash in the hands of 
consumers and businesses, 
as opposed to cash in 
financial institutions 
21 mazingira rafiki 
Friendly 
environment 
Nominal 
compound 
An amicable situation 
22 
*chukua sura 
mpya 
Take a new shape Idiom Change completely 
23 mipango miji Town plan 
Nominal 
compound 
Order of settlement and 
use of land in urban areas 
24 *samaria *wema Good Samaritan 
Collocational 
item 
A kind person 
25 mstari wa mbele Front line/frontline 
Nominal 
compound 
Ring leaders 
26 
mwaka wa 
fedha 
Financial/fiscal 
year 
Nominal 
compound 
A year as reckoned for 
taxing or accounting 
purposes 
27 
*wananchi wa 
kawaida 
Common citizen 
Nominal 
compound 
A poor citizen 
28 mwisho wa siku 
At the end of the 
day 
Idiom 
When everything else has 
been taken into 
consideration 
29 
nchi za 
Magharibi 
Western countries 
Collocational 
item 
Countries whose 
significant portion of 
population is of European 
descent 
30 *tengeneza ajira Create employment 
Collocational 
item 
Introduce a job vacancy 
31 
pamoja na 
mambo mengine 
Among other things 
Collocational 
item 
Indicating that something 
is one of the characteristic 
of the thing 
33 *poteza maisha Lose life 
Collocational 
item 
To be unable to keep alive 
34 rasilimali watu Human resources 
Nominal 
compound 
The set of individuals who 
make up the workforce of 
an organization 
35 *sheria *chukua Law taking its Idiom To allow the law to apply 
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mkondo wake course without intervention 
36 soko huria Free market 
Collocational 
item 
Economy based on supply 
and demand 
38 viti maalum Special seats 
Collocational 
item 
The representation 
vacancies for the 
disadvantaged groups 
39 *jenga uwezo Capacity building 
Nominal 
compound 
Strengthening skills, 
abilities, competence and 
ability of people 
40 *zaa matunda Bear fruits Idiom Attain good result 
Table 1. The research expressions (Kiswahili duplicate MWEs) 
Table 1 shows nominal compounds, idiomatic expressions, collocational items, sayings, 
phrasal verbs, and proverbs, which duplicate between English and Kiswahili in form and 
meaning. They were 40 in number, albeit we dropped the findings of four of the expres-
sions during the cleaning of our data process because we found out that their findings 
were irrelevant and misleading. 
On the other hand, we selected an alternative sample of 40 Kiswahili multiword 
expressions that do not duplicate between Kiswahili and English (the control group). 
This alternative sample served as a yardstick for judging the characteristics and 
tendencies of the research expressions. We also used the control expressions as 
distractors in tasks requiring respondents to sort out the research expressions from a 
main set consisting of both the research and the control expressions. The control group 
correspondingly consisted of Kiswahili nominal compounds, idiomatic expressions, 
collocational items, sayings, and proverbs. We conveniently sampled multiword 
expressions for the control group from Kiswahili phrase books and dictionaries. Table 2 
presents a list of the expressions we used in our study as control group. 
No. 
Kiswahili 
MWE 
Lit. meaning/Equivalent MWE Type 
Meaning in both 
Kiswahili and 
English 
1 
*ngizwa 
*tegoni 
Be led into a trap (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Being deceived to get 
into a trouble 
2 
*kubali kwa 
shingo 
upande 
Accept with a twisted neck (Ø) Saying Accept reluctantly 
3 
*tunushiana 
misuli 
Swelling muscles to each other (Ø) Saying 
Threatening each 
other over 
something 
4 
*kufa kifo 
cha mende 
Die a cockroaches‟ death (Ø) Idiom 
Ending up with 
unexpected results 
5 *kata roho Cut the spirit (kick the bucket) 
Collocational 
item 
Die 
6 
*onja joto la 
jiwe 
Taste the heat of a stone (Ø) Idiom 
Undergo a bad 
experience 
7 Kama njugu Like groundnuts(like hotcakes) 
Collocational 
item 
Quickly and easily 
without thinking 
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8 
matusi ya 
nguoni 
Insults of the clothes (devastating 
insults) 
Nominal 
compound 
Shocking insults 
9 mwaga damu Spill the blood (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Murder 
10 *salimu amri Greet the command (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Give up in favour 
of strong 
opposition 
11 
*gonga 
mwamba 
Hit a rock (kick in the teeth) 
Collocational 
item 
Face a sudden 
disappointment on 
something which 
was so promising in 
the beginning 
12 
vuta 
nikuvute 
Pull me I pull you (Ø) Saying 
Discord or clash of 
opinions and ideas 
13 
*funga 
virago 
Park your mats (parks one's bag) Idiom 
Stop doing 
something and 
vacate the place 
14 *ingilia kati Enter in between (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Intervene 
15 *ota mbawa Grow wings (Ø) Idiom 
Evaporation of 
plans/opportunities 
16 *angukia pua Land with a nose (Ø) Idiom Fail badly 
17 *fyata mkia Freeze a tail (Ø) Saying 
Stopping doing 
something because 
of fear 
18 
*tia pamba 
*sikioni 
Put cotton into an ear (turn a deaf 
ear to something) 
Idiom 
Pretend not to hear 
something 
19 *fua dafu Husk unripe coconut (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Be able to do 
something 
20 
*fumba 
*domo 
Lock a mouth (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
To muzzle 
21 
*safiria 
nyota ya 
*wenzio 
Travel by a colleagues‟ star (Ø) Idiom 
Benefit from the 
influence of 
colleagues 
22 
*weka 
kiporo 
Set aside as an arrear (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Leave an issue 
pending until later 
23 *okoa jahazi 
Rescue a dhow (to save the 
situation) 
Idiom 
To save the 
situation 
24 
dakika za 
lala salama 
minutes of sleep well (Ø) 
Nominal 
compound 
Final moments in a 
competition 
25 njia *a panya Mouse path (backdoor) Idiom 
secret or underhand 
means of accessing 
a place or a 
position 
26 
*pakwa 
mafuta kwa 
*gongo wa 
chupa 
To be smeared an oil with a back 
of a bottle (Ø) 
Idiom To be deceived 
27 
*jua mbivu 
na mbichi 
To identify the ripe from the 
unripe (sort the wheat from the 
chaff) 
Saying 
Sort out the wanted 
from the unwanted 
28 
*sukuma 
*kokoteni 
Cart pusher (Ø) 
Nominal 
compound 
Conveyors who use 
carts 
29 
*pig* 
danadana 
Be dribbled (Ø) Idiom 
Undergo a 
bureaucratic 
processes 
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30 
*bebesha 
*zigo 
Make to carry a load (blame on) Idiom 
To be made 
responsible for a 
guilt which is not 
yours 
31 
*jipalia 
makaa 
Self-choking up with the coal (Ø) Saying 
Attracting trouble 
onto yourself 
32 
*ambo *enda 
kombo 
Things to go bending (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
Things take a worse 
turn 
33 
*kunjua 
makucha 
Unfold up claws (show the true 
colour) 
Idiom 
Reveal the true 
character 
34 
Watu 
wazima 
Whole persons (Ø) 
Nominal 
compound 
Adults 
35 valia njuga 
Wear ankle rattles for 
someone/thing (follow closely) 
Idiom 
Trace/make a 
follow up on 
something 
36 
mambo 
chungu 
nzima 
Things a whole pot (Ø) 
Collocational 
item 
A lot of things 
37 
*acha 
*inywa wazi 
Leave mouths open (takes your 
breath away) 
Idiom Dumbfound 
38 *tokea puani Come out through one‟s nose Idiom 
Have unexpected 
effect 
39 *ingia kifua Shield with a chest (Ø) Idiom 
Protect someone or 
something against 
disastrous act 
40 
siku za 
mwizi ni 
arobaini 
The days of a thief are forty (your 
sins will find you out) 
Proverb Revelation of evils 
Table 2. The control expressions (the Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs) 
3.8. Sample size 
Sample size of our study was determined by a commitment to carry out a detailed re-
search and a consideration of the available time, human and financial resources for the 
study. As a result, we collected primary data in six regions of mainland Tanzania and 
Zanzibar. We nonetheless collected online data from 20 regions of mainland Tanzania 
and Zanzibar. Table 3 gives the summary of the sample size of our study. 
Tools Male Female Total 
Checklist (Zanzibar, Pwani and Lindi) 18 06 24 
Interview (Zanzibar, Pwani, Lindi, Dodoma, Kigoma& Dar es 
Salaam) 
30 13 43 
Online questionnaire (Tanzania mainland and Zanzibar) 74 28 102 
Translation test(Zanzibar, Pwani, Lindi, Dodoma, Kigoma & Dar 
es Salaam) 
38 09 47 
Translationality test (Kigoma and Mara) 06 02 08 
Total 166 58 224 
Table 3. Sample size 
Table 3 shows 224 respondents that we used in our study, 166male respondents and 58 
female respondents. Out of the 224 respondents, 24 of them checked a checklist, 43 took 
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part in an interview, 102 filled in an online questionnaire. Additionally, a translation test 
followed by an interview was carried out by 47respondents, whereas, 8 respondents car-
ried out a translationality test. Observation of trends in primary data, secondary data and 
corpus was carried out by the researcher. 
3.9. Corpus analysis tools and statistical programs 
We usedan AntConc Program for searching through the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili 
because of its appropriateness for analyzing the offline corpus and its ease of access and 
use. In contrast, we used the Lemmie statistical program for searching through the Hel-
sinki Corpus of Swahili, because it is the sole search engine for searching through the 
corpus. Moreover, we used a calculator for computing simple statistics and R program-
ming language for processing quantitative data and generating statistics. We also used 
Excel for organizing, computing and interpreting both the field and the corpus data. The 
details of the corpus analysis tools and the statistical programs are presented hereunder: 
3.9.1. AntConc Program 
AntConc is a free search and concordance program invented by Laurence Anthony of 
Waseda University. It can be used for generating KWIC lists, collocations, and keyword 
comparisons of multiple corpora. We used AntConc to retrieve Kiswahili MWEs that 
mirror their English equivalents in the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili. The hits from 
AntConc were further manipulated with R programming language and Excel programs 
to simplify the perception and interpretation of data. We normalized the results from 
different sizes of our corpora using Excel sheet and R programming language. 
3.9.2. Lemmie 
Lemmie is an in-built retrieval and concordance software that works with the Helsinki 
Corpus of Swahili – i.e. the Kiswahili online corpus hosted by the University of Helsin-
ki. It has more or less similar functions as AntConc. It equally generates Keyword in 
Context lists, collocations, and frequency lists among other things. The study used 
Lemmie to analyze the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili because AntConc is not designed to 
analyze online corpora such as the HCS.  
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3.9.3. R programming language 
“R programming language is a statistical program that can do numerical computation, 
string processing with characters, and a lot more” (Janset, 2008, p. 1). The program 
offers the functionality of spreadsheet software, statistics programs, a programming 
language, and database functions (Gries, 2009, p. 60). In the present study, we processed 
data into in Excel contingency tables, after which we uploaded them onto R 
programming language in a text format. Using R programming language, we calculated 
the measures of central tendency, and correlated different variables, such as age and 
perception or education and perception of the MWEs – the data we manipulated with R 
programming language are appended in this study for reference. R programming 
language was chosen as a statistical program for this study because of its ability to 
summarize data, to plot summaries of data into figures and to subset specific data from 
the data frame. 
3.9.4. Real Statistics Resource Pack for Excel 2007 
Real Statistics Resource Pack
5
 is an add-in Excel program with more functions and 
data analysis tools that make it easier for a user to perform analyses such as Chi-square 
test, T-test, linear progression, matrix operation, among other many functions. In this 
study, we used Real Statistics Resource Pack for Excel 2007 to generate Chi-square test 
of independence and Cramer‟s V test of significance.  
Chi-square test of independence (also called Pearson's chi-square test or the chi-
square test of association) is used to discover the existence of a relationship between two 
categorical variables (dependent and independent variables). The null hypothesis for chi-
square is “variable A and Variable B are independent”. Consequently, if a Chi-square 
value is above critical value, and an attendant p-value is below .05, there is dependence 
between the two categorical variables in question (or there is a significant relationship 
between the variables in question – hence the null-hypothesis is rejected). Nonetheless, 
if Chi-square is below critical value and attendant p-value is above .05, the dependent 
and independent variables in question are independent (or there is no significant 
relationship between the variables – the null-hypothesis is affirmed).  
                                                 
5
Charles Zaiontz (2014) is a copyright owner of this program 
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Cramer‟s V is part and parcel of Pearson's chi-square test. Cramer‟s V complements 
Chi-square test by telling a degree of strength of relationship between the categorical 
variables in question (it tells whether the existing relationship between the variables is 
statistically significance or not). Its values range from 0 (the weakest relationship 
between the variables in question) to 1 (the strongest relationship between the variables 
in question). In terms of percentage, Cramer‟s V of less than 50% denotes a weak 
relationship between the bivariate variables in question (the relationship is statistically 
insignificant), whereas, Cramer‟s V of more than 50% suggests a strong relationship 
between the bivariate variables in question (the relationship is statistically significant). 
In the present study, we conducted Chi-square test of independence and its integral 
test, Cramer‟s V test of strength, to visualize our Excel plots in statistical terms. Chi-
square and Cramer‟s V values determined as to whether observed patterns of our Excel 
plots worth putting our weight on in our arguments or the other way round. 
3.9.5. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
We also used Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) for carrying out a 
multivariate analysis of our data on the sources of the nexus expressions, on their 
common coreness among Kiswahili users and on their preference by Kiswahili users. 
We chose the SPSS for its strength in determining a relationship between two or more 
explanatory variables and a response variable by fitting a linear equation to the observed 
data. The multiple linear regression, with the SPSS, we applied in this study was set to 
inform us, first, of the existence or the absence of a relationship between dependent 
variables and independent variables in our different sets of data. Multiple linear 
regression
6
 with the SPSS would not only inform our study about a relationship between 
the dependent variables and the independent variables (factors), in each case we studied, 
but also the most significant factors or predictors of the associated dependent variables. 
In so doing, it would enable us to determine general trends, if any, in our primary data. 
Theoretically, if p value in the SPPS is<α, then the associated explanatory variable is 
significant and contributes significantly to the outcome variable. In particular, there is a 
relationship between an independent variable and a dependent variable if the value in the 
significant column of the coefficients table of the SPSS is less than 5% (<.05).  
                                                 
6
The multiple linear regression with SPSS was set to complement our Chi-square analysis and Cramer‟s V 
analysis that could not uncover the most influential variable in the attribution of the nexus expressions to 
a source, understanding them, using them and choosing them over their synonyms 
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The strength of such relationship is however determined by adjusted R square in the 
model summary of the SPSS – whereby, the values range from 0 to 1, zero being the 
weakest relationship and 1 the strongest relationship). In other words, the closer the 
value is to 100%, the stronger the relationship between the variables in question.  
Determination of the strongest variable of all is however based on the standardized 
beta values of the Coefficients table in the SPSS, whereby, the larger the absolute beta 
value, the stronger the explanatory variable. We present the details of our multiple linear 
regressions with the SPSS in Chapter four and five of the present dissertation. 
3.10. Instruments of the study 
We employed triangulation method of data collection to ensure a collection of compre-
hensive information and to enable us to cross-validate information collected from differ-
ent sources. We used an online questionnaire, checklist, interview, test, documentary 
review and observation. From this it follows that such mixed methods are used quite 
commonly in empirical applied linguistics nowadays (cf. Hashemi 2012) to ensure that 
data are collected from different perspectives to increase their validity and reliability.  
3.10.1. Online questionnaire 
We ran online questionnaire from June 2012 to May 2013.The questionnaire asked re-
spondents to state as to whether they regarded the expressions we presented to them 
“from English” or as “not from English”. We further asked them to donate to our study, 
all Kiswahili multiword expressions, they considered “from English” to Kiswahili 
through such mechanisms as loan translation and loan rendition. The online question-
naire helped our study to collect Kiswahili multiword expressions that duplicate in form 
and meaning between Kiswahili and English, and to attest the existence of duplication 
between those expressions and their English equivalents. Further, online questionnaire 
data helped us to choose the 40 research expressions and complemented our interview 
and checklist data on the sources of the research multiword expressions. 
3.10.2. Checklist 
Checklist was delivered to respondents in Lindi, Pwani and Zanzibar (native Kiswahili 
speakers). It set out to test respondents‟ ability to sort out the research expressions (the 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs) from the control expressions (the Kiswahili non-duplicate 
MWEs). The checklist consisted of a list of 40 research expressions (the Kiswahili du-
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plicate MWEs) mixed with a list of 40 control expressions (the Kiswahili non-duplicate 
MWEs). Respondents were later asked to write before each of the given expressions 
either “From English” or “Not from English”. In this way, respondents were indirectly 
made to convey their opinions on the sources of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their Eng-
lish equivalents in form and meaning. 
3.10.3. Translation test and interview 
Translation test was delivered to respondents in Lindi, Pwani, Zanzibar, Dodoma, Dar es 
Salaam, and Kigoma. The tool consisted of short English sentences consisting of the 
research expressions in them. We asked respondents from these areas to translate such 
sentences into simple Kiswahili sentences that old monolingual Kiswahili speakers of 
their areas could perceive. The task aimed at measuring respondents‟ preference between 
the research expressions and the synonyms of the research expressions in their transla-
tions. Later, we interviewed respondents with regard to their diction in the exercise. We 
asked them the reasons for using the research expressions or for avoiding them in their 
translations. We also asked them as to whether they regarded the research expressions 
common core or as jargons among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Additionally, we 
asked them as to whether they regarded the research expression the new or the old ex-
pressions in the Kiswahili language. 
3.10.4. Translationality test 
Translationality test required respondents to translate the research expressions word-for-
word from English into their mother tongues. Later, we asked them to judge as to 
whether their word-for-word translations were intelligible and acceptable by the mono-
lingual speakers of their respective mother tongues. The test was delivered to seven Eng-
lish-Ha bilingual respondents in Kigoma Region. The researcher, who is a Luo-English 
bilingual speaker, also took the test for English-Luo combination. The test aimed at 
checking out the degree at which the focus expressions duplicate among English, Kis-
wahili, Ha and Luo languages. 
3.10.5. Interview 
We conducted interviews with speakers of Kiswahili in Lindi, Pwani, Zanzibar, Dar es 
Salaam, Dodoma and Kigoma. We had with us the forty research expressions on a sheet 
of paper. We would read out these expressions to our interviewees one by one; and for 
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each of the expressions we read to them, we would ask if they had heard the expression 
before we met them, if they knew its meaning, if they regarded it “from English” or as 
“not from English” and so forth. In this way, we elicited useful information with regard 
to the sources, perception, and tendencies of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mir-
ror their English multiword equivalents in form and meaning. 
3.10.6. Documentary review 
Documentary review is the use of existing information in libraries and archives to an-
swer research questions or research hypotheses. The documents can be texts or images, 
and can be analyzed either qualitatively or quantitatively. We found it useful to comple-
ment data we obtained from other sources with documentary data. We scrutinized the-
sauruses, phrase finders, dictionaries of idioms, dictionaries of expressions, wikis, and 
the Bible for the etymologies of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English multiword 
equivalents in form and meaning. 
3.10.7. Observation 
We keenly observed both primary and secondary data we collected for the implicit and 
explicit cues to the sources and tendencies of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English 
equivalent MWEs in form and meaning. We observed comments and attitudes of our 
respondents on the expressions. We also analyzed attributions of the duplicates of the 
expressions by scholars who are independent to our study. We further observed the 
structures of the focus expressions and patterns of their use for cues to their sources and 
tendencies. We ultimately derived a number of inferences regarding the sources, and the 
tendencies of the expressions (Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
multiword equivalents in form and meaning).The observational data complemented data 
we collected through other instruments of the study. 
3.11. Scope of the study 
This study set out to test an assumption that Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror 
their English multiword equivalents in form and meaning are loan translations or loan 
renditions from English. In consequence, it did not explore other forms of borrowing 
from English to Kiswahili, because of time and resource limitation, such as lexical bor-
rowing, morphological borrowing, syntactic borrowing, and phonological borrowing. 
From this it follows that these other forms of borrowing had been comprehensively ad-
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dressed by the previous studies (Mdee, 1983; Mkude, 1986; Kishe, 1994; Gaw 2008; 
Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010, 2012) on Kiswahili and English. 
Thematically, we only focused on Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their 
English equivalents in form and meaning. This implies that we did not explore the 
etymologies of other Kiswahili multiword expressions – those which do not mirror their 
English equivalents in form and meaning. It also implies that we skipped indirect 
borrowing of single lexical items from English to Kiswahili – products of semantic 
extension as the case in point. Geographically, we focused the phenomenon only in the 
context of English and Kiswahili in Tanzania.  
With this regard, the findings of our study do not necessarily apply in all contexts 
where Kiswahili and English are in contact such as in Kenya, Uganda, Congo DRC, 
Burundi and Rwanda. Similar studies can be carried out in these areas to find out how 
they compare with the state of the phenomenon in Tanzania. 
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4. THE SOURCES OF KISWAHILI DUPLICATEMWEs 
4.1. Introduction 
We set to find out the best explanation of the sources of Kiswahili multiword expressions 
that mirror their English congruent equivalents. We examined whether they are due to 
generativism, contact, or analogy. In line with this objective, we sought the opinions of 
Kiswahili speakers on sources and tendencies of the research expressions through inter-
view and questionnaire. We further engaged them in checking checklists, and in carrying 
out tests followed by face to face interviews. Additionally, we reviewed the documents 
for clues about the sources of focused expressions – i.e. the etymological dictionaries, 
encyclopaedias, research papers, research projects and wikis. We also carried out a cor-
pus analysis for clues about the sources of research expressions. Complementarily, we 
keenly observed our data for cues to the sources and tendencies of the focused expres-
sions. The details of our data are presented in subsequent sections of this chapter and 
elaborately discussed in chapter six. 
4.2. Field findings on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
We used primary data to validate the claimed English origin of Kiswahili multiword ex-
pressions that mirror their English equivalents. We interviewed 43 respondents with re-
gard to the expressions. We administered checklist to 24 respondents and gathered re-
sponses from 102 respondents through online questionnaire.  
In the interview, we read out 36 research multiword expressions one by one to every 
interviewee, and for each of the expressions; we asked them to state as to whether they 
considered it “from English” or as “not from English”. We further asked them to give 
their opinions on the age of the each of the expressions we read to them. Likewise, we 
elicited their attitudes about each of the expressions and tested if they perceived it right or 
wrong. In addition, we asked or tested their preference between these expressions and the 
synonyms of the research expressions in actual use. 
The checklist consisted of eighty randomly mixed multiword expressions. Forty of 
these expressions were the research multiword expressions, while the remaining forty 
were the control multiword expressions. We asked respondents to write “from English” 
against each of the expressions, they considered from English and “not from English” 
against each of the expressions they considered “not from English”. The checklist was 
checked by respondents from Lindi, Pwani, and Zanzibar – the areas where Kiswahili is 
the native language of the majority of residents. 
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The online questionnaire consisted of multiple-choice questions, checking answers, 
listing and filling in short texts (see appendix). Respondents of the tool were asked to 
judge as to whether they considered each of the expressions presented to them “from 
English” or “not from English” – again some of the expressions were the research 
expressions, whereas, some were the control expressions. They were, as well, asked to 
supply similar Kiswahili multiword expressions they considered “from English”. 
The age of respondents for this objective ranged from 16 to 82, with mean age of 36 
and the median age of 34. We categorized their age into four age groups: 16-35, 36-55, 
56-75, and 76-95. Respondents were from 20 regions of mainland Tanzania and 2 regions 
of Zanzibar. Male respondents were 95 and they gave 2047 responses, whereas, female 
respondents were 75 and they gave 1625 responses. Respondents from Zanzibar, Lindi, 
Tanga and Pwani, considered Kiswahili native areas, gave1549 responses. Moreover, 
respondents from other regions of mainland Tanzania, considered non-Kiswahili native 
areas, gave 2123 responses. Respondents had informal, primary, ordinary secondary, 
advanced secondary, undergraduate, and postgraduate education.  
In our analysis of our primary data with R programming language1884 responses 
(51%) of the respondents showed that the Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions we 
used as objects of research. are “from English” Moreover, in 1482 responses (41%), they 
were of the opinion that Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions we used as objects of 
research are “not from English”. In addition, they were uncertain as to whether the 
expressions they were given are “from English” or “not from English” in their 306 
responses (8%). We summarize this data with a pie chart in Figure 3: 
 
Figure 3. General opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
The pie chart shows divided opinions on the sources of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their 
English equivalents in form and meaning. It is therefore unrealistic to draw a conclusion 
based on these general opinions alone. We hence analyzed the trends of these opinions by 
From English 
51% Not From English 
41% 
Not Sure 
8% 
General opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
From English
Not From English
Not Sure
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age, gender, education, and nativity. We expected that these details would throw more 
light on the presence or absence of influential connection between Kiswahili multiword 
expressions and their English congruent equivalents. 
4.2.1. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
The study correlated the patterns and trends of respondents' opinions on English as the 
source of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English equivalents with the 
age of such respondents. The basis of doing this was a pre-existing assumption that the 
older people consider these expressions "from English" as compared with the youths. 
Within this view, we categorized our respondents into four age groups: 16-35 (the youth), 
36-55 (the middle-aged people), and 56-75 (the elders). We later analyzed their responses 
according to their age groups. Table 4 presents a summary of our findings on the correla-
tion between the opinions of our respondents on the sources of the expressions and the 
age of such respondents. 
From English? 16-35 36-55 56-75 
Yes 
1092 (52%) 626(56%) 
158 (37%) 
 
No 
860 (41%) 381 (34%) 
223 (53%) 
 
Not Sure 
139 (7%) 113 (10%) 
41 (10%) 
 
    
TOTAL  2091 (100%) 1120 (100%) 422 (100%) 
Chi-square χ² (6, N= 3633)=60.66 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.09 
Table 4. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
Table 4 shows that in860 responses (41.1%), respondents aged 16-35 considered the du-
plicate multiword expressions we presented to them are “not from English”. In 1095 re-
sponses (52.3%), they were of the opinion that the expressions are “from English”.  
Moreover, in 139 responses (6.6%), respondents aged 16-35were uncertain about the 
sources of the expressions we presented to them. In 381 responses (34.0%), respondents 
aged 36-55considered the expressions we presented to them not from English.  
Nevertheless, in 626 responses (55.9%), respondents aged 36-55were of the view that 
the expressions, we presented to them, are “from English”. In113 responses (10.1%), they 
were uncertain about the sources of the expressions we presented to them.  
Respondents aged 56-75consideredthe expressions we presented to them as “from 
English” in 158 responses (37.4%). Nonetheless, in 223 (52.8%) responses, they 
considered the expressions we presented to them “not from English”. In 41 responses 
(9.7%), they were uncertain about the sources of the expressions we presented to them. 
Figure 4 depicts the findings. 
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Figure 4. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
As the graph above shows, younger respondents consider the expressions "from English" 
in contrast with older respondents. This finding contradicts our initial assumption that 
older people would consider the expressions “from English” more than youths. The ex-
planation for this unexpected finding can be attributed to the fact that younger respond-
ents are more educated than older respondent: and in this view, education might have 
made them to assume an idiosyncratic view with regard to the sources of the expressions. 
We complementarily carried out a Chi-square test of independence to examine a relation-
ship between age of respondents and their attribution of the research MWEs to sources. In 
this endeavour we found a significant relationship between these variables – χ² (4, 
N=3,666) = 60.66, p<.05). Even so, (Cramer‟s V=.09) suggests that the influence of the 
age on the opinions of respondents is very weak to attach much weight to it in our inter-
pretation of the findings. 
4.2.2. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
The study further investigated the correlation between the opinions of respondents on the 
sources of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English equivalents and the education of 
such respondents. For this purpose, we established six education categories: informal 
education, primary education, ordinary secondary education, advanced secondary educa-
tion, graduate and postgraduate education. We used R programming language and Excel 
for computing quantitative data whose summary is given by Table 5. 
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From 
English? 
Informal Primary 
“O”-
Level 
“A”-
Level 
BA Pgd 
Yes 
28(26%) 194 (25%) 
340 
(43%) 
197 
(57%) 397 (64%) 
728 
(70%) 
No 
13 (12%) 467 (61%) 
425 
(54%) 
144 
(42%) 200 (32%) 
233 
(22%) 
Not Sure 67 (62%) 108 (14%) 27 (3%) 5 (1%) 23 (4%) 76 (7%) 
       
TOTAL  
108 (100%) 
769  
(100%) 
792  
(100%) 
346  
(100) 
620  
(100%) 
1037  
(100%) 
χ² (10,N= 3672)=911.68 p-value<.05 Cramer’s V=.35 
Table 5: The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
As Table 5 shows, in 13 responses (12.0%), respondents with informal education were of 
the opinion that the given expressions (research expressions) are “not from English”. In 
67 responses (62.0%), they were uncertain about the sources of expressions. In 28 re-
sponses (25.9%), these respondents considered the expressions “from English”.  
Respondents with primary education considered the expressions "not from English” 
in467 responses (60.7%). In 108 responses (14.0%), they were uncertain about their 
sources. In 194 responses (25.2%), they considered the expressions "from English”.  
Respondents with ordinary level education regarded the expressions we presented to 
them "not from English” in 425 responses (53.7%). In 27 responses (3.4%), they were 
uncertain about the sources of the expressions. In 340 responses (42.9%), they regarded 
the expressions we presented to them “from English”. 
Holders of advanced secondary school certificates considered the expressions "not 
from English” in 144 responses (41.6%). In 5 responses (1.4%), they were uncertain as to 
whether the given expressions are “from English” or “not from English". In 197 
responses (56.9%), they considered the expressions “from English”.  
Bachelor degree holders regarded the expressions we presented to them "not from 
English” in 200 responses (32.3%). In 23 responses (3.7%), they were uncertain about the 
sources of the expressions we presented to them. In 397 responses (64%), they attributed 
the expressions we presented to them to English source.  
Respondents with postgraduate education considered the expressions “not from 
English” in 233 responses (22.5%). In 76 responses (7.3%), they were uncertain about the 
sources of the expressions. In 728 responses (70.2%), they attributed the expressions to 
an English source. These data are represented graphically using Excel by Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
Figure 5 shows that the education of respondents determined the trend of their attribution 
of the expressions we presented to them to sources. The data shows that respondents with 
lower education (informal and primary) either were uncertain about the sources of the 
expressions or attributed them to an English source more often than respondents with 
higher education. On the other hand, the higher the education of a respondent, the more 
he or she attributed the expressions to English source. A Chi-square test of independence 
was performed to examine a relationship between education of respondents and their at-
tribution of the research MWEs to sources. The relationship between these variables was 
significant –χ² (10, N = 3,672) = 911.68, p<.05).Notwithstanding, Cramer‟s V value 
of.35signifies a weak association between education of respondents and their attribution 
of MWEs to sources. When taken at face value, the high Chi-square appears as if educa-
tion influences opinion of respondents on the sources of these expressions. Nonetheless, p 
value of less than .05 and Cramer‟s V of less than 50% suggest that the influence of edu-
cation on opinion is not statistically significant. 
4.2.3. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by nativity 
The present study investigated the correlation between the attribution of the expressions 
(the research expressions) to an English source and the nativity status of the respondent in 
question. The existence of a distinctive pattern in the attribution of these expressions by 
nativity status would yield useful insights on their sources. We considered respondents 
from Zanzibar, Tanga, Lindi and Pwani as the native Kiswahili speakers, whereas, we 
considered those from other Tanzania's regions as non-native Kiswahili speakers. Table 6 
presents data on a relationship between the attribution of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to 
the sources and the nativity status of respondents. 
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From English? Natives Non-natives 
Yes 900(58%) 984 (46%) 
No 634 (41%) 848 (40%) 
Not Sure 15 (1%) 291 (14%) 
   
TOTAL  1549 (100%) 2123 (100%) 
Chi-square χ²(2, N=3672)=198.72 p<.05 Cramer’s V=0.23 
Table 6.The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by nativity 
Table 6 exhibits that respondents from Kiswahili native areas regarded the expressions 
"not from English" in 634 responses (41%). In 15 responses (1%), they were uncertain as 
to whether the expressions are “from English” or are “not from English”. In 900 respons-
es (58%), they regarded MWEs “from English” source.  
On the other hand, respondents from non-Kiswahili native areas regarded the 
expressions “not from English” in 848 responses (40%). In 291 responses (14%), they 
were uncertain about the sources of the expressions. In 984 responses (46%), they were 
of the opinion that the expressions are “from English”. Figure 6 summarizes the data. 
 
Figure 6. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by nativity status 
As the graph shows, Kiswahili native speakers considerably attributed these expressions 
to English more than non-native Kiswahili speakers. To determine statistical validity of 
this observation, we conducted a Chi-square test of independence between nativity status 
of respondents and their attribution of the research MWEs to sources. As a consequence, 
we confirmed the existence of a significant relationship between these variables – χ² (2, N 
= 3672) = 198.72, p<.05).Nevertheless, Cramer‟s V value of.23) signifies that the influ-
ence though present, is very weak and does not worth using to argue our thesis. 
4.2.4. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
We also correlated the attribution of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to an English source with 
gender of respondents. Table 7 summarizes the analysis of the opinions of male respond-
ents against those of female respondents on the sources of the MWEs. 
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From English? Males Females 
Yes 1298 (63%) 586 (36%) 
No 640 (31%) 842 (52%) 
Not Sure 109 (5%) 197 (12%) 
   
TOTAL  2047 (100%) 1625 (100%) 
χ²(2, N=3672)=277.08 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.19 
Table 7. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
As exhibited by Table 7, female respondents regarded the expressions "from English” in 
586 responses (36%). In 842 responses (52%), they regarded the expressions "not from 
English”. In 197 responses (12%), they were uncertain about their sources.  
On the other hand, male respondents regarded the expressions "from English” in 1298 
responses (63%). In 640 responses (31%), they were of the view that the expressions are 
“not from English” sources. In 109 responses (5%), they were uncertain about the sources 
of the expressions. Figure 7 depicts the findings. 
 
Figure 7. The opinions on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
As per Figure 7, male respondents attributed Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to English more 
than female respondents did – female respondents were uncertain about the sources of the 
expressions more than male respondents were. This was expected because it has been 
reported that female in Tanzania lag behind male in access to the media and of course 
education (Solomon, 2006, pp. 48-49; Okwemba, et al. 2011, p. 5). A Chi-square test of 
independence was performed to examine a relationship between gender of respondents 
and their attribution of the research multiword expressions to sources.  
Eventually, we found out that the relationship between these variables was significant 
– χ² (2, N = 3672) = 277.08, p<.05).However, Cramer‟s V value of.23 signifies a very 
weak correlation between gender and opinions on the sources of the MWEs. 
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4.2.5. Regression analysis of respondents’ opinion on the sources of nexus MWEs 
Apart from a bivariate analysis of the opinions of respondents on the sources of the nexus 
MWEs, which we earlier on carried out with a Chi-square and a Cramer‟s V tests, we 
carried out a multiple linear regression of opinions on the sources of nexus Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions: firstly, to crosscheck the validity of our Chi-square test 
of association and Cramer‟s V findings; and secondly, to determine a variable that mat-
ters the most in judging the sources of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions among 
Kiswahili respondents. 
Along this view, independent variables we entered in the SPSS for the analysis were 
education groups, age, region, and gender; whereas, the dependent variable was the 
opinion of respondents on the sources of these Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions. Table 8 is a SPSS extract showing independent and the dependent variables 
involved in our multiple linear regression analysis of opinions of respondents. 
Variables Entered/Removed
b
 
Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method 
1 EduGroups, Age, Region, Gender, Nativity
a
 . Enter 
a. All requested variables entered.  
b. Dependent Variable: Opinion  
Table 8. Analyzed dependent and independent variables 
We later ran these data in SPSS and generated two tables, namely coefficients table (Ta-
ble 9), and a model summary table (Table 10). An extract below is thus a SPSS coeffi-
cients table, showing a state of relationship and a contribution of each of the multiple 
independent variables to the regression equation. 
Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.536 .052  29.371 .000 
Age .006 .001 .122 7.931 .000 
Region .012 .002 .114 5.270 .000 
Gender -.225 .021 -.174 -10.498 .000 
Nativity .203 .029 .156 6.936 .000 
EduGroups -.076 .006 -.215 -12.481 .000 
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Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.536 .052  29.371 .000 
Age .006 .001 .122 7.931 .000 
Region .012 .002 .114 5.270 .000 
Gender -.225 .021 -.174 -10.498 .000 
Nativity .203 .029 .156 6.936 .000 
EduGroups -.076 .006 -.215 -12.481 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: Opinion    
Table 9. The SPSS coefficients 
Table 9 shows that all explanatory variables (independent variables) are significant – be-
cause their values are less than set 5% level of significance, i.e., age (0.000), gender 
(0.000), educational groups (0.000), nativity status (0.000) and region (0.000). That is, 
there is a significant relationship between the multiple independent variables in question 
and respondents‟ opinion on the sources of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions. 
Moreover, we generated the SPSS model summary whose aim is to expose the degree of 
strength between our multiple independent variables (education groups, age, region, and 
gender) and the dependent variable (opinion of respondents on the sources of focus Kis-
wahili multiword expressions). 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .392
a
 .153 .152 .591 
a. Predictors: (Constant), EduGroups, Age, Region, Gender, Nativity 
Table 10. The strength of relationships between variables 
As Table 10 shows, the value in the adjusted R square column is .152 (15.2%) – signify-
ing a very weak correlation between the multiple independent variables in question and 
the dependent variable in question. 
With regard to variable importance, we relied on beta weight  – a measure of the total 
effect of an independent variable of the coefficient table (Table 9), whereby, education of 
respondents has the largest absolute beta value (.215) – implying that it ranks the highest 
in the determination of opinions of respondents on the sources of the nexus expressions. 
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This is followed by gender and nativity status of a respondent in question. Age and region 
are therefore the least of the five independent variables in determining the opinions of 
respondents in judging the sources of the nexus Kiswahili multiword expressions.  
4.2.6. Cues to the sources of DMWEs from their duplication trend 
We primarily assumed that the degree of the duplication the multiword expressions 
would be more or less the same among all languages if the phenomenon were universal. 
Differences in the degrees of the duplication the MWEs among languages would suggest 
that the phenomenon is local – and loan influence would be our major explanation of its 
cause. Within this view, we tested the rate of the duplication the focus MWEs between 
two other languages of Tanzania. The first language was the Ha (a Bantu language) lan-
guage and the second language was the Luo (a Nilotic language). 
We asked Ha native speakers to translate 36 English duplicate expressions word-for-
word into Ha. We asked the respondents later to judge, as to whether each of their word-
for-word translations was meaningful and acceptable to a monolingual Ha speaker or not. 
Respondents were 5 men and 2 women from Kigoma Region. Among them, 1 had a 
diploma in education, and 6 had bachelor degrees in education. Most of them were at 
their thirties, with the youngest being 26 years old and the oldest being 51 years old. All 
of them spoke Ha as their mother tongue, Kiswahili as their national language and 
English as their working language – they were all secondary school teachers who used 
English as their medium of teaching at their schools. Table 11 presents word-for-word 
translations of the focus expressions and the opinion of the Ha speakers on the 
meaningfulness and acceptability of their word-for-word Ha translations. 
No
. 
English 
MWE 
Kiswahili 
MWE 
Word-for-word 
translation 
Meaningfulness 
& acceptability 
Conclusion 
1 
Father of the 
Nation 
Baba wa Taifa 
Omutama/se wi 
nsi/data wa ntala 
3
/7 Absent 
2 go against 
*enda 
kinyume 
Genda 
ubhigwalula/genda 
nkokhubali/whighiye 
bhitalivyene 
0
/7 Absent 
3 
take a new 
shape 
*chukua sura 
mpya 
Tola uluhanga 
lushasha/tola 
bushasha 
3
/7 Absent 
4 
run a 
business 
*endesha 
biashara  
Ø 0/7 Absent 
5 close eyes to 
*fumbia 
macho 
Umikiriza 
amaso/umviza amaso 
6
/7 Existing 
6 
open a new 
page 
*fungua 
ukurasa mpya 
Ugurura ubukurasa 
bushasha/urugurura 
urukurasa lushasha 
3
/7 Absent 
7 end up *ishia ku* Ø 0/7 Absent 
8 
build a 
culture 
*jenga 
utamaduni 
Ukhubaka 
ubhutamaduni/okhub
aka amajembele 
4
/7 Existing 
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9 
build 
capacity 
*jenga uwezo  Ubhaka ubushobhozi 6/7 Existing 
10 
taking laws 
in the hands 
*jichukulia 
sheria *kononi 
Ukwitolela 
amategeko 
mmabhoko 
5
/7 Existing 
11 
The World 
Cup 
Kombe la 
Dunia 
Ekidaho chi 
ntala/ekikombe 
chintala 
2
/7 Absent 
12 
to have a 
hard time 
*kuwa na 
wakati mgumu  
Umwanya unigumye 4/7 Existing 
13 
be at a 
crossroad 
*kuwa njia 
panda 
Ndi mumayira bhiri 6/7 Existing 
14 
went as far 
as 
*enda mbali 
zaidi 
Genda/giye kulele 
chane 
7
/7 Existing 
15 
friendly 
environment 
mazingira 
rafiki 
Amazingira 
umhari/bhuhari/amaz
ingira mugenzi 
3
/7 Absent 
16 town plan mipango miji 
Emipango 
yigisagala/emipango 
mji/emipango omuji 
3
/7 Absent 
17 
Good 
Samaritan 
*samaria 
*wema 
Umsamaria 
mwiza/Msamaria 
kundana 
2
/7 Absent 
18 front line 
mstari wa 
mbele 
Omstari 
wahambele/umlongo 
wimbele/umlongo 
wa mbele 
6
/7 Existing 
19 
financial 
year 
mwaka wa 
fedha 
Umwaka wa mahela 1/7 Absent 
20 
common 
citizen 
*wananchi wa 
kawaida 
Umwananchi 
wikawaida/Umwanc
hi 
asanzwe/umwananch
i wa kawaida 
1
/7 Absent 
21 
at the end of 
the day 
mwisho wa 
siku 
Umwisho wamunisi 3/7 Absent 
22 
money 
circulation 
mzunguko wa 
fedha 
Umuzunguruko 
wamahela 
6
/7 Existing 
23 
Western 
countries 
nchi za 
Magharibi 
Intala 
zamagharibi/insi za 
magharibi 
1
/7 Absent 
24 get rid of *ondokana na* 
Tulekekea 
ubhunabwe 
2
/7 Absent 
25 lose life 
*poteza 
maisha 
Bhataye 
amaisha/areteye 
amaisha/bhataye 
inkomezi 
5
/7 Existing 
26 dirty money fedha chafu Amahela yachafu 0/7 Absent 
27 
human 
resource 
rasilimali watu Ø 0/7 Absent 
28 
the law to 
take its own 
course 
sheria *chukua 
mkondo wake 
Amategeko ugutola 
umkondo 
wage/amategeko 
yahaye yatola 
umkondo 
wage/amategeko 
ugutwala umkondo 
wage 
3
/7 Absent 
29 hold the reins *shika hatamu 
Fata ahatamu/fata 
emigori 
0
/7 Absent 
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30 free market soko huria 
Ulugelelo 
gukwidavya 
0
/7 Absent 
31 read the 
signs of 
times 
*soma alama 
za nyakati 
Nusome ihalama zu 
mwanya 6/7 Existing 
32 create 
employement 
*tengeneza 
ajira 
Ugutenga 
ibhikogwa/ubhukora 
ibhikogwa/ughutenge
neza 
ibhikogwa/ugukora 
ibhikogwa 
5
/7 Existing 
33 special seat viti maalum Ibhitebe 
maalum/ibhitebhe 
viteguwe 
2
/7 Absent 
34 Shadow 
Minister 
Waziri Kivuli  Waziri 
wigifwu/waziri 
chinjinji 
1
/7 Absent 
35 bear fruits *zaa matunda vyala 
amatunda/vyala 
akamanzi/ikaza 
matunda/kuvyarisha 
matunda 
2
/7 Absent 
36 bridge the 
gap 
*ziba pengo  Zibhila 
ekijenge/zibhila 
umwanya/zhibila 
ipengo 
4
/7 Existing 
Table 11.The duplication the focus MWEs in the Ha language 
As Table 11 shows, seven (7) respondents translated the 36 English duplicates of the fo-
cus multiword expressions word-for-word from Kiswahili into Ha. All respondents pro-
duced uniform Ha versions for some expressions, but the varied Ha versions for others – 
see column four of the above table. On whether their translations were meaningful and 
acceptable to a monolingual Ha speaker, the opinions varied. Consequently, we set a cut-
off point of 4 out of 7 (57%) as the basis of judging as to whether the expression in ques-
tion duplicates in Ha or not. If 4 respondents asserted that their word-for-word translation 
of a particular expression into Ha is meaningful and acceptable to a monolingual Ha 
speaker, we would conclude that the expression in question duplicates in Ha. Contrastive-
ly, if less than 4 Ha respondents polled that their word-for-word translation of a particular 
expression was neither acceptable nor meaningful to a monolingual Ha speaker, we 
would conclude that the expression does not duplicate in Ha.  
We eventually ascertained that 3 expressions of the thirty-six expressions are word-
for-word untranslatable from English into Ha. These are “human resource”, “end up”, and 
“run a business”. We conclude therefore that the expressions do not duplicate in Ha. 
Further, only 12 (33%) of the word-for-word translations of the expressions into Ha were 
considered by over a half of the respondents meaningful and acceptable to a monolingual 
Ha speaker. This implies that 67 percent of the expressions do not duplicate in Ha. Even 
so, the 33% of the expressions that duplicate among Kiswahili, English, and Ha are likely 
rendered into Ha from Kiswahili, not from English into Ha in our observation.  
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The observation of the exercise clues us in that the Ha duplicates are the products of 
indirect borrowing rather than spontaneous developments – from the varied translations 
that Ha translators produced for certain expressions. An expression „lose life‟ was word-
for-word translated into Ha severally as bhataye amaisha, areteye amaisha and bhataye 
inkomezi. This kind of multiplicity is not a prototypical feature of the multiword 
expressions in a language. The MWEs ought to be fixed in form in a language – it is for 
this reason that some scholars of MWEs (Alexander, 1984, p. 129; Jackson, 1988, p. 103; 
Moon, 1998; Fiedler, 2012) refer to them as “the fixed expressions”. Varied variants of 
the expressions in Ha hence signal that the versions are individual coinages, after 
Kiswahili expressions in this context. They thus vary because normalizations of the 
coinages are uncompleted in the language. 
I equally investigated the rate of the duplication the same expressions in Luo. I 
translated each of the 36 English duplicates word-for-word from English into Luo. I later 
judged as to whether each of these word-for-word translations of the expressions would 
be meaningful and acceptable to a monolingual Luo speaker
1
. Table 12 summarizes my 
conclusion on the meaningfulness and acceptability of word-for-word translations of each 
of the thirty-six English duplicates into Luo. 
No. English MWE Kiswahili MWE 
Word-for-
word 
translation 
Meaningful and 
acceptable? 
Conclusion 
1 
Father of the 
Nation 
Baba wa Taifa Wuon piny Yes Existent 
2 go against *enda kinyume Ø No Absent 
3 
take a new 
shape 
*chukua sura 
mpya 
Ø No Absent 
4 run business 
*endesha 
biashara  
Riembo ohala No Absent 
5 close eyes to *fumbia macho Mine wan'gi No Absent 
6 open a new page 
*fungua ukurasa 
mpya 
Ø No Absent 
7 end up *ishia ku* Ø No Absent 
8 build a culture *jenga utamaduni Ø No Absent 
9 build capacity *jenga uwezo  Ø No Absent 
10 
taking laws in 
the hands 
*jichukulia sheria 
*kononi 
Ø No Absent 
11 The World Cup Kombe la Dunia 
Okombe mar 
piny mangima 
Yes Absent 
12 
to have a hard 
time 
*kuwa na wakati 
mgumu  
Bedo gi kinde 
matek 
Yes Existing 
13 be at a crossroad *kuwa njia panda Bede akerekeke Yes Existing 
14 went as far as *enda mbali zaidi 
Dhi mabor 
ahinya 
No Absent 
                                                 
1
 My nativity status as a Luo native speaker and my background as linguist rationalize the reliability of the 
translations and conclusions I made 
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15 
friendly 
environment 
mazingira rafiki Ø No Absent 
16 town plan mipango miji 
Chenro mar 
dala 
No Absent 
17 Good Samaritan *samaria *wema 
Jasamaria 
maber 
No Absent 
18 front line mstari wa mbele 
ekidieny 
manyime 
No Absent 
19 financial year mwaka wa fedha Higa mar sendi No Absent 
20 common citizen 
*wananchi wa 
kawaida 
Ø No Absent 
21 
at the end of the 
day 
mwisho wa siku 
Giko mar 
odiochieng 
No Absent 
22 
money 
circulation 
mzunguko wa 
fedha 
Luorruok mar 
sendi 
No Absent 
23 
Western 
countries 
nchi za 
Magharibi 
Pinje ma 
nyandwat 
No Absent 
24 get rid of *ondokana na* Ø No Absent 
25 lose life *poteza maisha Wito ngima No Absent 
26 dirty money fedha chafu Sendi molil No Absent 
27 human resource rasilimali watu Ø No Absent 
28 
the law to take 
its own course 
sheria *chukua 
mkondo wake 
Ø No Absent 
29 hold the reins *shika hatamu Ø No Absent 
30 free market soko huria Chiro mathuolo No Absent 
31 
read the signs of 
times 
*soma alama za 
nyakati 
Som kido mag 
ndalo 
No Absent 
32 
create 
employment 
*tengeneza ajira Los tich No Absent 
33 special seat viti maalum Kom makende No Absent 
34 
Shadow 
Minister 
Waziri Kivuli  Ø No Absent 
35 bear fruits *zaa matunda Nyuol olembe No Absent 
36 bridge the gap *ziba pengo  Din wuok No Absent 
Table 12. The duplication the focus MWEs in the Luo language 
As Table 12 exhibits, 22 of the 36 expressions could translate word-for-word from Kis-
wahili into Luo. This is to say, 14 of the expressions are not translatable from English 
into Luo word-for-word. On the acceptability of the translations, only 3 (8%) word-for-
word translations of the expressions can be meaningful and acceptable to a monolingual 
Luo speaker. In other words, the duplication the expressions in Luo is 92% lesser than the 
duplication the same expressions in Kiswahili. Moreover, the translatability of the ex-
pressions into Ha is higher than the translatability of the same expressions into Luo. 
The varying degrees of translatability and acceptability of the multiword expressions 
among the languages of Tanzania is thus evidence that the phenomenon is not as 
universal as cognitive theory suggests. The finding rather suggests that the phenomenon 
is as local as language contact influence, whose rate and intensity should differ across 
human languages. Our assumption is that the rate of the duplication the expressions is the 
highest in Kiswahili in this context because of its role as the standard and the official 
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language of Tanzania. In this status, it is definitely more influenced by English than other 
languages of Tanzania, which are both non-standard and unofficial. The finding, on the 
other hand, suggests that the rate of the duplication these expressions differs even among 
non-standard languages. With regard to our experiment, Ha has more duplicates of these 
expressions than Luo. We observe that it is because Ha shares a typology and ancestry 
with Kiswahili – the likely gateway of the expressions to other languages of Tanzania. It 
is likely that Ha can readily borrow from Kiswahili as compared with Luo, with 
completely different typology and ancestry with Kiswahili. 
4.3. Corpus findings on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
In our quest to find out the sources of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their 
English equivalents in form and meaning, we examined Kiswahili corpora for cues point-
ing to the sources of MWEs. In our keen observation, we found out that some Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs have English glosses in Kiswahili texts. Similarly, we found out that a 
number of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs have English acronyms in Kiswahili texts. This 
tendency of glossing and acronymizing Kiswahili duplicate expressions with English 
items thus clued our study in on the sources of the expressions. We present our findings 
on this tendency in more detail in following subsections. 
4.3.1. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs in Kiswahili texts 
Gloss is “[a]brief explanatory note or translation of a difficult or technical expression 
usually inserted in the margin or between lines of a text or manuscript” (Dictionary.Com, 
2014).Writers provide glosses in their writings when they feel that the words they are 
using are unfamiliar to a target audience and are absent in the reference books: dictionar-
ies, encyclopaedias and phrase books of the language in question. More often, the glossed 
items are new lexical items that are not yet diffused enough in the language to be com-
mon core to all speakers of that particular language (Van Rooy & Terblanche, 2010, p. 
365). Wang (2008, p. 55-58) maintains that glossing is done for terms that are more for-
eign than other terms in the language are. Glossing can be done by writing a loanword in 
italics followed by “or” and a gloss; or by writing a loanword followed by a comma and a 
gloss; or by writing a loanword and a gloss in parentheses or brackets; or by writing a 
loanword, followed by a dash and a gloss. We scrutinized Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to 
uncover how they are glossed in the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili. Eventually, we found a 
number of Kiswahili MWEs whose glosses were in English in Kiswahili texts. We pre-
sent a sample of these in subsequent subsections. 
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4.3.1.1. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs in parentheses 
In our corpus analysis, we discovered that a number of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs are 
glossed with their English congruent glosses in conjunction with parentheses. Table 13 is 
a sample of such expressions in the HCS. 
Table 13. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs in parentheses 
Table 13 presents some Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions, which co-occur with 
English congruent glosses in parentheses in Kiswahili texts. The tendency indicates that 
English glosses are more famous than their Kiswahili counterparts are. For that reason, 
the tendency is a clue that the Kiswahili forms are the derivations from the English estab-
lished forms. Apart from that, the concepts underlying these duplicate multiword expres-
sions seem to be English culture specific in the context of contact between English and 
Kiswahili in Tanzania. The expressions occur in the domains that are untraditional to 
Kiswahili society to this date.  
4.3.1.2. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs after conjunctions 
In our scrutiny of the HCS, we found out that some Kiswahili DMWEs are glossed with 
English congruent glosses after an alternative conjunction “or” (realized in Kiswahili as 
ama, au, yaani). Table 14 presents a sample of such expressions in the HCS corpus. 
Table 14. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs after alternative conjunctions 
English glosses in the parentheses Source 
shule ya kati (middle school) hcs_books 
Sheria ya Mwenendo wa Jinai (Criminal Procedure Act) hcs_annuur 
ujazo wa juu (high density) hcs_alasiri 
daraja la kwanza (first class) hcs_kiongozi 
mavumiliano ya kiimani (religious tolerance) hcs_annuur 
Wahindi Wekundu (Red Indians) hcs_annuur 
Mapinduzi ya viwanda (Industrial revolution) hcs_majira 
utawala wa sharia (rule of law) hcs_annuur 
jamii mchanganyiko (multi-racial society) hcs_annuur 
mnara wa saa (clock tower) hcs_mzalendo 
umoja wa kitaifa (national unity) hcs_annuur 
mfumo wa fahamu (nervous system) hcs_annuur 
White Fathers (Mapadre Weupe) hcs_books 
amani na utangamano (peace and order) hcs_majira 
Sheria ya Ardhi (Land Act) hcs_mzalendo 
Bilingual glossing in Kiswahili texts Source 
gharama za maingiliano ya simu yaani interconnection charges hcs_nipashe 
hali ya wasiwasi ama state of panic hcs_nipashe 
mtoto wa kike authe girl child hcs_dwelle 
wataalam adimu, yaani rare professionals hcs_majira 
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4.3.1.3. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs after discourse markers 
Our scrutiny in the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili revealed that Kiswahili writers sometimes 
bound their English congruent glosses of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs with discourse 
markers such as “ it is referred to in English as”, “known in English as”, and “in Eng-
lish”. We found that English glosses after the discourse makers are often congruent to the 
Kiswahili MWEs in question in form and meaning. Table 15 exhibits this type of English 
glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs in the HCS corpus. 
Table 15. English glossing of Kiswahili DMWEs after discourse markers 
We infer that Kiswahili writers gloss Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions with 
their English congruent counterparts, as above, because the English versions of the ex-
pressions are the original labels of the concepts in question. The tendency designates that 
the English forms are more common and well established than the Kiswahili versions of 
the expressions. We infer that Kiswahili duplicates are newly coined loanwords that are 
not diffused enough to be known by all Kiswahili speakers. 
4.3.2. English acronymization of Kiswahili DMWEs in Kiswahili texts 
We found in our scrutiny that Kiswahili writers use English acronyms for Kiswahili du-
plicate MWEs in Kiswahili texts. A number of referring expressions representing institu-
tions, federations, and organizations have their full names in Kiswahili texts but English 
acronyms in parentheses. Table 16 presents a sample of Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions with English acronyms in parentheses in the HCS. 
Table 16. English acronymization of Kiswahili DMWEs 
The finding indicates that Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions with English acro-
nyms are the products of loan translation or loan rendition from their English equivalent 
versions. We assume that they emanate from Kiswahili lexicographers efforts to localize 
English long forms into Kiswahili, but retaining the English well-known acronyms for 
their Kiswahili coinages for the sake of precision. The corpus analysis revealed that some 
Kiswahili-English glossing in Kiswahili texts Source 
Lugha Sanifu, ambapo kwa Kiingereza inaitwa Standard Language hcs_mzalendo 
Bunge la Katiba kwa Kiingereza ni Constituent Assembly hcs_rai 
utaratibu wa usalama wa uhai au kwa Kiingereza biosafety protocol hcs_dwelle 
English full form Kiswahili full form Source 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) 
Shrika la Utangazaji la Uingereza 
(BBC) 
hcs_alasiri 
World Health Organization (WHO) Shrike la Afya Duniani (WHO) hcs_books 
Confederation of African Football 
(CAF) 
Shirikisho la Soka la Afrika (CAF) hcs_alasiri 
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) Mamlaka ya Mapato Tanzania (TRA)  hcs_kiongozi 
World Boxing Union (WBU) Umoja wa Ngumi Duniani (WBU) hcs_majira 
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of these Kiswahili MWEs have both English and Kiswahili acronyms, while some have 
strictly the English acronyms in Kiswahili texts.  
4.4. Documentary findings on the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
In investigating the sources of Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English equivalents in 
form and meaning, we reviewed the etymologies of the expressions in the dictionaries, 
encyclopaedias, Wikipedia, research articles, and textbooks. Documentary findings on the 
sources of the expressions are presented in subsequent subsections.  
4.4.1. The attribution of the duplicate MWEs to sources by other scholars 
In our documentary review, we found out that the focus MWEs do not only duplicate 
between English and Kiswahili, but also between English and many other languages. We 
present a sample of the multiword expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and sev-
eral human languages. Most importantly, we present our findings on how scholars of such 
languages attribute the local duplicates of the expressions in the languages. 
4.4.1.1. The attribution of duplicates of “developing countries” 
“Developing countries” are nations with low income and low standard of living. It is 
composed of an adjective “developing” and a head noun “countries” in several languages 
in which it exists. In Kiswahili, it is nchi zinazoendelea
2
 as in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8. A duplicate of “developing countries” in the HCS 
The documents inform that an expression with the same lexical and figurative meaning 
exists in German as Entwicklungsland (Onysko, 2007, p. 1 and Lehnert, 1996, p. 137). 
                                                 
2
nchi                zi    -na             -zo             endele-a 
 10.country --  10.PRESENT-   10.REL     develop-FV 
„Developing countries‟ 
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The German version of the expressions is equally composed of an adjective “developing” 
and a head noun “countries”. Similarly, it denotes nations with low income and low 
standards of living. Of interest to our study is that Onysko (2007, p. 1) and Lehnert 
(1996, p. 137) consider the German duplicate version as a loan translation from English 
into German. In this light, we equally infer that Kiswahili duplicate of the expression is 
derived from the English model, like the German duplicate version. 
4.4.1.2. The attribution of duplicates of “Cold War” 
“Cold War” exists in several languages albeit in materials corresponding to the language 
in question. The expression denotes a political and military tension from 1940s to 1980s 
between countries allied to socialism on the one hand and those allied to imperialism on 
the other hand (Farlex, 2014). The MWE is composed of an adjective “cold” modifying a 
head noun “war” in all languages in which it exists. It exists in Kiswahili as Vita Baridi3 
– exactly an adjective “cold” modifying a head noun “war”. It similarly refers to a 
political and military tension between USSR bloc and USA bloc between 1940s and 
1980s. Figure 9 evidences the occurrence of the expression in Kiswahili corpora. 
 
Figure 9. A duplicate of “Cold War” in the HCS 
The literature reveals the existence of a German duplicate of the expressions as 
KalterKrieg (Onysko, 2007, p. 14; Lehnert 1996, p. 138). Of relevance to our study is 
that the German duplicate is considered a loan translation from English into German by 
scholars of Anglicism in German such as Onysko (2007, p. 14) and Lehnert (1996, p. 
138).  
In line with the observation, we infer that even Kiswahili duplicate of “Cold War” is 
also a loan translation from English. The conclusion is supported by cultural-historical 
                                                 
3
 vita       baridi 
10.war   cold 
„Cold war‟ 
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records of the concept underlying the expression, which is far more likely Western 
concept to us as far as the context of English and Kiswahili in Tanzania is concerned. 
4.4.1.3. The attribution of duplicates of “blood bank” 
“Blood bank” is storage of collected blood for future transfusion to patients whose level 
of blood has dropped due to either accident or illness. The expression is composed of 
“blood” and “bank”. Kiswahili duplicate version of the expressions is benki ya damu4 – 
equally composed of “blood” and “bank” and denote blood storage for future transfusion. 
Figure 10 is an extract of instances of Kiswahili duplicate in the HCS. 
 
Figure 10. A duplicate of “blood bank” in the HCS 
The documents show that a duplicate version of the expression exists in Danish as Blod-
bank (Sörensen, 1996, p. 45).With regard to our study, Sörensen (ibid) claims the Danish 
version of the duplicate is a loan translation from English into Danish. In line with his 
observation, Kiswahili duplicate of the expressions is likely a loan translation or rendition 
from English into Kiswahili as well. Additionally, the observation that the expression is a 
loan-blend also supports its assumed English source. Kiswahili duplicate of the expres-
sions is constituted by an English-like morpheme benki, and from it, we can ascertain that 
the expressions is from an English source. 
4.4.1.4. The attribution of duplicates of “safety first” 
“Safety first” is a slogan stressing about taking precautions against accidents in every 
activity one does. The MWE is composed of two nouns, “safety” and “first”. A duplicate 
                                                 
4
 benki     ya            damu 
  9.bank   9.SG-of.  9.blood 
„Blood bank‟ 
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of the slogan exists in Kiswahili as usalama kwanza
5
 – also composed of usalama “safe-
ty” and kwanza “first”. The Kiswahili version of the expression equally denotes the im-
portance of taking precautions against accidents before they happen. Our search through 
the HCS only retrieved this KWIC, ([b]aadhi ya madereva wa Jiji la Dar es Salaam 
wameitaka serikali kuongeza mafunzo zaidi ya usalama kwanza hasa kwa madereva wa 
pikipiki – from HAB69_Tanzdai). Nonetheless, our search in the internet retrieved 
1,590,000 hits of the expression. This indicates that the expression is new in Kiswahili – 
judging by the fact that the HCS was ten years old during our study.  
Our documentary review shows that a duplicate of the slogan exists in the German 
language as Sicherheit zuerst. Görlach (2001, p. 267) and Lehnert (1996, p. 140) 
nonetheless argue that the German duplicate of the expression is a loan translation from 
American English in German. Within this view, Kiswahili duplicate of the expression is 
likely a translation of “safety first” from English into Kiswahili as well. 
4.4.1.5. The attribution of duplicates of “summit conference” 
“Summit conference” is a meeting of head of states or high government officials, mostly 
for diplomatic negotiations. The expression is composed of the nouns “summit” and 
“conference/meeting”. The documents reveal that the expression exists in Kiswahili as 
mkutano wa kileleni
6
, which has the same composition and meaning as its English con-
gruent equivalent. Figure 11 exhibits the occurrence of Kiswahili duplicate of the expres-
sion in the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili. 
 
Figure 11. A duplicate of “summit conference” in the HCS 
                                                 
5
 usalama     kwanza 
13.safety    first 
„Safety first‟ 
6
 mkutano         w-a             kilele      -ni 
3.meeting      3.SG-of       3.summit-LOC 
„Summit meeting‟ 
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The documents further reveals that a duplicate of the expression exists in the Chinese 
language as首脑会议 (Qbin, 2007, p. 43) and in the German language as Gipfelkonferenz 
(Lehnert, 1996, p. 137). Of relevant to our study is an observation that scholar of German 
and Chinese languages consider the local duplicates in the languages as the loan transla-
tions from English into the languages. Within this view, we infer that the English version 
is a model expression from which languages with the duplicates of the expression derive 
their congruent versions. Cultural-historical information on the concept underneath the 
expression equally supports English origin. For instance, Swahilis did not have states, in 
their present form, prior to their contact with the outside world. As a result, it is more 
likely that the duplicate Kiswahili label is seemingly borrowed to Kiswahili from English 
alongside the concept underlying it. 
4.4.1.6. The attribution of duplicates of “Shadow Minister” 
“Shadow Minister” is an opposition spokesperson for an issue in a government that fol-
lows Westminster system of administration
7
. In such systems, opposition parties form an 
alternative cabinet to the cabinet of the ruling party. According to the system, they ap-
point shadow ministers to mark individual members constituting the real Cabinet minis-
ters (Wikipedia, 2014, Shadow cabinet)  
The duplicate of the expression exists in Kiswahili as Waziri Kivuli
8
, whereas, it is a 
collocation of “shadow” and “cabinet/minister” in both Kiswahili and English. Figure 12 
exhibits the Kiswahili version of the expression in the HCS. 
 
Figure 12. A duplicate of “Shadow Minister” in the HCS 
The documents inform the existence of a duplicate of the expression in Danish as Sy-
                                                 
7 A democratic government modelled in line with United Kingdom system of governance 
8
 waziri         kivuli 
6.minister   8.shadow 
„Shadow Minister‟ 
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ggekabinet (Sörensen, 1996, p. 45). Of relevant to our study is that scholars of Anglicism 
in the Danish language regards the Danish duplicate of the expressions a loan translation 
from English into Danish. We therefore infer that Kiswahili duplicate of the expression is 
equally a loan translation from English into Kiswahili. The conclusion is of course rein-
forced by the Englishness of the concept underlying the expression. Histories of the con-
cepts point to England as its origin. Consonant with this observation the labels for the 
concept that duplicate among several languages might be English originated as well. 
4.4.2. The attribution of the focus MWEs by lexicographers 
The multiword expressions, we focus on, duplicate between Kiswahili and English lan-
guages at different rates. In the first level, Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions exist in 
Kiswahili oral usage and in Kiswahili written language, whereas, English duplicates of 
the expressions equally exist in English oral usage and in English written language. It is 
hence impossible to determine which of the two languages originated these expressions at 
these levels of usage. Opinions of lexicographers would therefore throw some light on the 
sources and nature of these multiword expressions (i.e. examining as to whether lexicog-
raphers of the languages in question consider them native expressions in such languages 
or loan expressions in such languages). Within this view, we checked the inclusion of the 
local versions of these duplicates in English and Kiswahili dictionaries of proverbs, idi-
oms, sayings, clichés and phrasal verbs
9
.  
For English, we perused the inclusion of English multiword duplicates in the Pons 
English Idioms Dictionary (PEID), Cassel Dictionary of Everyday Phrases (CDEP), 
English Phrase Finder and the Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs (ODP). Table 17 lists 
English duplicates of the expressions that are included by English lexicographers in 
English reference books as English multiword expressions. 
No. The English version The Kiswahili version Source 
1 A wolf in sheep‟s clothing (idiom) 
Mbwa mwitu kwenye ngozi 
ya kondoo 
CDEP, p. 40 
2 Bear fruit (idiom) Zaa matunda RI, p. 101 
3 Break heart (idiom) Vunja moyo RI, p. 113 
4 Blood is thicker than water (proverb) Damu ni nzito kuliko maji ODP, p. 26 
5 All that glitters is not gold (proverb) 
Kila king‟aacho siyo 
dhahabu 
PEID, p. 7, 
ODP , p. 107 
                                                 
9
 Lexicographers normally compile expressions of the languages they concern with in the form of 
dictionaries and the phrase books of idioms, proverbs, sayings and slogans of the language. They equally 
list and explain the nominal compounds in the encyclopaedias and/or the wikis. In this, endeavour they 
tend to exclude loan translations and informal expressions in such reference books 
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6 At any cost (idiom) Kwa gharama yoyote PEID, p. 15 
7 A half-mast (idiom) Nusu mlingoti PEID, p. 16 
8 At the end of the day (idiom) Mwisho wa siku PEID, p. 18 
9 A hard time (idiom) Wakati mgumu PEID, p. 24 
10 Bear fruit (idiom) Zaa matunda PEID,, p. 25 
11 Close one‟s eye to something (idiom) Kufumbia macho jambo PEID, p. 51 
12 Crime does not pay (idiom) Wizi haulipi PEID,, p. 59 
13 Digs one‟s own grave (proverb) Kujichimbia kaburi PEID, p. 66 
14 
Don‟t cross the bridge till you come 
to it (proverb) 
Daraja livuke ulifikiapo ODP, p. 53 
15 History repeats itself (proverb) History inajirudia ODP , p. 128 
16 New blood (idiom) Damu changa PEID, p. 299 
17 Smear campaign (idiom) Kampeni ya kuchafuana PEID, p. 297 
18 Step by step (idiom) Hatua kwa hatua PEID, p. 306 
19 Take steps (idiom) Chukua hatua PEID, p. 321 
20 Take the law into one‟s hand (idiom) Kujichukulia sheria mkononi PEID, p. 321 
21 Think twice (idiom) Fikiria mara mbili PEID, p. 329 
22 
When the cat is away the mice will 
play (proverb) 
Paka akitoka panya hutawala 
PEID, p. 353 
ODP, p. 38 
23 Out of sight out of mind (proverb) 
Asiyekuwepo machoni na 
moyoni hayupo 
PEID, p. 329 
ODP, p. 195 
24 Matter of life and death (idiom) Suala la kufa na kupona PEID, p. 221 
25 Hot seat (idiom) Kitimoto PEID, p. 229 
26 Go too far (idiom) Kwenda mbali zaidi PEID, p. 127 
27 Shed crocodile tears (idiom) Kutoa machozi ya mamba PEID, p. 144 
28 
It takes a thief to catch a thief 
(proverb) 
Mwizi hushikwa na mwizi 
mwenziwe 
Martin (2014) 
29 
Where there is a will there is a way 
(proverb) 
Penye nia pana njia ODP , p. 276 
Table 17: DMWEs attributed to an English source by English lexicographers 
We comparatively checked the inclusion of Kiswahili duplicates of the MWEs in Kiswa-
hili dictionaries of proverbs, idioms and lists of sayings. For Kiswahili, we scrutinized the 
inclusion of the expressions in the Scribd List of Kiswahili Sayings and Idioms, Kamusi 
ya Methali za Kiswahili (KMK), and Kamusi ya Misemo na Nahau (KMN). Table 18 lists 
Kiswahili duplicates, which are included by Kiswahili lexicographers in Kiswahili refer-
ence books as Kiswahili multiword expressions. 
No. Kiswahili version English version Source 
1 
Mwizi hushikwa na mwizi mwenziwe 
(proverb) 
Set a thief to catch a thief 
Scribd (2013), p. 
14, KMK, p. 141 
2 Penye nia pana njia (proverb) 
Where there‟s a will there is 
a way 
Scribd (2013), p. 
17, KMK, p. 161 
3 
Paka akiondoka panya hutawala 
(proverb) 
When the cat „s away, the 
mice will play 
Scribd (nd), p. 
16, KMK, p. 157 
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4 
Asiyekuwepo machoni na moyoni 
hayupo (proverb) 
Out of sight, out of mind KMK, p. 16 
5 Damu ni nzito kuliko maji (proverb) Blood is thicker than water KMK, p. 35 
6 Daraja livuke ulifikiapo (proverb) 
Don‟t cross the bridge till 
you come to it 
KMK, p. 36 
7 Yote yang‟aayo si dhahabu (proverb) All that glitters is not gold KMK, p. 204 
8 Bega kwa bega (idiom) Shoulder to shoulder KMN, p. 17 
9 Chukua sheria mkononi (idiom) 
Taking the law into own 
hands 
KMN, p. 22 
10 Usiku na mchana (idiom) Day and night KMN, p. 60 
11 
Kuingia sikio moja na kutoka la pili 
(idiom) 
Go in one ear and out the 
other 
KMN, p. 125 
12 Kupitia mlango wa nyuma (idiom) Through the back door KMN, p. 173 
13 Vulia mtu kofia (idiom) To take off hat to someone KMN, p. 324 
14 Vunja sheria (idiom) Break the law KMN, p. 324 
Table 18. DMWEs attributed to Kiswahili source by Kiswahili lexicographers 
As Table 17 and Table 18 above show, both English and Kiswahili lexicographers claim 
the local versions of the duplicates in respective languages to be the native expressions in 
such languages. Comparatively, English lexicographers claim that English duplicates of 
the expressions are English originated more than Kiswahili lexicographers do. Particular-
ly English lexicographers consider the expressions the English expressions two times 
more than Kiswahili lexicographers do. We depict this varying existence and treatment of 
the English and Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions with an overlapping circles in 
Figure 13 (the circle is adapted from Schmied, 1991). 
 
 
 
Figure 13. The existence and attribution of the DMWEs 
Existence in actual use 
Admission in English dictionaries  
Existence in semi-formal use 
Admission in Kiswahili dictionaries  
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As Figure 13 illustrates, the Kiswahili and English versions of the duplicates occur in oral 
usage more than in written language. Moreover, the Kiswahili and English duplicates 
occur in the written corpora more than in the dictionaries and phrase books of the irre-
spective languages (i.e. we can, retrieve more Kiswahili duplicates in the web-corpora 
than we can find in Kiswahili dictionaries and phrase books). Comparatively, English 
duplicates of the expressions are included in English dictionaries and phrase books, as 
English expressions, more than it is the case with Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions 
in Kiswahili phrase books and dictionaries. The finding hence indicates that Kiswahili 
lexicographers consider Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions, as Kiswahili originated 
expressions, lesser than their English counterparts do. The finding further suggests that 
Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions are new loan expressions in Kiswahili – judging 
by the trends of practice among lexicographers in a language. They tend to discriminate 
loanwords, colloquial expressions and slangs in such lexical reference materials or the 
expressions were non-existent in their language during the compilation of the publication. 
4.4.3. The international MWEs from very well-known sources 
There are a group of multiword expressions that exist in several languages due to loan 
translation, loan rendition and transliteration among languages. Most of these MWEs 
originate from the Bible, classical cultures and literature (Piirainen, 2012). “Out of sight, 
out of mind” is an idiom that duplicates in several human languages, Kiswahili inclusive, 
though it is attributed to John Heywood, 1562 in his Woorkes. A dialogue conteynyng 
prouerbes and epigrammes of 1562 (Martin, 2014). Similarly, “time is money” duplicates 
in many human languages, including Kiswahili, but it is attributed to Benjamin Franklin 
in his “Advice to Young Tradesman” of 1748 (Martin, 2014.). We present a catalogue of 
multiword expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and several other languages be-
cause they are from the common source. 
4.4.3.1. International duplicates from the Bible 
Sayings, proverbs, idioms and irreversible binomials are widespread in many human lan-
guages. Such expressions are rendered in many languages due to the translation of the 
Bible to such languages. In this section, we present a number of multiword expressions 
whose historical origin is the Bible. 
First, “Sodom and Gomorrah” originates from Genesis, 19. The expression refers to a 
place famous for immorality. The Kiswahili identical expression is, Sodoma na 
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Gomorra
10
. The documents inform that the expression originates from the Bible but 
duplicate among several languages in contact with English. Below are some of the 
languages with the duplicates of the expression. 
Language An expression Source 
Italian Sodoma e Gomorra Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Polish Sodoma i Gomora Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Hungar Szodoma és Gomorra Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Secondly, “promised land "originates from Genesis 28:13, 15:1, and it means a place of 
expected happiness and fulfillment. Kiswahili duplicate of the expression is, nchi ya 
ahadi
11
, which has the same lexical structure and figurative meaning as its English dupli-
cate. Duplicates of the expression exist in many more languages in contact with English 
as shown hereunder: 
Language An expression Source 
Italian la Terra Promessa Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Polish Ziemia Obiecana Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Hungar az ígért földje Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Thirdly, “to wash one‟s hand” originates from Deuteronomy 21, 1-9 and Matthew, 27:24. 
It denotes, “to exempt oneself from a responsibility”. Kiswahili duplicate of the expres-
sion is, kunawa mikono
12
 – consisting equivalent morphemes and shares the same figura-
tive meaning as its English duplicate. The expression also duplicates in several human 
languages as listed in the below table. 
Language An expression Source 
Italian lavarsene le mani Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Polish umywać ręce (od czegoś) Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
Hungar mossa (a) kezeit Piirainen, 2011, p. 6 
German seine Hände in Unschuld waschen Piirainen, 2011, p. 14 
French s‟en laver les mains Piirainen, 2011, p. 14 
Russian умыть/умывать руки Piirainen, 2011, p. 14 
Fourthly, “to render to Caesar things that are Caesar‟s” originates from Matthew 10:38, 
and Luke 14:27. The expressions means “to fulfill duties to the authentic authority”. It 
exists in Kiswahili as ya Mungu mpeni Mungu na ya Kaisari mpeni
13
. The documents 
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 sodoma         na        gomora 
9.sodom      CONJ     9.gomorrah 
„Sodom and Gomorrah‟ 
11
 nchi        y-a              ahadi 
9.land   9.SG-of         9.promise 
„Promised land‟ 
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ku-naw-a        mikono 
  INF-wash-FV  4.hand 
„To wash one‟s hands‟ 
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3.SG-of    3.god   3.PL.OBJ.give 2.PL       god      CONJ  3.SG-of    caesar   3.PL.OBJ.   give   2.PL 
„Render to Caesar things that are Caesar‟s‟ 
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reveal that the expression originates from the Bible but duplicate among several human 
languages as the below table depicts: 
Language An expression Source 
Italian dare a Cesare quel che/quello che è di Cesare Piirainen, 2011, p. 9 
Polish oddać cesarzowi, co cesarskie, a Bogu, co boskie Piirainen, 2011, p. 9 
Hungar add meg a császárnak, ami a császáré, és istennek, 
ami istené 
Piirainen, 2011, p. 9 
4.4.3.2. International duplicates from both the ancient texts and the Bible 
Firstly, “a tooth for a tooth” originates from Exodus 21:24, Matthew 5:38 and Code of 
Hammurabi (Piirainen, 2011). It denotes a punishment in which an offender suffers what 
a victim has suffered. A duplicate expression in Kiswahili is jino kwa jino
14
. The docu-
ments show that the duplicates of the expression exist in several languages in materials 
concordant to such languages. The below table lists some languages with the multiword 
duplicates of the expression. 
Language An expression Source 
Italian occhio per occhio, dente per dente Piirainen, 2011, p. 10 
Polish oko za oko, ząb za ząb Piirainen, 2011, p. 10 
Hungar szemet szemért, fogat fogért Piirainen, 2011, p. 10 
Secondly, “a wolf in sheep clothing” originates from Aesop and Matthew 7:15 and it de-
notes a bad person who pretends to be good to others. Kiswahili duplicate of the expres-
sion is mbwa mwitu kwenye ngozi ya kondoo
15
. The review of the documents informs of 
the existence of the duplicates of the expression in several human languages in contact 
with English as listed hereunder: 
Language An expression Source 
Italian un lupo in veste di agnello/un lupo vestito Piirainen, 2011, p. 11 
Polish wilk w owczej skórze Piirainen, 2011, p. 11 
Hungar báránybőrbe bújt farkas Piirainen, 2011, p. 11 
4.4.3.3. International duplicates from tales and fables 
Firstly, “open secret” originates from Calderón16. It means something supposed to be a 
secret, but which is generally known. The duplicate of the expressions in Kiswahili is, siri 
ya wazi
17
.This Kiswahili duplicate is similar inform and meaning to its English equiva-
                                                 
14
 jino         kwa       jino 
5.tooth   CONJ    5.tooth 
„A tooth for a tooth‟ 
15
mbwa   mwitu    kwenye   ngozi      y-a            kondoo 
  9.dog    9.wild    CONJ      9.hide    4.PL-of      9.sheep 
„A wolf in sheep‟s clothing‟ 
16
Pedro Calderón de la Barca was a Spanish author of drama, poet and poems during the Golden Age 
17
siri          y-a             wazi 
  9.secret   4.SG-of      open 
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lent. Documentary review reveals that the expression equally duplicates among several 
human languages as presented hereunder: 
Language An expression Source 
Spanish un secreto a voces Piirainen, 2011, p. 15 
Polish publiczna tajemnica Piirainen, 2011, p. 15 
Hungar nyílt titok Piirainen, 2011, p. 15 
Secondly, “shed crocodile tears” originates from The Book of Nature by Konrad von Me-
genburg, published in 1350. It refers to displaying insincere grief after a sad event. Kis-
wahili duplicate of the expression is kutoa machozi ya mamba
18
. Duplicates of the ex-
pression in several other languages are listed in the following page: 
 
Language An expression Source 
Italian versare lacrime di coccodrillo Piirainen, 2005/2011, p. 18, p. 62-63 
Polish wylewać/ronić krokodyle łzy Piirainen, 2005/2011, p. 18, p. 62-63 
Hungar krokodilkönnyeket hullat/ejt Piirainen, 2005/2011, p. 18, p. 62-63 
In the context of our study, English is likely a transmitter of most of these international 
multiword expressions to Kiswahili. Translations of English Bible and classical literature 
to Kiswahili and other languages of Tanzania are far more likely the reasons for the exist-
ence of the duplicates of the focus expressions in Tanzanian languages. English is likely a 
transmitter of these international multiword expressions due to its role as the global and 
the international language today (Solano 2012, pp. 202-203). First, English leads in the 
invention of new expressions due to its technological and cultural supremacy over other 
human languages in the world today. Secondly, English is used in all modern domains of 
humankind, and for this reason; it is a receiver of loanwords from many languages with 
which it is in contact. In this encounter, English lends and borrows lexical items, among 
other things, the multiword expressions we focus on in this study. We are of the view that 
English later lends such loan expressions it has borrowed from one language to dozens of 
other languages it is in contact with all over the world.  
4.4.4. Historical and etymological insights to the sources of DMWEs 
Histories of concepts underlying the duplicate multiword expressions yield useful in-
sights on the original version of the duplicates. Discovering the originators of the concept 
underlying that the duplicates thus a good step in discovering the originator of the expres-
sion in question. Concerning this, Otheguy (1995, p. 220) writes: 
                                                                                                                                                 
„Open secret‟ 
18
 ku          -toa      machozi    y-a          mamba 
   INF        shed     6.tear        6.PL-of    9.crocodile 
 “Shed crocodile tears‟ 
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“In many cases when speakers of contact varieties express the notion learned from a 
donor culture, they do take resources from the source language; do encode newly bor-
rowed concepts in new or previously existing forms” 
As the citation above reads, the originators of notions are far more likely the first origina-
tors of labels representing such notions. In a context where expressions representing a 
concept duplicate among languages, as in the case of duplicate multiword expressions 
between Kiswahili and English, it is far more likely that the originator of concepts behind 
such expressions is equally the originator of their model phrases. Based on this premise, 
we investigated histories of the concepts behind some multiword expressions that dupli-
cate between Kiswahili and English, to serve as a basis for inferring the etymologies of 
the duplicates. We eventually found out that many of the notions underlying the expres-
sions are British in origin. The discovery thus gives English an edge over Kiswahili re-
garding the origins of the expressions. We present histories of some concepts underlying 
expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English hereunder. 
4.4.4.1. Cold War – Vita Baridi 
Encyclopaedia Britannica (2013, Cold War) defines “Cold War” as a political and mili-
tary tension from 1947 to 1991 between countries under alliance of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization on the one hand and countries under alliance of Warsaw Pact on the 
other hand. The expression is similar to Vita Baridi
19
 in form and meaning. Form the his-
torical records on world wars and political developments during the 20
th
 century; it is far 
more likely that the replicating Kiswahili version of the expression is a copy of “Cold 
War", presumably through loan translation. According to Harper (2013), the expression 
was first used by George Orwel in 1945 in his essay entitled You and the atomic bomb 
published in Tribune (Wikipedia, 2013, Cold War) before it was popularized in United 
States from 1947 by Bernard Baruch. Other expressions underlying concepts in the same 
category are “psychological war” vita vya kisaikolojia20, and “First World War” Vita vya 
Kwanza vya Dunia
21
. 
                                                 
19
vita        baridi 
 10.war   cold 
 „Cold War‟ 
20
Vita      vy-a           ki-saikolojia 
 10.war   8.PL-of     7-psychology 
 „Psychological war‟ 
21
vita        vy-a         kwanza    vy-a         dunia 
 10.war    8.PL-of     first         8.PL-of    9.world 
 „First World War‟ 
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4.4.4.2. Third World countries–nchi za Dunia ya Tatu 
The term “Third World countries” nchi za Dunia ya Tatu22 is used to refer to the group of 
countries with low GDPs and unstable social-political system. “The term is often used to 
describe the developing countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania” (Nations 
Online, 2013). It was originally coined during the Cold War to identify nations that were 
aligned neither with the West (NATO) nor with the East. Harper (2013) attributes the 
origin of the expression to Alfred Sauvy, a French economist who used it as tiers monde 
in 1963. Another concept related to this one is “developing countries”, realized in Kiswa-
hili as nchi zinazoendelea
23
. Similarly, world economic histories support English origin 
of the expressions as compared with Kiswahili origin. 
4.4.4.3. First aid kit – sanduku la huduma ya kwanza 
First aid kit is a set of equipment used for attending a victim of an accident or a patient 
before a definitive medical treatment is accessed. The kit is associated with modern med-
ical practice during disasters. According to MedicineNet (2013), modern first aid treat-
ment was founded by Order of St. John, who trained lay religious knights in 1099 to treat 
men injured in battles. MedicineNet (ibid) writes: 
“But it was not until the mid-19th century that the First International Geneva Conven-
tion was held and the Red Cross was created to provide "aid to sick and wounded sol-
diers in the field." Soldiers were trained to treat their fellow soldiers before the medics 
arrived. A decade later, an army surgeon proposed the idea of training civilians in 
what he termed, "pre-medical treatment." The term "first aid" first appeared in 1878 as 
a combination of "first treatment" and "National Aid." In Britain, civilian ambulance 
crews were trained specifically for the railways, mines, and the police” 
From this history, the concept is more Western originated than African originated. In this 
regard, an Indo-European language must have assigned the concept a name before a Ban-
tu language, which Kiswahili is. Within this view, we observe that sanduku la huduma ya 
kwanza
24
, is far more likely a loan rendition from “first aid kit”. Kiswahili speakers might 
                                                 
22
 nchi             z-a               dunia             y-a          tatu 
 9.country   10.PL-of       9.world        9.SG-of    three 
 „Third World countries‟ 
23
 nchi                   zi -na                -zo           -endele-a 
   10.country       10.PRESENT-   10.REL     develop-FV 
 „Developing countries‟ 
24
sanduku     l-a             huduma          y-a         kwanza 
5.case      5.SG-of       9.aid          9.SG-of      first 
 „First aid kit‟ 
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have coined their duplicate term after the English term, especially after adopting the con-
cept behind the expression in Kiswahili-speaking areas. Other concepts that fit in this 
description are those represented by sanduku la barua
25“mailbox”and kibanda cha si-
mu
26“telephone booth”. The notions are more of English originated notions than Kiswahi-
li originated notions, from the available historical records. 
4.4.4.4. Agricultural revolution – mapinduzi ya kilimo 
Agricultural revolution was a gradual transformation of the traditional agricultural system 
that began in Britain in the 18
th 
century to the beginning of 19
th
 century, and spread to 
some European countries later. Aspects of this transformation included the reallocation of 
land ownership to make farms more compact and technically advanced, developing new 
machineries, better drainage system, improving scientific methods of breeding, inventing 
new crops and implementing crop rotation (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2013, Agricultural 
revolution). Historical records show that the notion originated in British before spreading 
to other European countries. Historical records equally show that “agricultural revolu-
tion” has never occurred in any of Kiswahili-speaking areas. Consequently, Kiswahili 
duplicate of the expression mapinduzi ya kilimo
27
is far more likely a loan translation from 
English into Kiswahili. The same can be said of, “industrial revolution” – duplicating in 
Kiswahili as mapinduzi ya viwanda
28
. 
4.5. Observational findings on the sources of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
We observed interview data, questionnaire data, test data, corpus data and documentary 
data for clues about the sources and tendencies of Kiswahili multiword expressions that 
mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning. We present our observational find-
ings on sources and tendencies of the expressions in subsequent subsections. 
                                                 
25
 sanduku     l-a             barua 
5.case        5.SG-of    9.mail 
 „Mailbox‟ 
26
 ki-banda ch-a simu 
7-kiosk         7.SG-of       9.phone 
 „Telephone booth‟ 
27
 mapinduzi         y-a                kilimo 
6.revolution      4.SG-of        6.agriculture 
 „Agricultural revolution‟ 
28
 mapinduzi         y-a             vi-wanda 
 6.revolution     4.SG-of      8-industry 
 „Industrial revolution‟ 
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4.5.1. English-based loan-blends as a cue about the sources of DMWEs 
Blended expressions in a language retain a morpheme or two from their source language. 
We consequently can discover the sources of loan-blends from their constituent mor-
phemes with foreign graphemes and/or sounds. Table 19 presents a sample of English-
Kiswahili loan-blends we discovered from their foreign constituent morphemes.  
The English model 
The Kiswahili-English 
loan-blend (MWE) 
Common meaning 
Administrative 
officer 
Ofisa tawala 
An employee responsible for the 
management of a public institution 
Animal science Sayansi ya viumbe A study of the domestic animals 
Before Christ Kabla ya Kristo The years before Jesus Christ was born 
Break a record Vunja rekodi 
To destroy a previously set high score 
by setting a new one 
Cooking data. Kupika data To produce artificial records 
Friendly match Mechi ya kirafiki A match without reward 
Get into history 
books 
Kuingia kwenye vitabu vya 
historia 
To form a lasting memory 
Good Samaritan Msamaria Mwema A kind person 
Hidden agenda Ajenda ya siri Secret plan to control something 
Hold a record Shikilia rekodi To maintain the victory 
Information 
technology 
Teknolojia ya habari  
The use of computer and 
telecommunication to manipulate data 
Internet package Kifurushi cha inteneti 
Arrangement of paying for the internet 
bills 
Lose out a match Poteza mechi To fail to win a match 
Millennium 
development goals 
Malengo ya maendeleo wa 
millenia 
Eight development goals by United 
Nations 
Natural gas Gesi asilia A gas used as a fuel 
Post office box Sanduku la posta A box for collecting letters 
Social police Polisi jamii 
A citizen who is preventing crime in 
his area of residence 
Social science Sayansi ya jamii 
Academic disciplines concerning the 
well beings of the society 
Time bomb Bomu linalosubiri kulipuka Dangerous situation 
Work as a team  Fanya kazi kama timu To work cooperatively 
World Bank Benki ya Dunia 
An institution that provides loan to 
developing countries 
Table 19. English based loan-blends in Kiswahili texts 
The multiword expressions in the second column of Table 19 are far more likely the loan 
translations and renditions from English to Kiswahili – from the evidence of their Eng-
lish-like constituent morphemes. Likewise, the occurrence of these English based loan-
blends in Kiswahili implies the simultaneous occurrence of loan translation, rendition and 
metaphorical translation from English into Kiswahili. From this it seems that it is implau-
sible that loan blending would occur between English and Kiswahili, without the parallel 
indirect loan mechanisms such as loan translation, loan rendition and metaphorical trans-
lation. Generally, we are convinced, from the evidence we have, that most Kiswahili du-
plicates of the MWEs are the products of these other similar indirect loan mechanisms: 
loan translation, loan rendition and metaphorical translation.  
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4.5.2. English-based neologism as a clue about the sources of MWEs 
Neologism is a process of creating new meanings in languages by recycling the old lan-
guage materials, innovating new language materials and/or by borrowing language mate-
rials from another language. Neologism is necessitated by dynamism in science, technol-
ogy, economy, and society, which all introduce concepts that need to be represented 
linguistically in that language. Additionally, Revenko & Onanko (2013, p. 201) consider 
mass media‟s quest to catch its audience's attention as a significant motivator for neolo-
gism in a language. Neologism takes the forms of abbreviation, acronymization, com-
pounding, derivation, calquing, semantic extension, semantic shift, grammatical functions 
extension, back formation, borrowing and rooting (Revenko & Onanko, 2013, p. 202). A 
comparative scrutiny of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions between the old and 
the new corpus revealed a number of new duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili written language 
– current coinages. Table 20 presents a sample of such expressions in Kiswahili corpora. 
Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs 
The English 
duplicate MWEs 
Mean frequency 
per million words 
in the old corpus 
Mean frequency 
per million words 
in the new corpus 
Mazingira rafiki Friendly environment 0 5.3 
Mtandao wa kijamii Social media 0 8.1 
Kusafirisha binadamu Human trafficking 0 8.2 
Chini ya mwamvuli wa Under the umbrella of 0 2.2 
Pamoja na mambo 
mengine 
Among other things 
0 86.5 
Rafiki wa mahakama Friend of the court 0 5.9 
Table 20. Current neologies in Kiswahili 
As Table 20 shows, the above expressions were non-existent in the Kiswahili corpus 
closed in 2003 (the HCS).In contrast, the search of the same expressions in the corpus 
collected between 2003 and 2013 returned several hits as the table shows. We consider 
most of these expressions neologies coined after their English congruent equivalents. 
Their co-occurrence with their congruent English glosses in Kiswahili texts supports our 
supposition. We present a sample of Kiswahili multiword expressions that are seemingly 
the English based neologies in Kiswahili in Table 21 hereunder. 
Table 21: A seemingly English-induced coinages in Kiswahili 
Coinages Source 
Taa za kuruhusu gari kupita (traffic light)  
hcs_annuur 
taa (light), za (and), kuruhusu (allow), gari (vehicle), kupita (to pass) 
Habari kubwa ya siku (lead story)  
hcs_alasiri 
habari (news), kubwa (big), ya (of), siku (day) 
Kikosi maalum cha kushughulikia suala (task force) 
hcs_nipashe kikosi (group), maalum (special) cha (of) kushughulikia (to deal with), 
suala (issue) 
Kisanduku cha kutolea ushahidi mahakamani (witness box) 
hcs_mzalendo kisanduku (a case), cha (of) kutolea (to give), ushahidi (evidence), 
mahakamani (court) 
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As exhibited by Table 21, the above Kiswahili expressions are English-based coinages 
from the morphological and semantic discrepancies between Kiswahili expressions and 
their English glosses in Kiswahili texts. The Kiswahili expressions above either have 
more morphemes than their English equivalents in parentheses or do not conceptually 
correspond with their English glosses. We consider the Kiswahili versions of the expres-
sions above one-off creations by writers in their attempts to communicate information at 
hand (see Dörnyei & Scott, 1997, pp. 188-194). They are the prototypical strategies em-
ployed by second language users to overcome barriers in a communication process. They 
are far more likely English-based coinages in Kiswahili. 
4.5.3. Parallelism of orthographic rules between the DMWEs 
A comparative analysis of the duplicate multiword expressions between the HCS and the 
COCA revealed a reflection of orthographic rules for English in the orthographies of cer-
tain Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili texts. For instance, we observed, a corre-
spondence of capitalization rules
29
 in some nominal compounds in Kiswahili and English 
texts. Table 22 presents a sample of duplicate nominal compounds with similar capitali-
zation rules in Kiswahili and English written languages. 
Table 22. Parallelism of orthographic conventions between the DMWEs 
Table22 shows that Old Testament is often written in Kiswahili texts as Agano la Kale, 
Holy Father is often written in Kiswahili texts as Baba Mtakatifu, Cold War is often 
written in Kiswahili texts as Vita Baridi and Far East is often written in Kiswahili texts 
as Mashariki ya Mbali. We note that every content constituent of these nominal com-
pounds starts with a capital letter in both the Kiswahili and English texts
30
. Figure 14 
displays exemplary instances from the HCS and the COCA. 
                                                 
29
 Capitalization the writing of the first letter of a word in upper case (Murray, 2013, p. 4) 
30
The study analyzed the orthographies of the focus expressions in the Corpus of Contemporary American 
English (COCA) on the one hand and the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili Corpus on the other hand 
Indiscriminate capitalization of content constituents 
Agano la Kale Old Testament 
Baba Mtakakatifu Holy Father 
Bonde la Ufa Rift Valley 
Selective capitalization of content constituents 
nchi za Magharibi Western countries 
nchi za Ulimwengu wa Tatu Third World countries 
Decapitalization of content constituents 
mstari wa mbele front line 
rasilimali watu human resources 
mwaka wa masomo Academic year 
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Extract of “Agano la Kale” from the HCS 
 
Extract of “Old testament” from the COCA 
 
Figure 14. Indiscriminate capitalization of content constituents 
Moreover, in some of the duplicate nominal compounds, we observed that only the first 
letter of one or two constituent elements of a nominal compound is (are) capitalized. The 
cases in point are in the expressions “Western countries”, and "Third World countries”. 
We observed that the Kiswahili version of the “Western countries” is often written in 
Kiswahili texts as nchi za Magharibi, whereby “western” often starts with a capital letter 
as in English texts. Similarly, the constituent “country” is often written with a lowercase 
as in English texts. Figure 15 evidences our observation on the phenomenon. 
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Extract of “nchi za Ulimwengu wa Tatu” from the HCS 
 
Extract of “Third World countries” from the COCA 
 
Figure 15. Selective capitalization of content constituents 
In contrast, some of the similar nominal compounds are decapitalized in both the Kiswa-
hili and English texts. This category includes such expressions as financial year, which is 
often written as mwaka wa fedha in Kiswahili texts, front line, which is often written as 
mstari wa mbele in Kiswahili texts, dirty money, which is often written as fedha chafu in 
Kiswahili texts and academic year, which is often written as mwaka wa masomo in Kis-
wahili texts. Figure 16 is a sample of decapitalized nominal compounds in both Kiswahili 
and English written languages. 
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Extract of “mwaka wa masomo” from the HCS 
 
Extract of “academic year” from the COCA 
 
Figure 16. Decapitalization of content constituents 
From these findings, we infer that Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions are derived 
from their English congruent equivalents alongside their inherent English writing conven-
tions. This is because there is no rationale for writing every constituent of Agano la Kale 
“Old Testament” with upper case letters, while writing every constituent of mtu wa kale 
“early man” with lowercase letters as far as Kiswahili capitalization rules is concerned. 
Capitalization rules ought to vary by language (Contextual Communication, 2009, p. 22). 
With this regard, we explain the parallelism of orthographic conventions between Kiswa-
hili and English duplicates expressions with loan influence. 
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4.5.4. Uncompleted codification in certain Kiswahili DMWEs 
In most cases, multiword expressions have rigid forms (Alexander, 1984, p. 129; Jackson, 
1988, p. 103; Jackson, 1988; Moon, 1998; Fiedler, 2012)
31
. Subsequently, existence of 
multiple variants of the same multiword expression in a language should suggest a state 
of uncompletedness codification process in the expression in question. Multiple represen-
tations of the same multiword expression further suggest that the expression is a newly 
indirectly borrowed item whose integration is still underway. In our corpus analysis, we 
contrarily discovered a number of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions with multi-
ple variants in the Kiswahili texts – contrary to the expectation of the forms of MWEs in 
a language. Our search with ICU as a KWIC in the HSC, for instance, returned the fol-
lowing variants of the MWE. 
No. Variants Source 
1 
Vyumba vya wagonjwa mahututi (ICU) 
hcs_nipashe 
chumba (rooms), vya (of) wagonjwa (patients), mahututi (ill) 
2 
Chumba cha uangalizi maalum (ICU).  
hcs_majira 
chumba (room), cha (of), uangalizi (care), maalum (special) 
3 
Chumba cha wagonjwa mahututi (ICU) 
hcs_majira 
chumba (room), cha (of), wagonjwa (patients), mahututi (ill) 
4 
Wodi ya wagonjwa mahututi ICU 
hcs_alasiri 
wodi (ward), ya (of), wagonjwa (patients), mahututi (ill) 
5 
Kitengo cha wagonjwa wanaohitaji uangalizi maalumu ICU 
hcs_majira kitengo (section), cha (of), wagonjwa (patients), wanaohitaji 
(in need of), uangalizi (care), maalum (special) 
6 
Inajulikana Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 
Mak51_Mtanz 
inajulikana (known as) 
Table 23. Multiple variants of ICU in Kiswahili texts 
As Table 23 portrays, ICU as a KWIC returned at six different forms of the MWE in the 
Helsinki Corpus of Kiswahili. Some of these realizations signify ICU as a “room” chum-
ba, some signify ICU as “rooms” vyumba, some signify it as a unit, whereas, others signi-
fy it as a “department” kitengo. The realizations equally show that Kiswahili users vary in 
their perception of the purpose of the room. We found out that some perceive it as a room 
for “ill patients” cha wagonjwa mahututi32, whereas, others perceive it as a room for a 
“special care” uangalizi maalum33.  
                                                 
31
Few MWEs have fluid forms (See, Jackson, 1988; Fiedler, 2012) 
32
 ch-a          wagonjwa      mahututi 
   7.SG-of      2-sick             hill 
 „Of ill patients‟ 
33
uangalizi        maalum 
   11.care           special 
 „Special care‟ 
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Furthermore, our search of VIP as KWIC in the HCS retrieved several variants for the 
acronym in the corpus. Table 24 depicts the multiple variants of VIP in the HCS. 
No. Variants Source 
1 
Chumba cha wageni maarufu (VIP) 
hcs_nipashe 
chumba (room), cha (of), wageni (guest), maarufu (famous) 
2 
Jukwaa la waheshimiwa (VIP) 
hcs_majira 
jukwaa (platform), la (of), waheshimiwa (honourable) 
3 
Wageni wa kitaifa yaani (VIP) 
hcs_nipashe 
wageni (guests), wa (of), kitaifa (national), yaani (or) 
4 
Watu mashuhuri (VIP) 
hcs_nipashe 
watu (people), mashuhuri (honourable) 
5 
Sehemu maalum ya wageni wa kitaifa yaani VIP 
hcs_nipashe sehemu (place), maalum (special), ya (of), wageni (guests), wa 
(of), kitaifa (national), yaani (or) 
Table 24. Multiple variants of VIP in Kiswahili texts 
Table 24 shows that a search of the HCS with VIP as KWIC returns five variants. We 
note that in some realizations, VIP denotes “people” and in some, it denotes a “room” or 
a “stage”. Even in cases, where it denotes “a place for people”, such people also vary. In 
other cases, it is a place for “famous guests” wageni maarufu34). In other cases, it is a 
place for “honourable” waheshimiwa or a place for “famous people” watu mashuhuri35 or 
a place for “national guests” wageni wa kitaifa36). This is a prototypical characteristic of a 
loanword in its initial nativization process in a recipient language. The occurrence of 
multiple variants of the same concept in a language suggests that users still render the 
expressions for the concept in question idiosyncratically, following that there is not yet a 
codified form for the concept in a language. Moreover, NGO as a KWIC in the HCS re-
turned several variants of the MWE, as Table 25 exhibits hereunder. 
No. Variants Source 
1 
Mashirika yasiyokuwa ya kiserikali (NGOs) 
hcs_kiongozi mashirika (corporations), yasiyokuwa (which are not), ya 
(of), kiserikali (governmental) 
2 
Taasisi zisizo za kiserikali (NGOs) 
hcs_nipashe taasisi (organizations), zisizo (which are not), za (of), 
kiserikali (governmental) 
3 
Vyama visivyo vya kiserikali (NGOs) 
hcs_nipashe vyama (associations), visivyo (which are not), vya (of), 
kiserikali (governmental) 
                                                 
34
 wageni       maarufu 
 2-guest      famous 
  „Famous guests‟ 
35
 watu          mashuhuri 
2.people     famous 
  „Famous people‟ 
36
 wageni        w-a           ki-taifa 
2-guest       2.PL-of ….7.5.nation 
  „National guests‟ 
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4 
Mashirika ya kiutu ya NGO'S 
hcs_dwelle 
mashirika (corporations), ya (of), kiutu (humanitarian) 
5 
Mashirika ya hiari (NGO ) 
hcs_mzalendo 
mashirika (cooperation), ya (of), hiari (voluntary) 
Table 25. Multiple variants of NGO in Kiswahili 
Table 25 portrays the existence of multiple variants of NGO in Kiswahili texts. The mul-
tiplicity of the forms of the MWE reflects the existence of the differences in the percep-
tions of the concept by Kiswahili neologists. Some perceive NGOs as “corporations” ma-
shirika, some perceive them as “associations” vyama, and some perceive them as 
“organizations” taasisi. Multiple realizations equally show the differences in the percep-
tion of the nature of NGOs. Some Kiswahili neologists consider them as non-
governmental yasiyokuwa ya kiserikali, whereas, others perceive them as humanitarian 
organizations, kiutu or voluntary organizations, hiari. 
Overall, the inconsistency in realizing these duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili is a 
prototypical characteristic of indirect loanwords in their initial stage of nativization in a 
recipient language. Our take on this is that this multiplicity in the forms of the 
expressions stems from uncoordinated use of the expressions for filling their lexical gaps 
in Kiswahili. It indicates that none of these coinages has been codified in Kiswahili so 
far. The finding is thus a clue that the expressions are products of loan translation or loan 
rendition processes from English to Kiswahili. 
4.5.5. Parallelism of grammar rules between the DMWEs 
Evidence of English-like grammar rules in certain Kiswahili duplicate MWEs supports 
their claimed English origin. Kiswahili duplicate, polisi jamii
37
 “social police”, as a case 
in point, has a structure (NP + NP) – whereby a denominal adjective modifies the head 
NP without a particle (a coordinator) in between the two NPs. This is hence an irregular 
rule as far as modification of an NP with another NPis concerned. A regular phrase struc-
ture rule for a Kiswahili NP modified by a denominal adjective should be (NP + conj + 
NP), for example, in polisi wakimataifa
38
 “international police”. We note that the latter 
NP consists of a coordinating conjunction (*a) “of” in between the two NPs constituting 
the compound. We cannot find a rationale for the difference in NP structure rules for 
                                                 
37
 polisi       jamii 
   9.police   9.society 
 „Social police‟ 
38
 polisi          w-a           ki-mataifa 
    9.police    11.SG-of     7-6.nation 
 „International police‟ 
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polisi jamii “social police” and polisi wa kimataifa “international police”. Our take on 
this is that polisi jamii “social police" portray English-like phrase structure rule because it 
is a derivative from its English congruent equivalent. Similar NP rule violation is evident 
inmazingira rafiki
39
, “friendly environment” – whereby, a NP is a postmodifier of a NP in 
Kiswahili postmodified NP. This is irregular as far as a postmodification rule for NP in 
Kiswahili is concerned. From this it follows that rafiki is a noun and thus should not 
postmodify a noun according to this NP rule for Kiswahili. A regular NP rule for a Kis-
wahili postmodified NP is for an adjective to postmodify a noun (NP +VP), as in mazing-
ira mabaya
40
 “poor environment”. In sum, English-like NP rules in expressions such as 
polisi jamii “social police”, mazingira rafiki “friendly environment”, and polisi reli41 
“railway police” indicate that the MWEs are derivatives from their English congruent 
equivalents. We infer that they are the cases where the loan expressions have carried 
along their original morpho-syntactic rules into a recipient language. 
4.5.6. Contextual evidence regarding the sources of Kiswahili DMWEs 
Certain Kiswahili duplicate MWEs mismatch the context of Kiswahili and its speakers. 
They represent concepts that are outright alien to Kiswahili-speaking areas and to Kiswa-
hili speakers as of today. The prevailing contextual evidence thus shows that duplicate 
expressions representing the concepts are derivatives from their English congruent equiv-
alents. Hereunder is a list of some of the concepts represented by Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs we consider as alien to the context of Kiswahili as of now. 
Underlying Concept Instance Conclusion 
Familia kiini (nuclear family) hcs_kiongozi Western concept 
Maduka yasiyo na ushuru (duty free shops ) hcs_majira Western concept 
Fasihi linganishi (comparative literature) hcs_books Western concept 
Haki ya kujamiiana (sexual rights) hcs_kiongozi Western concept 
Kifungo cha maisha (life imprisonment) hcs_nipashe Western concept 
Table 26. English culture-specific items or expressions 
As Table 26 shows, "nuclear family”, is an alien concept to Kiswahili culture and to Tan-
zania culture until to date. We thus infer that Kiswahili did not have a native item for the 
                                                 
39
 mazingira         rafiki 
9.environment    5.friend 
 „Friendly environment‟ 
40
 mazingira          mabaya 
   9.environment   poor 
 „Poor environment‟ 
41
 polisi       reli 
    9.police    9.railway 
 „Railway police‟ 
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concept before its contact with Western culture. We hence suppose that, familia kiini
42
 is 
a derivative from “nuclear family” which is of course the norm in English. The same ap-
plies to concepts underlying “comparative literature” fasihi linganishi and “sexual rights” 
haki ya kujamiiana. The concepts and Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions that 
represent them are new, in the first place, and are not yet accepted by the society to date. 
The evidence is that they are often glossed by writers in Kiswahili texts with their English 
congruent equivalents, supposedly because they are new unfamiliar derivatives from the 
English congruent and familiar equivalents. 
4.5.7. Parallelism of semantic range between the DMWEs 
We asked respondents to define 40 research expressions we presented to them as the ba-
sis of our interview, questionnaire and test (the research expressions). In this endeavour, 
we registered a recurrence of a proposition, “the expression has two meanings nowadays” 
from different respondents – signifying that semantic expansion has occurred in such 
expressions. Most respondents were generally of the view that such Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs have expanded the range of their meanings because they emulate the semantic 
scopes of their English congruent equivalents (the process known as isomorphism). Table 
27 is a list of some Kiswahili duplicate MWEs whose new semantic ranges are attributed 
to English-inducement by some Kiswahili speakers.  
Kiswahili 
duplicate MWE 
The English 
duplicate MWE 
The alleged original 
Kiswahili sense 
The alleged additional 
sense 
Kiti maalum Special seat 
A chair designated for 
the honourable 
Representational slot in a 
decision making body 
nchi za Magharibi Western countries 
Countries located in 
the western part 
European and north 
American states 
Fedha chafu Dirty money Stained money Illegally earned money 
Mtu wa kawaida Common man 
A person without 
disability 
A person who does not 
belong to a ruling class or 
wealthy family 
Table 27. English-induced isomorphism in Kiswahili MWEs 
Respondents claimed these Kiswahili duplicate MWEs traditionally had only their literal 
meanings prior to the contact between English and Kiswahili. In their view, English du-
plicate equivalents of these Kiswahili expressions lent their idiomatic meanings to their 
Kiswahili equivalents. As a result, Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in this cat-
egory have both literal and idiomatic meaning today. 
                                                 
42
 familia     kiini 
   9.family   7.nuclear 
„Nuclear family‟ 
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5. THE TENDENCIES OF KISWAHILI DUPLICATE MWEs 
5.1. Introduction 
The second objective of the present study was to investigate the tendencies of Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions in actual use and in written language. We set out to find 
out as to whether Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions behave in a different way 
compared to Kiswahili non-duplicate multiword expressions. We further compared the 
common coreness and the preference between Kiswahili duplicate MWEs and their non-
duplicate synonyms in Kiswahili. Moreover, we investigated the tendencies of Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions with respect to education, region, gender and age of re-
spondents. 
We asked respondents to define each of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs we presented to 
him/her. We similarly asked him or her to rate the use, common coreness, and 
acceptability of such expressions in the Kiswahili speech community – in relation to their 
non-duplicate synonymous Kiswahili expressions. We further asked the bilingual 
respondents in Kiswahili and English to translate sentences containing English duplicates 
of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs into Kiswahili for old Kiswahili monolingual speakers in 
their areas. The test would reveal as to whether respondents used Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs or the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in their translations. We later 
asked them to justify either their choices of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in their 
translations or their avoidance of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in contexts they would 
possibly use them. We further compared the tendencies of the Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
with the tendencies of the Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili corpora of 
different ages. The details of our findings on this are presented in subsequent subsections. 
5.2. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs 
We investigated the common coreness of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions 
among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Our investigation on this phenomenon stemmed 
from an assumption that Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions are coined and used 
restrictively by the elite in the speech community. Additionally, there existed an assertion 
that the loan expressions in a language only acquire common coreness among monolin-
gual speakers after many years in such language (1991, p. 78; Kamwangamalu, 1992, p. 
174; Kay, 1995, p. 75). Within these views, findings that the expressions are only the 
domain often elite in the speech community would confirm the assumption "that they are 
the products of borrowing from English", whereas, the findings that they are common 
core among all Kiswahili speakers would reject the assumption that they are the products 
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of borrowing from English. Based on these findings, we would infer the sources and 
tendencies of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions.  
We elicited the opinions of 90 respondents about the common coreness of 36 research 
expressions through interview. The respondents were 38 females and 52 males. Their age 
ranged between 16 and 82 years, with mean age of 35 years. They were from Dar es 
Salaam, Dodoma, Kigoma, Lindi, Pwani and Zanzibar. We subcategorized their regions 
of origin into Coast, Metropolis, Inland and Periphery to capture different aggregates of 
the population. The respondents' education ranged from informal education, primary 
education, secondary school education, and university education. 
In our data analysis with R programming language, respondents were of the opinion 
that the expressions are common core among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania in 1993 
responses(61%) showed that the expressions are common core. In1229 responses (38%), 
respondents considered the expression uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers in 
Tanzania. In18 responses (1%), the respondents were uncertain as to whether the 
expressions are common core among or uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers 
in Tanzania. Figure 17 summarizes the findings. 
 
Figure 17. General common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs 
As Figure 17 exhibits, a majority of respondents considered Kiswahili duplicate multi-
word expressions common core among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. We further inves-
tigated the common coreness of Kiswahili multiword expressions according to the age, 
education, region, and gender of respondents. The trend of responses along these varia-
bles would yield useful insights on the sources and tendencies of the expressions. 
 
Common Core 
61% 
Not Common Core 
38% 
Not Sure 
1% 
General common coreness of the Kiswahili DMWEs 
Common Core
Not Common Core
Not Sure
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5.2.1. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
It was assumed by purists and English academies, prior to this study, that Kiswahili du-
plicate MWEs are new coinages in Kiswahili. Hence, it we expected that the younger 
respondents would perceive them and use them more than the older respondents in the 
speech community. We, within this view, categorized responses of respondents into four 
age groups: 15-30, 31-45, 46-60, and 61-75. The youngest respondent in our sample was 
16 years old, whereas, the oldest respondent was 74 years old. Table 28 details responses 
we elicited by age. 
Common core? 15-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 
Yes 949 (61%) 657 (63%) 163(50%) 211 (73%) 
No 589 (38%) 379 (36%) 161 (50%) 77 (27%) 
Not Sure 10 (1%) 8 (1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
     
TOTAL  1548 (100%) 1044 (100%) 324 (100%) 288 (100) 
Chi-square χ²(6, N = 3204)=39.90 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.08 
Table 28. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
In Table 28, respondents of the age 15- 30 considered the expressions common core 
among Kiswahili speakers in 949 responses (61%). In 589 responses (38%), the respond-
ents of this age group considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili 
speakers. In 10 responses (1%), the respondents of this age group were uncertain as to 
whether the expressions are common core among Tanzania or uncommon and unknown 
to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania.  
Respondents of the age group 3-45 considered the expressions common core among 
Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania in 657 responses (63%). In 379 responses (36%), 
respondents of this age group considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to 
Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. In 8 responses (1%), it was not certain to respondents of 
this age group as to whether the expressions are common core among Kiswahili speakers 
on Tanzania or uncommon and unknown to them. 
Moreover, Respondents of the age group 46-60regarded the expressions common core 
among Kiswahili speakers in 163 responses (50%). In161 (50%) responses, respondents 
of this age group considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili 
speakers. Furthermore, no response from respondents of this age group was uncertain 
about the common coreness of the MWEs among Kiswahili speakers.  
Respondents of the age group 61-75 considered the MWEs common core among 
Kiswahili speakers in Tanzaniain211responses (73%). In 77 responses (27%), they 
considered the MWEs uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. None 
of the respondents of this age group was uncertain about the common coreness of the 
MWEs among Kiswahili speakers. Figure 18 represents these data in more detail. 
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Figure 18. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
As the graph shows, more than fifty percent of respondents considered the expressions 
common core among Kiswahili speakers. We carried out a Chi-square test of independ-
ence to relate the education of respondents and their perception of common coreness of 
the MWEs. The relationship between these variables was significant – χ² (6, N = 3204) = 
39.90, p<.05), which evidence the existence of significant influence of the age on the 
opinion of respondents about common coreness of the expressions among Kiswahili 
speakers. Albeit, low Cramer‟s V value of.08 shows that the influence of the age on the 
perceptions about the common coreness of the MWEs is insubstantial and thus does not 
worth putting weight on in explaining the trends of use of these expressions in Kiswahili. 
5.2.2. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
Kiswahili academies, purists and a section of Kiswahili experts alleged that Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs are loan translations/renditions from English into Kiswahili prior to the 
present study. They further alleged that the expressions are derived from English by the 
elite and accordingly, are used strictly by the elite in the Kiswahili speech community. 
Within this view, we correlated the common coreness of the MWEs and the education of 
respondents. For this purpose, we categorized the education of our respondents into in-
formal, primary, „O‟ level, „A‟ level, undergraduate, and postgraduate education. Table 
29 details the statistics of the respondents‟ opinion on the common coreness of the ex-
pressions by their education level. 
Common 
Core? 
Informal Primary “O”-Level “A”-Level BA Pgd 
Yes 49 (45%) 353 (52%) 297 (63%) 265 (74%) 883 (65%) 146 (58%) 
No 59 (55%) 331 (48%) 171 (37%) 94 (26%) 472 (35%) 102 (40%) 
Not Sure    1 (0%) 13 (1%) 4 (2%) 
       
TOTAL  108 684 468 360 1368 252 
Table 29. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
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As the analysis in the above table shows, respondents with informal education were of the 
opinion that the given expressions (research expressions) are common core in 49 re-
sponses (45%). In 59 responses (59%), they considered the expressions uncommon and 
unknown to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Nonetheless, none of them (0%) was uncer-
tain about common coreness of the expressions.  
Respondents with primary education considered the expressions common core in 353 
responses (52%). In 331 responses (48%), they were of the view that the expressions are 
uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers. None was again uncertain about 
common coreness of the expressions to Kiswahili speakers.  
Respondents with ordinary level education regarded the expressions we presented to 
them as common core in 297 responses (63%). In 171 responses (37%), they regarded 
them as uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers. None was unsure about common 
coreness on the expressions. 
Holders of advanced secondary school certificates considered the expressions common 
core in 265 responses (74%). In 1response (0%), the respondent was uncertain about 
common coreness of the expressions to Kiswahili speakers. In 94 responses (26%), they 
considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers.  
Bachelor degree holders regarded the expressions we presented to them common core 
in 883 responses (65%). In 13 responses (1%), they were uncertain about common 
coreness of the expressions we presented to them to Kiswahili speakers. Nonetheless, 
in472 responses (35%), they considered them uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili 
speakers in Tanzania.  
Respondents with postgraduate education considered the expressions common core in 
146 responses (58%). In 4 responses (2%), they were uncertain about common coreness 
of the expressions. In 102 responses (70.2%), they considered the expressions uncommon 
and unknown to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Figure 19 summarizes the opinions of 
respondents on the common coreness of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs by their education. 
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Figure 19. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
According to the above graph, the trend of responses is cyclic and thus “A” level and 
bachelor holder's consideration of the expressions common core more than the rest of the 
respondents is seemingly the product of chance. After all, the pattern is contrary to our 
expectation that the higher the educated a respondent is, the more he or she would con-
sider these expressions common core. . A Chi-square test of independence between edu-
cation of respondents and their judgment of common coreness of the expressions was 
significant – Chi-square χ² (10, N = 3240) = 88.91, p< .05). Even so, Cramer‟s V value of 
.11 denotes that a correlation between the opinion on common coreness of the MWEs and 
education of respondent is not statistically significant. The common coreness of Kiswahi-
li DMWEs by region 
Speakers of Kiswahili in Tanzanian differ with regard to their nativity status, place of 
residence, influence of the media in the areas where they live, and influence of other 
languages in where they live. Accordingly, we collected data from Zanzibar, Pwani and 
Lindi: areas where Kiswahili is the native language for a majority of population. 
Additionally, we collected data from Dar es Salaam: the metropolis of Tanzania and a 
place with strong influence of globalization, multiculturalism and the media than other 
regions of Tanzania. Furthermore, we collected data from Dodoma, the most central 
region of Tanzania, where the influence of the media and globalization is weaker than in 
the metropolis. Finally, we collected other data from Kigoma, the most western region of 
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Tanzania
43
 – where the influence of the media is weak, but the influence of mother 
tongues and French are strong (French is the official language in neighbouring DRC and 
Burundi republics). Table 30 presents data drawn from different regions of Tanzania. 
Common Core? Coast Inland Metropolis Periphery 
Yes 884 (63%) 356 (58%) 353 (61%) 400 (62%) 
No 507 (36%) 252 (41%) 223 (39%) 247 (38%) 
Not Sure 13 (1%) 4 (1%) 0 (0%) 1 (0%) 
     
TOTAL  1404 (100%) 612 (100%) 576 (100%) 648 (100%) 
Chi-square χ² (6, N = 3240) = 13.28 p<.05 Cramer’s V = .045 
Table 30. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by region 
As Table 30 shows, respondents from Coast considered Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions common core among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania in their 884 responses 
(63%). In 507 responses (36%), they considered the expressions uncommon and un-
known to Kiswahili speakers. In their 13 responses (1%), they were uncertain about the 
common coreness of the expressions among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
Moreover, respondents from Inland considered the expressions common core among 
Kiswahili speakers in their 356 responses (58%). In their 252 responses (41%), they 
considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
In 4 of their responses (1%), they were not certain about the common coreness of the 
expressions among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
In addition, respondents from Metropolis considered Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions common core in their 356 responses (61%). In their 223 responses (39%), 
they considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili speakers. 
Moreover, no respondent from Metropolis was uncertain about the common coreness of 
the expressions among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
Finally, respondents from Periphery considered Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions common core among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania in their 400 responses 
(62%). In their 247 responses (38%), they considered the expressions uncommon and 
unknown to Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Moreover, in 1 response (0%), a respondent 
from Periphery was uncertain about the common coreness of the expressions among 
Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. Figure 20 summarizes the data. 
                                                 
43In this study, Zanzibar, Pwani and Lindi are referred to as “coast”. They are Kiswahili-native areas in this 
study. Dar es Salaam is referred to as “metropolis”; Dodoma is referred to as “inland” while Kigoma is 
referred to as “periphery”. 
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Figure 20. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by region 
Therefore, the data shows a minor variation in the opinions of respondents about the 
common coreness of the expressions by region of origin. A Chi-square test of independ-
ence between these variables was significant – Chi-square χ² (6, N = 3240) = 13.28, 
p<.05). Despite that, Cramer's V value of.05denotesthat a correlation between the opinion 
on common coreness of the MWEs and the region of respondent is negligible. We further 
correlated the opinions of respondents about the common coreness of Kiswahili duplicate 
expressions and their gender. 
5.2.3. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
The literature attributes the coinages and diffusions of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to the 
media. Accordingly, Tanzanian men have more access to the media as compared with 
Tanzanian women (Solomon, 2006, pp. 48-49; Okwemba, et al. 2011, p. 5). We hence 
expected varying patterns of opinions about the common coreness of the MWEs between 
male and female respondents. Respondents involved under this objective were 38 females 
and 52 males. Of these respondents, 43 participated in interviews; whereas, 47 participat-
ed in tests, followed by interviews. Table 31 hence summarizes the patterns of the per-
ception of the common coreness of the MWEs by gender of respondents.  
Common Core? Female Male 
Yes 820 (59%) 1173 (63%) 
No 561 (41%) 668 (36%) 
Not Sure 5 (0%) 13 (1%) 
   
TOTAL 1386 (100%) 1836 (100%) 
Chi-square χ² (2, N = 3240) = 7.96 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.05 
Table 31. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
As Table 31 exhibits, female respondents considered the Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions common core in820 responses (59%). In 561 responses (41%), they were of 
the view that the MWEs are not common core among Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania. 
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Moreover, they were uncertain about the common coreness of the MWEs among Kiswa-
hili speakers in 5 responses (0%).Further, male respondents considered Kiswahili dupli-
cate Wes common core among Kiswahili speakers in 1173 responses (63%).In668 re-
sponses (36%), they considered the expressions uncommon and unknown to Kiswahili 
speakers. In13 responses (1%), it was not clear to them as to whether the expressions are 
common core among Kiswahili speakers or uncommon and unknown expressions among 
Kiswahili speakers. Figure 21 represents the data. 
 
Figure 21. The common coreness of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
As the above graph shows, male respondents consider the expressions common core to 
Kiswahili speakers in Tanzania as compared with female respondents. A Chi-squareχ² (2, 
N = 3240) =7.76, p<.05) confirms a significant correlation between gender of respond-
ents and their judgment of common coreness of the MWEs among Kiswahili speakers. 
Nonetheless, Cramer‟s V value of.05 shows a weak correlation between gender of re-
spondents and their perception about the common coreness of the MWEs among Kiswa-
hili speakers in Tanzania. 
5.2.4. Regression analysis of common coreness of nexus MWEs 
For crosschecking the validity of our Chi-square test of association and for determining a 
variable that matters the most in perceiving and using these Kiswahili duplicate multi-
word expressions among Kiswahili respondents, we carried out a multiple linear regres-
sion analysis of our data on common coreness. 
Multiple independent variables we entered in the SPSS for this particular analysis 
were education groups, nativity status, age, gender, zones, region
 
of respondents. The 
dependent variable was common coreness of the Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions among Kiswahili speakers. Table 32 is a SPSS extract showing independent 
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variables and dependent variable in our multiple linear regression analysis of common 
coreness of nexus expressions. 
Variables Entered/Removed
b
 
Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method 
1 EduGroups, NativityStatus, Age, Gender, 
Zones, Region
a
 
. Enter 
a. All requested variables entered.  
b. Dependent Variable: Common Core 
Table 32. Analyzed independent and dependent variables 
We further ran these data in SPSS and generated two tables, namely coefficients table 
(Table 33), and a model summary table (Table 34). An extract hereunder is a SPSS coef-
ficients table, showing a state of relationship and the contribution of each of the multiple 
independent variables to our regression equation on common coreness of focus Kiswahili 
multiword expressions. 
Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 1.478 .055  27.059 .000 
Age .000 .001 -.015 -.816 .415 
Region .014 .017 .048 .854 .393 
NativityStatus -.004 .038 -.004 -.100 .921 
Zones -.014 .022 -.032 -.626 .531 
Gender -.038 .020 -.038 -1.944 .052 
EduGroups -.009 .007 -.025 -1.308 .191 
a. Dependent Variable: Common Core    
Table 33. The SPSS coefficients table 
With the significance level set at 5%, Table 33shows that all explanatory variables are 
insignificant (nativity status .921), region .393) and zones .531) in determining common 
coreness except gender (.052). This implies that only gender determines the perception 
and usages of the focus multiword expressions (<.05).  
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Even so, the model summary exhibits that the influence of gender on common 
coreness of the focus expression is negligible – adjusted R square (.001) 
Model Summary 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .055
a
 .003 .001 .499 
a. Predictors: (Constant), EduGroups, NativityStatus, Age, Gender, Zones, Region 
Table 34. A SPSS table showing the strength of relationship between variables 
Due to findings of Table 33 and 34 above, we did not rank the contribution of multiple 
independent variables to this regression equation because only gender is a significant 
determinant of common coreness of the focus Kiswahili multiword expressions among all 
the variables (see the last column of Table 33).The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs 
Most expressions we investigated have their supposedly native synonyms in Kiswahili. 
For instance, a synonym of fedha chafu “dirty money”, which is a research expression in 
our sample, is fedha haramu– lit. “illegal money”; watoto wa mitaani “street children” 
can also be referred to as chokoraa in Kiswahili. Further, instead of saying, “all that glit-
ters is not gold”, a Kiswahili speaker can say, uzuri wa kaburi ndani mifupa – lit. “the 
beauty of the grave, inside are bones”, and instead of saying mzaliwa wa mwisho “last 
born”, a Kiswahili speaker can say mziwanda, which means the same thing. In addition, 
instead of saying, vunja rekodi “break a record” they can say tia fora, which is a Kiswa-
hili idiom with similar the same meaning. Even where there is no other Kiswahili syno-
nyms of these expressions, Kiswahili speakers can express concepts behind these re-
search expressions through such communication strategies as circumlocution, 
approximation or rephrasing. We accordingly investigated the preference of Kiswahili 
speakers between this group of Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English 
equivalents in form and meaning (the research expressions) and the rest of Kiswahili ex-
pressions that do not mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning (the control 
expressions).  
The finding would reveal the attitudes of Kiswahili speakers towards this type of 
expressions without their consciousness. In so doing, we would obtain some clue about 
the nature and the sources of the expressions. In achieving this goal, we asked bilingual 
respondents to translate English expressions containing the research expressions into 
Kiswahili for the old monolingual speakers in their areas of origin. In this test, we wanted 
to see as to whether these translators would prefer Kiswahili duplicates of the English 
expressions or would prefer the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions. 
We later elicited the opinions of the same respondents on their preference of Kiswahili 
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duplicate MWE or their avoidance of Kiswahili duplicate MWE in a syntagmatic slot 
where they should have used it.  
Respondents engaged in this exercise were 90 i.e. 38 females and 52 males. Their age 
ranged between 16 and 82 years – with mean age of 35 years. They were from Dar es 
Salaam, Dodoma, Kigoma, Lindi, Pwani and Zanzibar – subcategorized as Coast, 
Metropolis, Inland and Periphery to capture different aggregates of the population of the 
study. Their education ranged from informal education to university education.  
In the analysis of primary data with R programming language and Excel, we found out 
that the respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions to the 
synonyms of the Kiswahili multiword expressions in 1742 responses (54%). In 1498 
responses (46%), the respondents preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions to Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions. Figure 22 
represents our findings on the trend of preference between these Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions and their supposedly synonymous Kiswahili expressions. 
 
Figure 22. The preference between Kiswahili DMWEs and their synonyms 
As Figure 22 shows that respondents would pick Kiswahili duplicate MWEs over their 
synonymous Kiswahili expressions in a syntagmatic slot where both can be used. We 
further correlated the preference between Kiswahili duplicate MWEs with the age, educa-
tion, region and gender of respondents. The details of the findings are here below. 
5.2.5. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
The study explored a relationship between the preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
and the age of respondents. For this purpose, the study categorized the age of respondents 
into seven age groups: 15-25, 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56-65, 66-75, 76-85. The patterns of 
the preference of the expressions among these age groups were quantified using R pro-
gramming language and Excel as shown by Table 35. 
Preferred to 
synonmys 
54% 
Not Preferred to 
synonyms 
46% 
The preferance  between the Kiswahili DMWEs  and their synonmys 
Preferred to Synonyms
Not Preferred to Synonyms
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Preferred? 15-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76-85 
Yes 678 (70%) 528 (54%) 342 (53%) 89 (35%) 51 (24%) 50 (35%) 4(11%) 
No 294(30%) 444 (46%) 306 (47%) 163 (65%) 165 (76%) 94 (65%) 32(89) 
        
TOTAL  972 
(100%) 
972 
(100%) 
648 
(100%) 
252 
(100%) 
216 
(100%) 
144 
(100%) 
38 
(100%) 
χ²(6, N = 3240) =261.18 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.28 
Table 35. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
As the table shows, among the age group 15-25, respondents preferred Kiswahili dupli-
cate MWEs to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 678 responses (70%). In 
294 responses (30%) of this age group, the respondents preferred the synonyms of Kis-
wahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs.  
Among the age group 26-35, respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in 528 
responses (54%). In 444 (46%) responses, they preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions to Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions. 
Among the age group 36-45, respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in 342 
responses (53%).In 306 responses (47%) of the same age group, respondents preferred 
the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs.  
Among the age group 46-55, respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to their 
synonyms in 89 responses (35%). In 163 responses (65%), respondents preferred the 
synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs. 
Among the age group 56- 65, respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to 
their synonyms in 51 responses (24%). In 165 responses (76%), they preferred the 
synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs.  
Respondents of age group 66-75, preferred Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions 
to the synonyms of these Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in their 50 responses 
(35%).In 94 responses (65%) of the same age group, they preferred the synonyms of 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs.  
Furthermore, among the age group 76 to 85, respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs to their synonyms in 4 responses (11%).In contrast, the synonyms of Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs were preferred to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 32 responses (89%). 
This analysis is represented using Figure 23: 
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Figure 23. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by age 
Therefore, as Figure 23 shows, Kiswahili duplicate MWEs are preferred to their syno-
nyms by young people more than by old people. Our inference is that Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs are trendier than their synonyms, and thus young people would prefer them to 
their old synonyms. We tested the independence between age of respondents and their 
preference of the research MWEs using a Chi-square test. Consequently, we found a sig-
nificant relationship between the variables – χ² (6, N = 3240), p<.05). Nonetheless, 
Cramer‟s V value of.28indicates a weak relationship between the preferences of the 
MWEs and the age of respondents. We further investigated a relationship between the 
preferences of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs and the education of respondents. 
5.2.6. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
We investigated a relationship between education of respondents and their preference 
between the expressions and their synonyms. Respondents had informal education, pri-
mary education, ordinary level education, advanced level education, undergraduate and 
postgraduate education. Table 36 depicts education categories of respondents and a trend 
of their preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs. 
Preferred? Informal Primary “O”-Level “A”-Level BA Pgd 
Yes 38 (35%) 220 (32%) 200 (43%) 187 (52%) 935 (68%) 162 (64%) 
No 70 (65%) 464 (68%) 268 (57%) 173 (48%) 433 (32%) 90 (36%) 
       
TOTAL  108  
(100%) 
684 
(100%) 
468 
(100%) 
360 
(100%) 
1368(100%) 252 
(100%) 
Chi-square χ² (5, N = 3240) =295.03 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.30 
Table 36. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
As Table 36 shows, the respondents with informal education preferred Kiswahili dupli-
cate multiword expressions to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 38 respons-
es (35%).They nonetheless preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 70 responses (65%). 
70 
54 53 
35 
24 
35 
11 
30 
46 47 
65 
76 
65 
89 
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40%
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100%
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Age groups 
The preference of the Kiswahili DMWEs by the Age 
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Preferred to Synonyms
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Moreover, respondents with primary education preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
to their synonyms in 220 responses (32%). Nonetheless, they preferred the synonyms of 
the expressions to the expressions in 464 responses (68%).  
Respondents with ordinary secondary education preferred Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions to their synonyms in 200 responses (43%). In 268 responses 
(57%), they preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions to 
Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions.  
Furthermore, respondents with advanced secondary education preferred Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in 187 
responses (52%).They contrastively preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 173 responses (48%).  
Respondents with bachelor degrees preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to their 
synonyms in 935 responses (68%). In 433 responses (32%), they preferred the synonyms 
of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs. 
Among the postgraduates, the preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to their 
synonyms was in 162 responses (64%). In 90 responses (36%), the synonyms of the 
Kiswahili, duplicate MWEs were preferred to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs. Figure 24 
summarizes the data for easy perception. 
 
Figure 24. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by education 
As the Figure 24 exhibits, respondents with higher education preferred Kiswahili dupli-
cate MWEs to their synonyms than those with lower education. That is, respondents with 
lower education preferred synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs. The finding thus agrees with an assumption that the elite in the speech communi-
ty use Kiswahili duplicate MWEs the most. A Chi-square test we conducted confirmed a 
significant relationship between education of respondents and their preference of Kiswa-
hili duplicate multiword expressions– χ² (5, N = 3240) =295.03, p<.05). However, 
35 32 
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Cramer‟s V value of .30, suggests a correlation between education of respondents and 
their preference of the MWEs is very weak. We further investigated a pattern of the pref-
erence between Kiswahili duplicate MWEs and synonyms of such MWEs by region. 
5.2.7. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by region 
The study correlated the preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs and the regions of 
origin of respondents. The correlation was motivated by a prior assumption that respond-
ents from coast differ from respondents, let say, from metropolis, inland and peripheral 
areas in using Kiswahili as a whole. Pwani, Lindi and Zanzibar were, for this purpose, 
considered Coast, Dar es Salaam considered Metropolis, Dodoma considered Inland re-
gion, and Kigoma considered Periphery. Table 37 presents the trend of the preference of 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs by region of origin of respondents. 
Preferred? Coast Inland Metropolis Periphery 
Yes 725 (52%) 363 (59%) 316 (55%) 338 (52%) 
No 679 (48%) 249 (41%) 260 (45%) 310 (48%) 
TOTAL  1404 (100%) 612 (100%) 576 (100%) 648 (100%) 
Chi-square χ² (3, N = 3240) =11.08 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.06 
Table 37. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by region 
As Table 37 portrays, respondents from Coast (Pwani Lindi, and Zanzibar in this case) 
preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 
their 725 responses (52%). In their 679 responses (48%), they preferred the synonyms of 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs.  
Moreover, respondents from Inland (Dodoma in this case), the respondents preferred 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 363 
responses (59%). On the other hand, they preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 249 responses (41%).  
Moreover, respondents from Metropolis (Dar es Salaam in this case) preferred 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions in 316 responses (55%). Nevertheless, they preferred the synonyms of 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 260 responses (45%). 
Finally, respondents from Periphery (Kigoma in this case) preferred Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs to their synonyms in 338 responses (52%). Contrastively, they preferred 
the synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 310 
responses (48%). Figure 25 summarizes the data. 
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Figure 25.The preference of Kiswahili DMWEsby region 
Figure 25 exhibits insignificant difference in the preference of Kiswahili duplicate multi-
word expressions by region of origin of respondents. As the graph shows, the preferences 
of respondents from Kiswahili-speaking areas were the same as the preferences of re-
spondents from peripheral areas. In addition, the preferences of Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs to their synonyms were higher among respondents from Inland and Metropolis. 
We performed a Chi-square test of independence to examine a relationship between re-
gion of origin of respondents and their preference of the research MWEs to non-research. 
The relationship between these variables was significant –χ² (3, N = 3240) = 11.08, 
p<.05). However, Cramer‟s V value of.06 suggests that the relationship is very weak. The 
study further explored the correlation between the preference of Kiswahili duplicate 
MWEs and gender of respondents. 
5.2.8. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
We further explored a relationship between the preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
and the gender of respondents. The basis was an assertion that Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
are domains of the media, which is purportedly more accessed by males than females in 
the Tanzania context (Solomon, 2006; Okwemba, et al. 2011).We henceforth compared 
the preference of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs between 38 females and 52 males from dif-
ferent parts of Tanzania. Table 38 presents the data. 
Preferred? Female Male 
Yes 706 (51%) 1033 (56%) 
No 677 (49%) 821 (44%) 
   
TOTAL  1383 (100%) 1854 (100%) 
Chi-square χ² (1, N = 3240) =6.64 p<.05 Cramer’s V=.05 
Table 38. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
Table 38 shows that female respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to their 
synonyms in 709 responses (51%). They however preferred the synonyms of Kiswahili 
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duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 677 responses (49%).  
On the other hand, male respondents preferred Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 1033 responses (56%). Furthermore, they preferred the 
synonyms of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs to Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 821 responses 
(44%). Figure 26 represents the data graphically: 
 
Figure 26. The preference of Kiswahili DMWEs by gender 
As Figure 26 depicts, both genders prefer Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions to 
synonymous Kiswahili expressions. We conducted a Chi-square test of independence to 
examine a relationship between gender of respondents and their preference of the re-
search expressions. We eventually uncovered that there is a significant relationship be-
tween these variables –χ² (1, N = 3240) =6.64, p<.05). The male respondents preferred 
the expressions more than their female counterparts. Notwithstanding, Cramer‟s V value 
of.05 suggests a weak relationship between the variables. 
5.2.9. Multiple linear regression analysis of preference of nexus MWEs 
We complemented our bivariate tests of association with a multiple linear regression 
analysis of factors predicting the preference of focus Kiswahili multiword expressions 
over their synonyms. The analysis would enable us to crosscheck the validity of our Chi-
square test of association and to determine a variable that matters the most in the diction 
of the focus multiword expressions over their Kiswahili synonyms. 
Independent variables entered in this regression equation were education groups, age, 
nativity status, region, zones and gender; whereas, the dependent variable was the 
preference between the Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions and their synonymous 
expressions. Table 39 is a SPSS extract showing independent variables and the dependent 
variable we involved in this multiple linear regression equation. 
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Variables Entered/Removed
b
 
Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method 
1 Age, Gender, Region, NativitySta-
tus, EduGroups, Zones
a
 
. Enter 
a. All requested variables entered.  
b. Dependent Variable: Preferred  
Table 39. Analyzed dependent and independent variables 
We ran these data in SPSS and generated two tables, namely coefficients table (Table 
40), and a model summary table (Table 41). An extract below is a SPSS coefficients ta-
ble, showing a state of relationship and a contribution of each of the multiple independent 
variables to our regression equation. 
Coefficients
a
 
Model 
Unstandardized Coeffi-
cients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) 2.093 .055  38.233 .000 
Region -.006 .005 -.019 -1.064 .287 
NativityStatus -.180 .035 -.179 -5.086 .000 
Zones -.002 .015 -.005 -.127 .899 
Gender -.137 .019 -.136 -7.330 .000 
EduGroups -.062 .006 -.176 -9.727 .000 
Age .002 .001 .068 3.960 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: preferred     
Table 40. The SPSS coefficients 
As Table 40 shows, all explanatory variables (independent variables) except region and 
zones are significant: age (0.000), gender (0.000), educational groups (0.000) and nativity 
status (0.000). Region or zones are insignificant predictors of the preference of the nexus 
expressions among Kiswahili users because their significance level is more than 5%.  
Regarding, the strength of relationship between these multiple independent variables 
and the preference of the focus MWEs, a SPSS model summary below shows a weak 
relationship between the preference of the MWEs and the explanatory variables (.103). 
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Model Summary 
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 
1 .323
a
 .104 .103 .472 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Age, Gender, Region, NativityStatus, EduGroups, Zones 
Table 41. The strength of relationships between variables 
Furthermore, coefficient table (Table 40) shows that nativity status has the largest abso-
lute beta value (.179), implying that it ranks the highest in the determination of the pref-
erence of the expressions. It is, of course, followed by education, gender and age. 
5.3. The tendencies of Kiswahili DMWEs in Kiswahili corpora 
We investigated the tendencies of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in Kiswahi-
li corpora. Corpora used for the purpose were two: the first is the Chemnitz Corpus of 
Swahili (CCS) – a small offline corpus we collected between 2011 and 2013. It consists 
of Kiswahili newspaper texts amounting to 1,113,971 words. The second corpus is an 
online corpus known as the Helsinki Corpus of Kiswahili (HCS). It is hosted online by 
the University of Helsinki and it consists of 11,484,300 words – mainly from Tanzanian 
newspapers published between 1980 and 2003. It also has a small component of texts 
from Kiswahili books published between 1980 and 2003, amounting to 1,055,425 words.  
In our corpus analysis, we employed AntConc software in retrieving hits of the 
research and the control expressions in the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili. We chose 
AntConc because of its ease of access and effectiveness in analyzing the offline corpus. 
On the other hand, we employed Lemmie concordance software to retrieve the research 
and the control expressions in the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili. We used Lemmie for this 
corpus because it to the only concordance software designed for the Helsinki Corpus of 
Swahili. Nonetheless, similarities of the features and functions between the two 
concordance software made it possible for us to compare the findings from both corpora. 
Further, we normalized the frequencies from the both corpora per million words to 
balance the sizes of the CCS on the one hand and the HCS on the other hand.  
We used R programming language and Microsoft Excel software for generating 
relevant statistical measures. In particular, we used the programs to calculate the mean, 
standard deviation, frequencies, sums, numbers, percentages, and a Chi-square test of 
independence and Cramer‟s V test of effect. The findings of the tendencies of the 
research versus the control expressions would throw some light on the existence or 
absence of influential connection between the English multiword expressions and their 
Kiswahili congruent equivalents.  
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5.3.1. Frequencies of the research vs. control MWEs in Kiswahili corpora 
We compared the frequencies of the research MWEs (the Kiswahili duplicate MWEs) 
versus the control MWEs (the Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs) in Kiswahili corpora of 
different ages. The research group consisted of Kiswahili MWEs that duplicate in form 
and meaning between Kiswahili and English languages: whereas, the control group con-
sisted of Kiswahili MWEs that do not duplicate in form and meaning between Kiswahili 
and English. We sampled the control expressions from Kiswahili phrase books, dictionar-
ies of idioms, sayings, proverbs, and lists of idioms and sayings
44
. 
The control MWEs (the Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs) would serve as a yardstick 
for judging and describing the tendencies of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
45
(the research 
group) in the corpora. That is, we would judge as to whether Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
occur frequently or rarely in the corpora in respect to how frequent do the control 
expressions (the Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs) occur in the same corpora. 
Procedurally, we first retrieved the research and the control expressions from the 
Helsinki Corpus of Swahili (a corpus collected between 1980 and 2003) on the one hand; 
and the Chemnitz Corpus of Swahili (a corpus collected between 2011 and 2013) on the 
other hand. Secondly, we recorded raw frequencies for both the research and the control 
expression in the excel sheet. We later normalized such raw frequencies per million 
words to ensure that frequencies retrieved from corpora of different sizes are on the same 
denominator. We later computed the mean and the standard deviation for both the 
research and the control expressions in the old corpus (the HCS) versus in the new corpus 
(the CCS)
46
. Table 42 summarizes the frequencies and tendencies of the research versus 
the control expressions in these Kiswahili corpora of different ages. 
The control MWEs The research MWEs 
Mean 3.6 Mean 22.3 
STDEV 13.2 STDEV 147.7 
The control MWEs The research MWEs 
 The old corpus 
(HCS) 
The new 
corpus (CCS) 
 The old 
corpus (HCS) 
The new 
corpus (CCS) 
Mean 2.9 4.6 Mean 22.0 22.6 
STDEV 14.0 11.8 STDEV 190.8 37 
Table 42. Trends of the control vs. the research MWEs in Kiswahili corpora 
                                                 
44
The sampling procedure of obtaining the control and research expressions are detailed in chapter three 
under sub-section “sampling and sampling procedures” 
45
 The same list of the research (the Kiswahili duplicate MWEs) and control expressions (the Kiswahili 
non-duplicate MWEs) in chapter three was used for this purpose, though some research expressions in 
chapter three were replaced by new expressions we found to be interesting to use for this case. 
46
 The old corpus in our case was collected between 1980 and 2003 while the new corpus was collected 
between 2011 and 2013. 
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Table 42 portrays that the mean frequency of the control MWEs is 3.6, whereas, the mean 
frequency of the research MWEs in the same corpora is 22.3 per million words. There-
fore, the research MWEs are six times more frequent in the corpora than their control 
counterparts are. Moreover, the standard deviation of the control group is 13.2, whereas, 
that standard deviation of the research group is 147.7. The findings indicate the varying 
rate of uses among multiword expressions as a whole. We observed that some MWEs are 
very frequently while others are rarely used. Comparatively, some members of the re-
search group are frequently used as compared with the members of the control group. In 
our corpus analysis, expressions such as nchi za Magharibi “Western countries”, mstari 
wa mbele “front line”, and Baba wa Taifa “Father of the Nation” occurred severally, 
whereas, expressions such as ziba pengo “bridge the gap”, chukua sura mpya “take a new 
shape” and mzunguko wa fedha “money circulation" occurred only once or twice in the 
whole corpora. On the patterns of use, the retrieved frequencies of both the research and 
the control expressions in the old versus the new corpus indicate a slight increase in the 
uses of both types of the multiword expressions with time. The statistics also exhibits a 
decrease in the standard deviation of both the research and the control expression with 
time. The latter findings suggest that the uses of multiword expressions in the written 
Kiswahili stabilizes with time – supposedly due to an increase of the media influence in 
the context of Tanzania.  
Overall, different tendencies of the research versus control expressions in the corpora 
imply a distinction between Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English equivalents and 
the rest of the Kiswahili multiword expressions. The former exhibits the prototypical 
characteristics of loan expressions in a language – users far prefer loan expressions to 
their synonyms in the language (see section 2.2.7) 
5.3.2. Trends of Kiswahili DMWEs in book vs. newspaper corpora 
Several authors maintain that press is richer in loan translations than traditionally written 
media such as books (see Bader, 1992, p. 91; 1989, p. 131, as cited in Solano, 2012, pp. 
43-44; Rollason, 2005, p. 44; Solano, 2012, p, 199). Gottlieb (2012, p. 174) says that the 
agents of the phraseological coining are reporters, TV anchorpersons, translators and oth-
er media people. Oncins-Martinéz (2012, p. 223) supports that 95% percent of the loan 
translations in Spanish comes from the press.  
Within this view, we compared hits of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions 
between the HCS book corpus (1,055,425 words) and the HCS newspaper corpus
47
 of 
                                                 
47
Alasiri newspapers corpus was used to represent newspapers corpora in this case because it has almost the 
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almost the same size. We eventually found that the mean frequency of Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs in book corpus is 2 times per million words (versus 2 times per million 
words for control MWEs),while, the mean frequency of the Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 
the newspaper corpus is 14 times per million words (versus 6.5 times for control MWEs). 
The finding hence suggests that frequency of multiword expressions is generally low in 
book corpus – 2 occurrences per million for both research and control groups. 
Nonetheless, the frequency of the Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in 
newspaper corpora is six times as compared with 2.3 times per million for the control 
expressions. The discrepancy in the occurrence of the MWEs in newspapers corpora 
between Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions and Kiswahili non-duplicate 
multiword expressions thus suggests borrowing of the former type of expressions. From 
this it follows that loanwords are more pervasive in semi-formal media such as 
newspapers according to the literature (Bader, 1992, p. 91; 1989, p. 131, as cited in 
Solano, 2012, pp. 43-44; Rollason, 2005, p. 44; Solano, 2012, p, 199). 
                                                                                                                                                 
same size as books corpora in the Helsinki Swahili Corpus, 1,125,958. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
6.1. Introduction 
In this concluding chapter, we summarize the most important findings of our study as 
per the analysis and observation of our primary and secondary data. We discuss the find-
ings in line with the relevant literature, theories, and the findings of studies on the same 
or similar phenomenon in Tanzania and elsewhere. We further present our conclusions 
and make suggestions for future research and projects on the research problem at hand. 
We present these elements categorically in subsequent sections. 
6.2. Summary of findings 
The main objectives of our study were to discover the sources and tendencies of Kiswa-
hili multiword expressions that mirror their English duplicate equivalents in form and 
meaning. Consonant with the objectives, we elicited the opinions of Kiswahili speakers 
on the sources and tendencies of the expressions through online questionnaire, interview 
and checklist. We also engaged them in taking tests aiming at verifying the claimed Eng-
lish origins of the expressions. We complementarily reviewed the documents to identify 
etymologies of the expressions and/or histories of concepts behind the expressions. 
Likewise, we analyzed corpora for clues about the sources and tendencies of the expres-
sions. We similarly tracked the tendencies that make Kiswahili duplicate MWEs distinct 
from other Kiswahili multiword expressions (the control expressions). Additionally, we 
analyzed our primary and secondary data for cues to the sources and the tendencies of 
the expressions (Kiswahili duplicate MWEs). We summarize the findings of each of 
these research activities in subsequent paragraphs. 
In the analysis of our primary data, fifty-one percent of the respondents considered 
Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions “from English”, whereas forty-one percent of 
the respondents considered the expressions from sources other than English. The 
remaining eight percent of the respondents were uncertain about the sources of the 
expressions. The conclusion here is that many Kiswahili speakers consider Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions "from English”.  
Young respondents consider the expressions “from English" more than the old 
respondents. Likewise, respondents with a higher education attribute the MWEs to 
English origins as compared with those with a lower level or without formal education. 
Further, male respondents consider the expressions “from English" more than female 
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respondents do. Moreover, most native Kiswahili speakers attribute the expressions to an 
English source as compared with non-native Kiswahili speakers. Therefore, interview, 
questionnaire and test results indicate that Kiswahili duplicate MWEs are largely 
derivatives from their English congruent equivalents. The opinions of respondents were 
determined by all these variables according to a Chi-square, and p-test. However, 
Cramer‟s V test revealed that the effect of these social variables on the opinions of 
respondents was generally weak (Cramer‟s V<.05). The finding is of course supported 
by the findings of multilinear regression analysis that found out that age (0.000), gender 
(0.000), educational groups (0.000), nativity status (0.000) and region (0.000) are all 
significant predictors of respondents opinion but which are not statistically significant 
(adjusted R square column is .152 (15.2%). 
We additionally compared the rate of the duplication focus expressions among 
English, Kiswahili, Ha and Luo languages in order to obtain more insights about the 
sources of the expressions. As a result, we found out that Kiswahili has more duplicates 
of the expressions than Ha, while Ha has more duplicates of the expressions than Luo. 
We thus infer that Kiswahili has more duplicates of the expressions than Ha because of 
its status as the national and official language of Tanzania. Kiswahili is likely a pioneer 
of the borrowing of the expressions from English, due to its status. Subsequently, it 
diffuses its loan expressions to the other languages of Tanzania. Accordingly, Ha has 
more duplicates of the expressions than Luo because of its similarity in typology and 
ancestry with Kiswahili. This implies greater occurrence of indirect borrowing of the 
multiword expressions between Kiswahili and Ha than between Kiswahili and Luo 
language in this context. Different degrees of the duplication the expressions among the 
languages suggest that the phenomenon is a function of language contact rather than 
linguistic universalism. This is because, were the phenomenon a function of linguistic 
universalism, there would not be such a big difference in the rate of the duplication the 
expressions between languages in the same context as Kiswahili and Luo are. 
Moreover, we established that English is an intermediary of multiword expressions 
from the Bible, ancient texts, classical literature, tales and fables to many human 
languages. We found that English is the direct donor of such Kiswahili duplicates as: 
kutoa machozi ya mamba
109
 “shed crocodile tears”, siri ya wazi110 “open secret”, jino 
                                                 
109
 ku         -toa         ma-chozi         y-a               mamba 
    INF.        shed      6.tear             6.PL-of          9.crocodile 
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kwa jino
111
 “a tooth for a tooth”, ya Mungu mpe Mungu, ya Kaisari mpe Kaisari112 
“render to Caesar thing that are Caesar‟s”, kunawa mikono113 “to wash one‟s hands”, 
utavuna unachopanda
114
 “you reap what you sow”, to mention just a few. We also found 
out that English is an intermediary of current multiword expressions from other 
languages and English dialects to Kiswahili today. “Below the poverty line” originates 
from Indian English but has its duplicate copy in Kiswahili due to the role of English as 
the world language of politics, business and economics. Likewise, “black box” 
originates from Australian English but has its duplicate in Kiswahili due to the role of 
English as the world language of science and technology today. Many loan translations 
in Kiswahili might have come from other languages to Kiswahili in similar manner. 
From this it follows that English is the leading language in adopting and diffusing 
loanwords among human languages today, its capacity to do so being crystalized by its 
leadership in the print and the multimedia resources today.  
We also found that editors and lexicographers of Kiswahili treat Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions differently from other Kiswahili multiword expressions. Corpus 
analysis, for instance, revealed the existence of fewer Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in 
book corpora than in newspaper corpora. Our take on this is that editors of Kiswahili 
eliminate Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions from books because they consider 
them new loan translations or renditions – and, as such, unsuitable for standard 
documents. Likewise, corpus analysis and scrutiny of books revealed the existence of 
more Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in actual use and in the media than in 
Kiswahili dictionaries and phrase books. The finding respectively implies that 
                                                                                                                                                
 “Shed crocodile tears‟ 
110
Siri          y-a              wazi 
 9.secret   9.SG-of      open 
 „Open secret‟ 
111
 jino       kwa         jino 
  5.tooth   CONJ     5.tooth 
  „A tooth for a tooth‟ 
112
 ya         mungu   m           -pe     -ni        mungu      na      ya           kaisari       m            -pe       -ni  
 3.SG-of  3.god   3.PL.OBJ.give 2.PL       god      CONJ   3.SG-of     caesar   3.PL.OBJ   give      2.PL 
„Render to Caesar things that are Caesar‟s‟ 
113
ku-naw-a             mikono 
INF-wash-FV     4.hand 
 „To wash one‟s hands‟ 
114
 u       -ta-   vun-a                     u      -na          -cho      -pand -a 
  2.PL.FUT-harvest-FV           2.PL.PRES.      7.REL   plant-FV 
  „You reap what you sow‟ 
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lexicographers of Kiswahili omit Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in their compilations of 
these reference books, again because they consider them new loan expressions or slangs 
(see Van Rooy & Terblanche, 2010, p. 365-365). This again is evidence of the English 
origins of the expressions. 
In addition, we found that certain Kiswahili duplicate MWEs have English acronyms 
or English glosses in Kiswahili texts. We infer that Kiswahili writers use such English 
acronyms and glosses in Kiswahili texts because English items in question are the 
primary versions of the expressions in such contexts. The trend indicates that English 
acronyms and glosses are more common core and unambiguous than their Kiswahili 
duplicates. In addition, most Kiswahili MWEs with such English acronyms or glosses 
are English culture specific – judging by the available historical records and contextual 
evidence. They occur in such fields as international politics, science and technology that 
we know from historical records as Western originated concepts – in this case, mediated 
by English to Kiswahili-speaking areas. Overall, our take on these findings is that the 
glossing and acronymizing of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions with English 
items in Kiswahili texts is because the Kiswahili versions of the expressions are 
derivatives of their English congruent equivalents. 
Further, we noted the depiction of English-like NP rules in certain Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions. In duplicate expressions such as huduma rafiki 
“friendly service”, and kilimo biashara “commercial agriculture”, an NP postmodifies an 
NP, which is regular for English but irregular for Kiswahili. The NP phrase structure 
rule for Kiswahili constrains nouns from postmodifying nouns without the mediation of 
a coordinating conjunction for the meanings represented by the above MWEs. Only 
adjectives can regularly postmodify nouns without mediation of a coordinating 
conjunction (*a) for such meanings. Hence, these English-like rules of grammar in 
Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions indicate that the latter are derivatives from 
their English congruent equivalents – considering the context of contact between the 
former and the latter in Tanzania. Complementarily, we discovered a parallelism of 
orthographic rules between Kiswahili and English multiword expressions in the parallel 
corpora. The English-like conventions in Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions thus 
point to transference as explanation of the origin of the expressions. They clue us in that 
the expressions are derivatives from the English models. 
Correspondingly, we noted the existence of a number of English-based loanblends in 
Kiswahili corpora: examples include vunja rekodi “break a record”, benki ya damu 
“blood bank”, ajenda ya siri, “hidden agenda”, Msamaria Mwema “Good Samaritan”, 
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ingia kwenye vitabu vya historia “enter the history books”. We infer that these English-
based loanblends in Kiswahili signify the existence of loan translations and renditions in 
Kiswahili. This is because loan blending often goes hand in hand with loan translation, 
loan rendition and semantic shift. It is improbable that loan blending would occur 
between English and Kiswahili, and these attendant mechanisms would not occur.  
We further noted uncompleted norm formation in certain Kiswahili duplicate MWEs 
– a property understood to be a prototypical characteristic of new loanwords in a 
language. Some Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions we expected to have rigid 
Kiswahili forms in Kiswahili texts contrarily have multiple variants in Kiswahili 
corpora. Our KWIC search of the expressions acronymized with ICU, VIP, and NGO, 
for example, returned varied forms for each of the acronyms in Kiswahili corpora. Based 
on these irregular multiple realizations of the MWEs, we infer that the variants are new 
coinages whose codifications are still underway. 
Overall, the bulk of primary and secondary data point to English as the source of the 
Kiswahili multiword expressions. Nonetheless, there is contextual evidence that some 
Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions are a function of cognitive 
metaphoricalization and analogical extension. “Be at a crossroads”, for example, is a 
plausible candidate for independent coinage by most human languages. From this it 
follows that its metaphorical meaning is based on a source domain, which is common in 
most human beings‟ environment. The same can be said of, “having a hard time” – also 
based on actual life experience of all human beings. 
In addition, we discovered that Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions have 
increased slightly between 2003 and 2013. The mean frequency of the expressions was 
22 per million words in the old corpus, but increased to 22.6 per million words in the 
new corpus. The increase is, of course, insignificant, yet the decrease in the standard 
deviation of the expressions from 190.8 in the old corpus to 37 in the new corpus 
indicates stabilization in the usages of the expressions in Kiswahili within this period. 
The decline in the standard deviation of the expressions indicates that over usages of 
some of the expressions has declined within this period. Examples of the new 
expressions within this period include mtandao wa kijamii
115
 “social network”, 
                                                 
115
 mtandao       w-a            ki-jamii 
3.network   3.SG-of….   7-society 
  „Social network‟ 
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kusafirisha binadamu
116“human trafficking”, pamoja na mambo mengine117 “among 
other things”, rafiki wa mahakama118 “friend of the court”. Most of these expressions 
might have come “from English” through such process as loan translation, loan rendition 
and metaphorical translations. We noted, for example, that the expressions appeared in 
Kiswahili corpora at the same time as concepts behind them in Kiswahili-speaking areas. 
Additionally, we found that people from different social and geographical 
backgrounds have a good perception of the expressions more than we assumed prior to 
the present study. The higher rate of perceiving these expressions is probably because 
they are composed of “local language materials”. We found that respondents could even 
correctly guess the meanings of Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions they 
admitted to have never encountered before our interview about the expressions. Chi-
square tests and Cramer‟s V tests revealed that the influence of age, education, region of 
origin and gender of respondents was not effective in determining the perceptions of 
respondents on these expressions, contrary to the prior assumptions. Similarly, a 
multiple linear regression analysis of our data supports the multiple independent 
variables on common coreness focused on this study were insignificant in determining 
common coreness of the focus expressions (nativity status .921, region .393, zones .531). 
Only gender was found to be significant, even so its influence was found to be negligible 
(Adjusted R square 001). 
We also found that Kiswahili speakers prefer Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions to their synonymous Kiswahili expressions in their actual use. 
Comparatively, the younger respondents preferred Kiswahili MWEs to their synonyms 
more than their older counterparts did. This is probably because the expressions seem to 
be trendier and/or more precise than their native synonyms. The young speakers thus 
probably prefer them to their synonyms because of their aesthetic power. Even so, a Chi-
square test and Cramer‟s V test results revealed that the influence of age on the 
preference of the expressions is weak. Likewise, a multilinear regression showed that 
                                                 
116
ku-safirish-a         binadamu 
INF.  move-FV      1.human 
 „Human trafficking‟ 
117
pamoja      na           mambo      mengine 
 together   CONJ      9.thing       others 
  „Among other things‟ 
118
 rafiki       w-a            mahakama 
 5.friend    5.SG-of     9.court 
  „Friend of the court‟ 
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age (0.000), gender (0.000), educational groups (0.000) and nativity status (0.000) 
determines the diction though their influence is very subtle (beta value .179). 
6.3. Discussion of findings 
The thesis of this study is that a number of Kiswahili non-compositional expressions 
correspond formally and semantically to their English equivalents than probable cause 
would allow. We nonetheless did not believe that these correspondences are accidental, 
as did Kiswahili academies, Kiswahili purists and a section of Kiswahili experts. From 
this it follows that non-compositional expressions in languages, which are as different in 
typology and ancestry as Kiswahili and English, should not correspond in form and 
meaning to the currently observed extent. The norm would be for English and Kiswahili 
on-compositional equivalents to have dissimilar forms, but the same meanings. 
Consequently, Kiswahili academies, Kiswahili purists and a section of Kiswahili 
experts intuitively attributed Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions to indirect 
borrowing from their English congruent equivalents. The flaw in their assumption, 
however, was that it lacked empirical evidence to support it. Similarly, the assumption 
overlooked the fact that borrowing was but one of many possible ways through which 
the multiword expressions could correspond in Kiswahili and English (Thomason, 2008, 
p. 47). Solano (2012, p. 210), for instance, outlines semantic extensions and semantic 
shifts as other ways through which multiword expressions can correspond in forms and 
meanings among human languages. Other scholars (Makkai, 1972; Land, 1974; Culler, 
1983; Otheguy, 1995; Bynon, 1997; King‟ei, 1999; Winford, 2003; Zuckerman, 2003; 
Onysko, 2004; Dzahene-Quarshie, 2010; Bosco, 2011) identify analogical extension and 
common origin as other possible ways through which multiword expressions can mirror 
each other in form and meaning across languages.  
In light of this context, we assumed an academic responsibility for investigating the 
phenomenon empirically and objectively: firstly, to fill the gap of knowledge on the 
sources and nature of the expressions and, secondly, to shed objective light on 
expressions that are speedily gaining currency in actual use and in Tanzania‟s media. We 
hence first identified the expressions through interview, observation, documentary 
scrutiny, and questionnaire. We next embarked on investigating the source and 
tendencies of these expressions. In our investigation, we used primary and secondary 
data that we will discuss in more detail in subsequent paragraphs. 
First, we elicited the opinions of Kiswahili speakers on the sources and the tendencies 
of these expressions through interview, questionnaire, tasks and tests. In this endeavour, 
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more than fifty percent of our respondents regarded Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions "from English”. There were, of course, minor variations in responses 
according to the age, nativity status, education and gender of respondents. Above all, the 
influence of these variables on the responses of respondents was not important as per the 
findings of a Chi-square test, p-test, Cramer‟s V test and multiple linear regression 
analysis (see chapter four and five).  
Nonetheless, 70% of the respondents considered Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions new to Kiswahili – an opinion which, of course, matches the findings of the 
corpus analysis. We noted that some of these expressions existed in the new corpus 
(collected between 2011 and 2013), but were missing in the old corpus (collected 
between 1980 and 2003). A sample of such expressions is mtandao wa kijamii “social 
network”, kusafirisha binadamu “human trafficking”, fedha chafu “dirty money”, and 
kusoma alama za nyakati “to read the signs of times”. Respondents estimated the period 
of emergence of these MWEs in Kiswahili as around the 1990s, which coincides with 
the period of the emergence of globalization and the free market economy in Tanzania. 
Around this period, popular domains of these expressions, such as the internet, 
multiparty democracy, free economy and digital technology emerged in Kiswahili-
speaking areas. In other words, there is a match between the period of emergence of the 
concepts underlying many of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili-speaking areas 
and the period of emergence of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in Kiswahili. The 
observation suggests that Kiswahili speakers do not only import the new concepts into 
Kiswahili-speaking areas but also the blueprints for forming labels for such imported 
concepts. Loan translations, loan rendition, and metaphorical translations appear to be 
the favourite and economical ways through which Kiswahili fills its lexical gaps for such 
imported concepts. It is likely that the mechanisms are easy as compared to innovating 
pure terms for such concepts. 
Even so, certain Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions are over thirty years old. 
Mwansoko (1991) in his Mitindo ya Kiswahili reports that Tanzanian journalists were 
already translating English multiword expressions into Kiswahili as far back as in the 
1980s. His samples of English-based loan translations by journalists are kukimbizwa 
hospitalini “to be rushed to the hospital” and polisi reli “railway police”. Kulagila and 
Lodhi (1980) also report the occurrence of loan translation and rendition between 
Kiswahili and other languages as far back as in the 1970s. They argue that Kiswahili 
rendered proverbs from diverse East African and foreign languages such as Haya, 
Chagga, Kikuyu, Arabic and Indic languages (Kulagila and Lodhi, 1980). In the case of 
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this study, evidence of loan rendition between Kiswahili and other languages means 
evidence of rendering idioms, sayings, slogans and proverbs from English today – the 
leading source of loanwords to Kiswahili (Dunn, 1985, Dzahene-Quarshie, 2012). 
Determining the age of Kiswahili multiword expressions in Kiswahili underscores the 
significance of corpora of different ages in a study of indirect loan influence across 
human languages. We would have even maximized our findings if we had been able to 
obtain a 50-year-old Kiswahili corpus. Unfortunately, the oldest Kiswahili corpus we did 
manage to obtain was only a decade old. The availability of a very old Kiswahili corpus 
could have revealed the age of every of these expressions in Kiswahili (see Thomason, 
2008, 49). With a comparative search in the old and the new corpus, we would easily 
discover the age of an expressions such as, chini ya paa moja “under one roof” in 
Kiswahili. We would compare it with the age of its English congruent equivalent in a 
comparable English corpus. Consequently, we would infer the originator of the 
expression between English and Kiswahili language. Even so, we were still able to 
obtain significant results with the two corpora of different ages we managed to access, 
one which was at least 10 years old (the HCS), and the other one, which was less than 
one year old at the time of our study (the CCS). The evidence of the scrutiny of the local 
versions of the expressions in the parallel corpus enlightened our study that English 
duplicates of the MWEs are older than Kiswahili duplicates of the MWEs in written 
corpora. Even so, the earlier occurrence of a duplicate form in the written English is not 
in itself a proof that the language with the oldest written duplicate is the originator of the 
expression. In the context of Kiswahili and English, for instance, literacy began in 
England, Scotland and Wales as far back as in the 1500s (Stephens, 1990, p. 545), 
whereas, literacy was introduced on the coast of East Africa in the mid-19th century by 
Islamic and Christian missionaries who wanted their members to access religious 
literature (Mushi, 2009, p. 3). It is likely therefore that Kiswahili duplicates of MWEs 
that duplicate between Kiswahili and English expressions existed in actual use long 
before the adoption of literacy in Kiswahili-speaking areas.  
Most respondents, from different geographical and social attributes, were of the 
opinion that Kiswahili multiword expressions are common core among Kiswahili 
speakers. A few of the expressions that were unknown to many of respondents are 
technical jargons in certain domains, whose perceptions of course do not depend on the 
sources of the expressions. This category includes such expressions as rasilimali watu 
“human resource”, Kombe la Dunia “the World Cup”, soko huria “free market”, nchi za 
Magharibi “Western countries”, and mipango miji “town plan”. It is clear that an 
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ordinary English speaker does not need these expressions in their actual Kiswahili 
communication. The expressions occur in economy, politics, or football, and hence are 
domains of individuals in such fields. Overall, most Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions are common core among a majority of Kiswahili speakers from different 
social classes and regions. The finding, nonetheless, contradicts Šarčević‟s (1985, p. 
130) findings on the translation of culture-bound terms in law in Yugoslav. He found 
that loan-translated items were less comprehensible to a majority of native speakers. The 
difference in findings between Šarčević‟s and this study might stem from the differences 
in times of the study, language policies in place and the items involved. The high rate of 
indigenization of Kiswahili duplicate MWEs depends on the vibrancy of the media in 
Tanzania now. The media reach many more speakers than in the past. On this basis, 
speakers in peripheral areas such as Kigoma could still perceive political jargons such as 
soko huria “free market” and mwaka wa fedha “financial year”. 
The data also showed that Kiswahili speakers prefer using Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions to their synonyms in a syntagmatic environment where both are 
grammatically suitable for use. Data revealed that young speakers, the elite and male 
speakers prefer the expressions more than their counterparts did. It seems, therefore, that 
the MWEs are more intelligible and trendier to Kiswahili speakers than their synonyms 
– they could, for instance, guess correctly the meanings of the newly coined multiword 
expressions that they had never encountered before. 
Notwithstanding, we observed a number of limitations with regard to our primary 
data that are worth discussing in this paragraph. First, the distinction between Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions we focused on and other Kiswahili multiword 
expressions that are not duplicates is very hard for most respondents to perceive. From 
this it follows that Kiswahili duplicate expressions are in the same language material as 
the other Kiswahili non-duplicate MWEs. As a result, it is often hard for a non-specialist 
to distinguish them from the other expressions in the same category, even if that person 
is a native speaker. During the elicitation of the opinions of respondents on the sources 
and the tendencies of the expressions, we, for instance, noted that respondents attributed 
to Kiswahili even multiword expressions whose origins are relatively well known: 
Msamaria Mwema “Good Samaritan” and jino kwa jino “a tooth for a tooth”, for 
instance, are known to have come to Kiswahili from Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic 
through English, yet some native Kiswahili speakers would still claim they are Kiswahili 
in origin. Furthermore, some native Kiswahili speakers claimed the Kiswahili version of 
“friend of the court” “rafiki wa mahakama”, documented as a Latin expression in the 
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literature, is Kiswahili in origin. Oncins-Martinéz (2012, p. 218) says that material 
similarities between loan translations and other expressions in a language camouflages 
them even to native speakers of the language in question. Koesch (1926) states that a 
loan meaning has no distinct earmark except in a few cases, for that reason, forms 
emanating from loan meaning are more difficult to prove than lexical borrowing. 
Scholars (Jackson, 1988, p. 108; Solano, 2012, p. 2000; Mailhammer, 2008, p. 179) 
equally say that indirectly borrowed items (loan translations and loan renditions) are 
often camouflaged in materials of the recipient language. Witalisz (2011, p. 225) and 
Gottlieb (2012, pp. 176-177) are of the same opinion that loan translations are invisible 
to most non-linguist native speakers of the language. In this way, they cannot distinguish 
them from other expressions in their language. Secondly, we noted that a considerable 
number of Kiswahili speakers were not so keen on etymologies, age and tendencies of 
the words that they use. We noted this from inconsistencies in their responses and 
conflicting opinions on the same expressions. It was thus obvious that heavy reliance on 
the opinions of respondents could not enlighten our study adequately on the sources and 
tendencies of the expressions objectively. With this in mind, we complemented the 
opinions of our respondents with findings from tests, documentary reviews, corpus 
analyses, and observations. We discuss the details of these other approaches in the 
following subsections. 
Secondly, we tested the rate of the duplication these MWEs among four languages. 
The test, as presented in chapter four of the study, revealed a hierarchical spread of the 
expressions among the languages. We found out that duplicate copies of the MWEs 
existed in different degrees from one language to another. We can describe the rates of 
existence of duplicates of the focus expressions among the languages we researched as: 
English>Kiswahili>Ha>Luo, whereby, English has more duplicates of the focus MWEs 
than Kiswahili. Subsequently, Kiswahili has more duplicates of the MWEs than Ha, and 
Ha has more duplicates of the MWEs than Luo. Our assumption with regard to this is 
that Kiswahili derives expressions from English more than the other languages of 
Tanzania due to its status as the official and national language, which brings more 
prestige and contacts. Kiswahili needs terms to explain global concepts more than the 
other languages of Tanzania, which are non-standard. We do not, expect to find 
duplicates of ukanda wa kijani “green belt”, mwaka wa masomo “academic year”, 
wanyama wenye damu baridi “cold-blooded animals” in other languages of Tanzania 
because the languages do not need the terms. This is because the terms are in the 
domains that are non-existent in these other languages of Tanzania. Similarly, unlike 
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Kiswahili, these other languages of Tanzania have neither terminological developers nor 
academies. Kiswahili, on the contrary, has terminological developers who coin new 
terms to meet communication demands on an equal status with highly developed 
languages such as English or French. We are of the view that Kiswahili later passes 
derivatives from fellow high developed languages to these less developed languages of 
Tanzania. The divergent rates of existence of duplicates of these MWEs between the Ha 
and Luo languages evidence this assertion. From this it follows that Ha, a Bantu 
language like Kiswahili, can seemingly borrow more expressions from Kiswahili as 
compared with the Luo language, a Nilotic language in this case. 
In addition, we found graphemic evidence that connected Kiswahili MWEs with their 
English congruent equivalents in the corpus. We ascertained, for instance, that Kiswahili 
duplicate MWEs co-occur with their English congruent equivalents as glosses in the 
HCS. Some of these expressions are: soko la pamoja
119“common market” – from 
hcs_majira, nishati ya jua
120“solar energy” – from hcs_annuur, lugha sanifu121“standard 
language – from hcs_books, umoja wa kitaifa122“national unity – from hcs_annuur, and 
kodi ya zuio
123“withholding tax” – from hcs_majira. The study retrieved 62 hits of 
bilingual instances in a corpus of 11,484,300 words – signifying that the phenomenon 
occurs at least five times per million words. This bilingual co-occurrence of duplicate 
multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English in English texts indicates that 
Kiswahili writers consider Kiswahili duplicates of the expressions unfamiliar to their 
audiences. Subsequently, they accompany them with their English equivalents as glosses 
to enable their readers to perceive their intended meanings. In some cases, we noted that 
Kiswahili writers even paraphrase Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions with 
                                                 
119
 soko        l-a           pamoja 
 5.market  5.SG-of   together 
   „Common market‟ 
120
 nishati      y-a         jua 
9.power    9.SG-of   9.solar 
   „Solar power‟ 
121
 lugha         sanifu 
    9.language  standard 
 „Standard language‟ 
122
 umoja       w-a                 ki-taifa 
 11.unity    11.SG-of       7-5.nation 
  „National unity‟ 
123
 kodi     y-a           zuio 
 9.tax   9.SG-of    9.withholding 
   „Withholding tax‟ 
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familiar Kiswahili non-duplicate expressions. In hcs_annuur, Kiswahili duplicate of 
“street children” is presented as watoto wasio na malezi124“watoto wa mitaani125”. We 
note that Kiswahili duplicate expressions, in this instance, needed a Kiswahili non-
duplicate gloss to make it clear to an average Kiswahili reader. Our take on this is that 
Kiswahili writers sometimes use Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions for 
complementing what they have otherwise expressed in proper Kiswahili expressions. 
The strategy is a prototype of the “cooperative principle of communication”, explicitly a 
tendency of senders of messages to strive for expressions that best communicate their 
intended meanings to receivers (Ferreira, et al, 2005, p. 264).We equally found 
evidence of English acronyms for Kiswahili duplicate multiword expressions in 
Kiswahili texts. Examples of such Kiswahili multiword expressions with English 
acronyms in the HCS include Shrike la Utangazaji la Uingereza
126
, acronymized 
Kiswahili corpora as (BBC), Shirikisho la Soka Afrika
127
, acronymized in Kiswahili 
corpora as (CAF) and Umoja wa Ngumi Duniani
128
, acronymized in Kiswahili corpora 
as (WBO).  
We are convinced that these English glosses and acronyms for Kiswahili expressions 
in Kiswahili texts imply the supremacy of English forms of the expressions in such 
contexts. Kiswahili duplicate forms in such contexts are likely coinages that are not 
sufficiently well established in Kiswahili to be understood by an average Kiswahili 
speaker. Accordingly, Kiswahili writers present the well-established English forms as 
the glosses and acronyms for the least established Kiswahili duplicate terms in order to 
achieve effective communication with their readers. 
                                                 
124
 watoto            wa    -si        -o             na        malezi 
    2.PL-child     2.PL.NEG. 2.REL       CONJ     6.care 
   „Street children‟ 
125
 watoto           w-a            mitaa-ni 
2.PL-child    2.PL-of      4.street-LOC 
   „Street children‟ 
126
 shirika                   l-a           u-tangaza-           -ji                  l-a                       uingereza 
5.coorperation   5.SG-of.    INF-broadcasting-INF              5.SG-of CONJ    9.britain 
   „British Broadcasting Corporation‟ 
127
 shirikisho               l-a          soka           l-a           africa 
5.confederation   5.SG-of football     5.SG-of.    9.africa 
   „Confederation of African Football‟ 
128
 umoja         w-a            ngumi         dunia-ni 
  13.union     5.SG-of    9.boxing      9.world-LOC. 
  „World Boxing Organization‟ 
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Furthermore, documentary evidence greatly enlightened our study on the sources and 
the tendencies of the research expressions. From the documents consulted, we deduced 
that some Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English equivalents in form and meaning 
originate from the Bible and classical literature – the documents whose original 
languages are ancient Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic languages. In this sense, 
English seems to be an intermediary language through which such biblical and literary 
expressions find their way into Kiswahili. The observation is strongly supported by 
Piiranien (2011), who equally finds that some idioms are widespread in the European 
languages and beyond because of their diffusion from the Bible and other famous 
literature. We assume that the same process is underway among languages all the time. 
The rate of this diffusion of expressions across languages is, however, seems to vary. 
Perhaps a separate study could explore this phenomenon in more detail. 
The documents also enlightened us concerning the etymologies of certain expressions 
or the histories of notions behind them. We discovered from these historical and 
anthropological records that most duplicate labels underlying the focus MWEs are 
Western in origin. Accordingly, an initiator of a notion is likely an initiator of a model in 
this context of language and culture contact. Otheguy (1995, p. 220) writes that“[i]n 
many cases when speakers of contact varieties express notions learned from a donor 
culture, they do [sic!] take resources from the donor language; do encode newly 
borrowed concepts in new or previously existing forms”. Otheguy (ibid) argues that 
people do not only borrow concepts but also labels representing such concepts. By 
extension, Kiswahili duplicate Wes representing foreign concepts are probably imported 
together with their referents from English into Kiswahili. Of course, the borrowing of 
concepts together with their labels is quite vivid in other lexical loans from English to 
Kiswahili. For example, in kochi “coach” – the importation involves both the referent 
and its referring expression. Furthermore, in lori “lorry” – a transfer involves the 
referent together with its referring expression. The same applies to the concept of jela 
“jail” – where, again, the notion is imported into Kiswahili hand in hand with its 
referring expression. We argue that the same tendency of importing notions together 
with their labels is what results in the occurrence of multiword expressions that duplicate 
between English and Kiswahili in form and meaning. Contextual evidence confirms the 
foreignness of some of the concepts represented by these Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
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expressions in the Kiswahili cultural setting: examples include, mwaka wa 
fedha
129“financial year”, huduma ya kwanza130“first aid”, afya ya akili131“mental 
health”, and ngoma ya sikio132 “eardrum”. The expressions are in the domains of 
international politics, modern science, and technology – all of which unarguably 
Western in the context of English and Kiswahili in Tanzania. In our view, Kiswahili 
must have imported these concepts from Western culture through English alongside their 
attendant duplicate labels. An idiom such as kushika hatamu
133“to hold the reins” is 
unlikely to be an independent Kiswahili innovation. This is because the idiom is 
conceptually mapped on the imagery of a horse and its rider. A horse, however, has 
never been considered a work animal among Kiswahili speakers so, in this respect, a 
Kiswahili idiom such as kushika hatamu, based on the imagery of horse riding, is 
contextually unlikely. It is far more likely a translation from a culture where a horse is a 
work animal. In our assumption, English is probably the donor language of the 
expression to Kiswahili. The same is true of gesi asilia “natural gas”. We know from 
experience that firewood and charcoal are still the common sources of fuel among 
Kiswahili native speakers in Tanzania. The duplicate expression for this alternative fuel 
might have been imported alongside the concept behind it. 
Furthermore, we discovered that lexicographers and editors of English and Kiswahili 
treat the local versions of duplicate multiword expressions between their languages 
differently. While English lexicographers acknowledge English duplicates as English 
expressions
134
, Kiswahili lexicographers tend to disown Kiswahili duplicates of the 
                                                 
129
 mwaka         w-a                 fedha 
  3.year           3.SG-of          9.money 
  „Financial year‟ 
130
 huduma    y-a            kwanza 
   9.aid         9.SG-of    first 
  „First aid‟ 
131
 afya        y-a            akili 
  9.health   9.SG-of    9.mind 
  „Mental health‟ 
132
 ngoma    y-a             sikio 
  9.drum      9.SG-of    5.ear 
  „Eardrum‟ 
133
 ku  -shik  -a             hatamu 
 INF-hold-FV            9.rein 
  „To hold the reins‟ 
134
Most English versions of expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English are listed in English 
dictionaries and phrase books as English expressions. Conversely, few Kiswahili versions of the 
expressions are listed in Kiswahili dictionaries and phrase books as Kiswahili expressions. 
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expressions. Only a few such items are currently listed as Kiswahili expressions in 
Kiswahili dictionaries or phrase books. Similarly, only a few Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions occur in book corpora compared to newspaper corpora. The 
tendencies suggest that Kiswahili experts have negative attitudes towards the 
expressions, probably in the same fashion as purists and Kiswahili academies. 
Despite many insights from etymological dictionaries and encyclopaedia, they were 
all English documents. This is because Kiswahili lacks etymological publications that 
could balance the information from these English sources. According to Wikipedia 
(2012, Calque), proving that a word is a calque sometimes requires more documentation 
than does an untranslated loanword because, in some cases, a similar phrase might have 
arisen in both languages independently. Lack of the etymological documents in 
Kiswahili (etymological dictionaries and thesaurus) thus deprived us of vital 
information, needed to countercheck etymologies of the same expressions from English 
etymological sources. We recommend that Kiswahili lexicographers start compiling 
Kiswahili etymological dictionaries for linguists, historians, anthropologists, and 
archaeologists in studies like this one. The dictionaries and phrase books that currently 
exist in Kiswahili are not about the histories of words and expressions in Kiswahili. 
We further inferred the sources and tendencies of Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions from a critical observation of our data. We observed, for instance, that some 
Kiswahili duplicate MWEs exhibit phrase structure rules that are irregular for Kiswahili, 
but regular for English. Polisi jamii
135
, as a case in point, is a duplicate of “social police" 
in English. Both the English and Kiswahili duplicates of the expression have a structure 
(NP + NP), which is regular as far as phrase structure rule for English is concerned for 
the meaning it represents regular structure for such meaning in Kiswahili is (NP + Conj 
+ NP) – for example, in polisi wa kimataifa136“international police”. We note that the 
Kiswahili phrase for the meaning consists of a coordinating conjunction (*a) “of” in 
between the two NPs constituting it. In contrast, the English structure for the same 
meaning often lacks a coordinating conjunction in between the NPs.  
                                                 
135
 polisi       jamii 
   9.police   9.society 
  „Social police‟ 
136
 polisi         wa                ki-mataifa 
  9.police  11.SG-of        7-6.nation 
  „International police‟ 
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The difference in structure between polisi jamii “social police” and polisi wa 
kimataifa “international police” thus supports the claimed English origin of the 
multiword expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English. English-like rules 
in such expressions indicate they are derived from their English congruent equivalents. 
According to Kiswahili phrase structure rule, a regular NP for this particular meaning is 
(NP + AP), not (NP + NP). Mazingira mabaya
137
 “poor environment” is therefore the 
case of a regular NP phrase for this meaning in Kiswahili – an adjective post-modifying 
a noun, not a noun postmodifying a noun.  
An inference we draw from the above structural analysis is that Kiswahili MWEs that 
mirror their English equivalents are derivatives from their English congruent 
equivalents. We infer that Kiswahili does not only copy English forms from English but 
also the attendant English rules inherent in such forms. The existence of expressions 
exhibiting morpho-syntactic rules for English in the Kiswahili system is thus another 
clue to the sources of duplicate MWEs that we derived from observation. 
We also perceived a correspondence of orthographic rules between Kiswahili and 
English duplicates in the HCS and the COCA. We discovered that “Father of the 
Nation” is written in Kiswahili texts as Baba wa Taifa. Moreover, “Shadow Minister” is 
written in Kiswahili texts as Waziri Kivuli, “Cold War” Vita Baridi and “Prime 
Minister” Waziri Mkuu. We note that every word constituting these MWEs is written 
with uppercase letters in both the Kiswahili and English texts
138
.  
In contrast, content words of nominal compounds in the same class are often written 
with a lowercase in both the Kiswahili and English texts. Some examples would be: 
mwaka wa fedha “financial year”, mstari wa mbele “front line”, and rasilimali watu 
“human resources”. In addition, Magharibi in nchi za Magharibi and “Western” in 
“Western countries” are written with uppercase letters. The head “country” is written 
with a lowercase. As we know from experience, the probability that the MWEs in two 
different languages are similar in form, meaning and orthographic conventions is very 
low. We cannot find a rationale, other than loan influence, for writing the constituent 
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 mazingira            mabaya 
  9.environment      poor 
   „Poor environment‟ 
138
 The study analyzed the orthographies of the focus expressions in the Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA) on the one hand and the Helsinki Corpus of Swahili Corpus on the other 
hand 
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elements of Baba wa Taifa
139
 “Father of the Nation "with uppercase letters, while 
writing the constituent elements of baba wa mtoto
140
 “the father of child” with lowercase 
letters in Kiswahili texts. We infer that the parallelism in the orthographic rules between 
the English and Kiswahili duplicates of MWEs derives from the loan influence of 
English on Kiswahili. The trend indicates that languages do not only borrow labels, but 
also conventions inherent in such labels – in this case writing conventions. We infer that 
Kiswahili writers write Kiswahili duplicate MWEs in the same way as they are written 
in the source language (Trask, 1997).  
Similarly, we observed that some Kiswahili MWEs – expected to have fixed forms – 
have multiple variants in Kiswahili texts. Baker (1992, p. 63) states that multiword 
expressions (idioms, expressions and proverbs) “are frozen patterns of language which 
allow little or no variation in form”. Within this view, we expected definite forms of the 
Kiswahili multiword expressions in Kiswahili corpora. However, some of Kiswahili 
duplicate multiword expressions have multiple variants in Kiswahili corpora. “Non-
governmental organizations” as a case in point has the following variants in Kiswahili 
texts: taasisi zisizo za kiserikali– mak38_mtanz, asasi zisizo za kiserikali – 
hab110_raimwem, jumuia zisizo za kiserikali – hab82_tanzdai, taasisi zisizo za 
kiserikali– mak38_mtanz, and mashirika zisizo za kiserikali – hcs_nipashe. Other writers 
even used vyama vya hiari – hcs_annuur – for the same concept. Our inference is that 
these expressions have several variants because they are not yet normalized in Kiswahili. 
Kiswahili writers thus represent them variably and creatively due to the absence or rules 
regulating their use and orthography. Additionally, the existence of a number of English-
based loan blends in Kiswahili texts supports the claimed English origins of the 
expressions. A sample of these are benki ya damu “blood bank”, sayansi ya wanyama 
“animal science”, kupika data “cooking data”, and Mpango wa Maendeleo ya Millennia 
“Millennium Development Goals”. The Englishness of these loan-blends is laid bare by 
their constituent morphemes with English auditory or English visual cues. Dzahene-
Quarshie (2012, p. 45) supports the idea that loan blending is currently the most 
common type of borrowing from English to Kiswahili. Our inference from the existence 
                                                 
139
 baba           w-a          taifa 
1.father   1.SG-of    5.nation 
„Father of the nation‟ 
140
 baba      wa            m-toto 
Father    1.SG-of     1.SG-child 
   „Father of child‟ 
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of English based loan-blends in Kiswahili is that they signify the existence of loan 
translation/rendition between English and Kiswahili as well. From this it seems 
improbable that loan blend is occurring between English and Kiswahili, and loan 
rendition and loan translation are occurring between the languages. If loan blending is 
occurring between Kiswahili and English, loan translation and loan rendition are also 
occurring between the languages. 
Respondents also claimed that a number of Kiswahili duplicate expressions have 
extended their semantic scopes due to the influence of their English congruent 
equivalents. A sample of such expressions in our list of 40 research expressions are kiti 
maalum
141
 “special seat”, nchi za Magharibi142 “Western countries”, fedha chafu143 
“dirty money”, and mtu wa kawaida144 “common man”. Whenever we asked 
respondents to define these expressions, they would remark „the expression is currently 
ambiguous‟. This response implies that the expression in question had added a new 
meaning(s) to its original conceptual meaning. The associated meanings of such 
expressions are thus unarguably new to most Kiswahili speakers. We hence infer that 
they are derivatives based on their English congruent equivalents. Heine and Kuteva 
(2005, p. 4) refer to the process that may have led to this phenomenon as 
“isomorphism”, a phenomenon whereby speakers of languages in intense contact 
develop mechanisms of equating “similar” concepts and categories between languages 
they use. It is likely that Kiswahili expressions adjust their semantic scopes to match the 
semantic scopes of their English equivalents. More examples of Kiswahili duplicate 
multiword expressions whose meanings appear to have expanded beyond traditional 
                                                 
141
kiti maalum 
7.seat      special 
  „Special seat‟ 
142
 nchi            za             magharibi 
 10.country 10.PL-of   9.west 
  „Western countries‟ 
143
 fedha       chafu 
  9.money  dirty 
   „Dirty money‟ 
144
mtu                w-a          kawaida 
1.person      1.SG-of      common 
   „Common man‟ 
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scope due to the influence of their English equivalents are: kiatu cha dhahabu
145
 “golden 
shoe”, Mapadri Weupe146 “White Fathers”, alama za vidole147 “fingerprints”, Wahindi 
Wekundu
148
 “Red Indians”, and mlinda mlango149 “goalkeeper”. Currently, the meanings 
of these multiword expressions are more of Western than Kiswahili origin. 
In summary, the majority of our primary and secondary data supports the English 
origins of the Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their English equivalents in 
form and meaning. We hypothesize that Kiswahili speakers derive their Kiswahili 
congruent equivalents from their English counterparts. The process takes the forms of 
transliteration, loan translation, loan rendition and metaphorical translation. The finding 
is in agreement with Onysko (2007), who finds that loan translation and loan rendition 
take place regularly from English to German today. Piiranien (2011) also finds that there 
are similar idioms among the European languages and other non-European languages 
due to loan influence. UE (2014) asserts that idioms originate from other languages 
mostly through such processes as transliteration and translation. Heine and Kuteva 
(2005, p. 4), on their part, assert that speakers of languages in intense contact, such as 
Kiswahili and English, tend to develop some mechanisms of equating “similar” concepts 
and categories between themselves (isomorphism). Therefore, as long as loan translation 
and loan rendition are underway between English and Kiswahili, it is convincing to 
argue that the Kiswahili MWEs that mirror their English counterparts are the products of 
indirect borrowing from English to Kiswahili. 
Kiswahili probably borrows expressions from English in line with Kachru‟s 
“Dominance Hypothesis” – a tendency of the subordinate languages to borrow from the 
                                                 
145
 kiatu          ch-a           dhahabu 
  7.shoe     7.SG-of        9.gold 
   „Golden shoe‟ 
146
mapadri       weupe 
 6.padre        white 
  „White Fathers‟ 
147
alama         z-a             vi-dole 
 10.mark     10.PL-of    10.finger 
„Fingerprints‟ 
 
148
wahindi           wekundu 
2.indian           red 
   „Red Indians‟ 
149
Mlinda   mlango 
    1.keeper  4.door 
  „Goalkeeper‟ 
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dominant languages. Makkai (1972, p. 185) shares a similar experience that the 
Hungarian poets such as “Ferenc Kazincy and his group literally manufactured hundreds 
of new lexemes by calquing German and Latin expressions”. Similarly, Mailhammer 
(2008, p. 181) writes, “German is using camouflaged borrowing to integrate foreign 
elements far more frequently than commonly observed”. Martinéz (2012, p. 223) argues 
that 95% percent of loan translations come from the press. This is probably relevant in 
the case of this study. We know, for instance, that “many newspapers buy their non-
regional pieces from one of the big news agencies such as Reuters or AP, meaning that 
the same article will appear in countless newspapers around the world in a duplicate 
format” (Wagner and Schmied, fc, p. 5). Our take on this is that it is in this process of 
localizing these news items that the duplicate MWEs are produced. In other words, 
certain notions presented in the news are foreign to Kiswahili culture, and probably 
Kiswahili has no terms for them (lexical gaps). In a context like this, journalists have a 
hard time conveying such information to Kiswahili audiences. Our assumption is that it 
is in such contexts that they choose to fill such lexical gaps by translating English 
MWEs word-for-word into Kiswahili. We indeed did not find synonymous Kiswahili 
terms for expressions such as Waziri Kivuli “Shadow Minister”, mwaka wa fedha 
“financial year”, Vita Baridi “Cold War”, or Kombe la Dunia “the World Cup”. We 
strongly assume that they are the products of analogical extensions from their English 
congruent equivalents. Gottlieb (2012, p. 174), on this issue, argues that reporters, TV 
anchorpersons, translators and other media people are the agents of the MWEs coinages 
in Danish. Solano (2012, p. 213) supports that globalization has empowered Western 
media and given them more access to the French language than ever before. The 
observation applies greatly to the Tanzanian context since the liberalization policies of 
the 1990s which led to the “mushrooming” of the media in Tanzania, whose major 
sources of information are the international community. In this context, individual 
journalists appear to introduce expressions for foreign concepts in Kiswahili areas by 
translating the English models into Kiswahili. These individual coinages are later picked 
up by others and eventually diffused in the entire speech community (Thomason, 2008, 
p. 688). The expressions now spread even faster than ever because of so many blogs, 
social networks, press and digital media in Tanzania. 
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Apart from journalists, politicians play a major role in coining and propagating these 
English based multiword expressions in Tanzania. Expressions such as kushika 
hatamu
150
 “to hold the reins”, nchi zisizofungamana na upande wowote151 “non-aligned 
countries”, nchi za Magharibi152 “Western countries” are probably the renditions by 
influential Tanzanian politicians such as Julius Nyerere – who is also credited with 
coining many other expressions in Kiswahili. Chiţoran resonates that “Cold War”, 
“summit conference” and “developing countries” have duplicates in many human 
languages because of international politics (Chiţoran, 1986, p. 304) 
Despite that, the current intentional coiners of Kiswahili duplicate multiword 
expressions are the lexicographers of Kiswahili in projects of localizing foreign concepts 
into Kiswahili. One example of such projects is KiLinux Project that is localizing the 
Linux Operating System (OS) in Kiswahili. The experts involved in this project 
definitely face the challenge of translating alien concepts and cultures into Kiswahili 
culture and locale (Sewangi, 2006). In this regard, they seem to prefer rendering English 
expressions for such alien concepts rather than innovating terms for them independently. 
The International Criminal Court as a case in point has a department for developing 
terminologies for their selected languages. Our scrutiny of their terminology bulletins 
suggest that its lexicographers heavily rely on loan translation and loan rendition from 
English and French into these other languages (see STIC, 2008). The same practice is to 
be witnessed among the experts from the Kamusi Project, whose mission reads “to 
produce dictionaries and other language resources for every language and to make those 
resources available for free to everyone” (Kamusi Project, 2013). Again, they seem to 
rely heavily on loan translation and loan rendition strategies in localizing foreign 
concepts into Kiswahili. In this way, duplicate multiword expressions between Kiswahili 
and English persistently increase.  
Despite all this, there is some contextual evidence showing that some Kiswahili 
multiword expressions that mirror their English equivalents are the products of analogy 
                                                 
150
 ku  -shik -a              hatamu 
     INF-hold-FV           9.reins 
  „To hold the reins‟ 
151
Nchi         zi-si           -zo            fungamana    na          upande      wowote 
9.country  10. NEG    10-REL    align             CONJ     11.side        any 
  „Non-aligned countries‟ 
152
 nchi          za                 magharibi 
  10.country   10.PL-of     9.west 
 „Western countries‟ 
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or generativism rather than language contact influence. A proverb such as “blood is 
thicker than water” is listed in the Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs (ODP) as an English 
proverb; at the same time, it is listed in Kamusi ya Methali za Kiswahili as a Kiswahili 
proverb. Again, “various references have been cited in Arabic and Biblical writings to 
suggest that it was originally based on Middle-East and Far-Eastern customs, in which 
blood rituals symbolized bonds that were stronger than family ones. „The blood of the 
covenant is stronger than the water of the womb‟ – is an explanation quoted by some 
commentators (Chapman, 2014). Notwithstanding, the same proverb exists in Luo as, 
remo pek malo pi. We are nonetheless unconvinced that the duplication of this proverb 
in all these languages is due to language contact influence. It seems to us that the 
languages in question have developed the expression spontaneously but along the same 
pattern of mapping from the “vehicle” (blood) to the “tenor” (relationship). We see this 
MWE has the potential to be formed independently by any human language. We 
consider that the proverb is based on an observation that speakers of any language can 
make. Chapman (ibid) refers to the proverb as an obvious one that it is likely to have 
evolved separately from the supposed 'blood brothers‟. We are of the view that any 
language can spontaneously form a duplicate of “people who live in glass houses should 
not throw stones” if the technology of building glass houses enters their areas. This is 
because the saying is based on a physical experience that speakers of any language can 
have with regard to glass houses.  
The same can be said of the saying “out of sight out of mind”. The first occurrence of 
the saying in English is attested as far back as in 1562 in John Heywood‟s work entitled: 
Woorkes: a dialogue conteynyng prouerbes and epigrammes (cf. Martin, 2014). The 
duplicate of the saying however exists in Kiswahili as asiyekuwepo machoni na moyoni 
hayupo
153
. Our argument is that again the saying is a possible candidate for spontaneous 
innovation in any human language because it is based on a natural experience that 
speakers of all languages can undergo. Other MWEs in the same category are bear fruit 
“succeed”, turn a blind eye “ignore” and day and night “always” 
The MWEs are based on imageries that are common in all areas to all speakers of 
human languages. As a result, they are plausible candidates for analogical innovations 
                                                 
153
 a          -si      -ye-        ku-wepo       macho-ni          na        moyo-ni            ha           -yupo 
1.SG  NEG.  1.REL    INF-present   6.eye-LOC    CONJ    3.heart-LOC  NEG.3SG  present 
  „Out of sight, out of mind‟ 
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by speakers of any human language. The same applies to such idioms as “at the end of 
the day” “eventually”, and “have a hard time” “face difficulty”. It is likely that the 
duplicates of these MWEs “are derived from associations in rather specific experiential 
domains, and that can be motivated by their reference to their literal usage in those 
original, literal usage” (Boers, et al. 2007, p. 44). Bynon (1997, p. 234) argues that some 
idioms can be similar across languages because they are based on similar images in 
every language. Similarly, Lakoff and Johnson (1980b, p. 201) maintain that 
orientational metaphors are universal as long as they are based on physical experience, 
which is common to all humanity. Consonant with this thinking, an idiomatic meaning 
of “being at cross roads” in Kiswahili and English may have spontaneously developed 
from a common source domain – a physical junction of roads. We know from 
experience that a person unfamiliar to an environment is often undecided about which 
road to take to his or her destination. The physical crossroads is therefore a common 
imagery in both Kiswahili and English-speaking areas. Consequently, there is a high 
plausibility of Kiswahili, and English speakers independently formulating the idiom 
spontaneously, because they both draw from the same imagery. This possibility is also 
supported by the modern view of idiomaticity, which holds that idiomaticity is not so 
arbitrary as previously thought. This view holds that idiomaticity is motivated by the 
native literal usage of its semantic meaning (Boers, et al. 2007, p. 43). Solano (2012, p. 
210), in support of this, argues that a language is capable of developing new meanings 
(forms) even without borrowing them from other languages through such processes as 
semantic extensions and semantic shifts. Thomason equally (2008, p. 47) stipulates that 
contact is only one of many ways through which a language can change. In this regard, 
internal linguistic processes rather than contact influence could have led to the observed 
similarity of multiword expressions between English and Kiswahili. Therefore, while it 
is likely that most of the Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror English 
equivalents are the products of language contact influence, it is equally likely that 
analogy and generativism are also responsible for the formation of some of them. 
Similarly, more than one mechanism might have led to the formation of these duplicates. 
In conclusion, we find that most Kiswahili multiword expressions that mirror their 
English congruent equivalents are loan translations and renditions from the latter. We 
also find that the number of Kiswahili multiword expressions coined after their English 
models increase at the same rate with the notions underlying such expressions in 
Kiswahili-speaking areas. English appears to be the leading language in innovating and 
diffusing global notions to other human languages. English appears also to be the major 
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diffuser of international notions such as “human rights”, “free and fair election”, “the 
World Cup” and “multiparty democracy” to different languages. Even where an 
international notion is not originally English, English seems to diffuse it to other 
languages with which it is in contact. Kiswahili, in view of this, receives international 
notions together with blueprints for localizing labels for such notions from English. 
Kiswahili apparently translates the existing English labels rather than innovating purely 
new labels for such imported notions. Loan translation, loan rendition, and metaphorical 
translations appear to be the major ways through which Kiswahili acquire new terms at 
present. The economic liberalization in Tanzania during the early 1990s appears to have 
been a driving force behind the increase of loan translations and loan renditions from 
English into Kiswahili. We also predict that many more duplicate multiword expressions 
will continue to be coined in Kiswahili from the observed increase of economic, political 
and technological interactions between English and Kiswahili-speaking areas. 
A few Kiswahili duplicate MWEs are, however, products of parallel developments in 
Kiswahili and English. They would seem to be a result of universalism, analogy, and 
common imagery. Production of figurative meanings appears to follow the same pattern 
across languages because all human beings have more or less similar experiences. 
Consequently, there is a high probability of different languages ending up with duplicate 
equivalents without necessarily copying from each other. 
6.4. General recommendations 
The present study identified and collected multiword expressions that duplicate in form 
and meaning between Kiswahili and English. It further proved that most of these expres-
sions are actually the loan translations and renditions from English into Kiswahili. None-
theless, we collected only a few expressions of this nature. Other researchers can there-
fore add on the list of multiword expressions that duplicate in form and meaning 
between Kiswahili and English. Lexicographers can also compile a dictionary of indirect 
Anglicisms based on the expressions collected in this study.  
In addition, future researchers can refine this list – classifying the expressions we 
identified into various categories or dropping some of them from the list of indirect 
Anglicisms from English into Kiswahili. Furthermore, we noted that some of the 
expressions we focused on only occurred once or twice in our corpora. Such rarity 
indicates that some of the incidences are prototypes of nonce borrowing rather than 
borrowing proper. It would thus be interesting for a different study to refine the 
classification of the expressions that duplicate between English and Kiswahili according 
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to their degree of formality, frequency, spread, and intensity – i.e. to find out if the items 
qualify as products of code-switching, nonce borrowing, indirect borrowing, or idiolects.  
Further, we did not investigate the functions of the multiword expressions we 
collected in this study. Future studies may classify the expressions into different 
categories and fields according to their functions. Similarly, we did not sort out the 
expressions that duplicate between Kiswahili and English due to contact from those that 
duplicate due to other causes, such as analogy and generativism. It would be interesting 
if a different study were to investigate and establish these categories based on our list of 
the multiword expressions. Additionally, future studies can even compare the rate of 
indirect borrowing with the rate of direct borrowing from English to Kiswahili 
(Dzahene-Quarshie attempted this comparison in 2012 but only in football field) 
Moreover, our study ascertained that Kiswahili indirectly borrows sayings, slogans, 
proverbs and idioms from English at the higher level. Similarly, at the middle level, the 
other languages of Tanzania indirectly borrow the same expressions from Kiswahili. The 
rate of this borrowing however differs between the pairs involved – going by our 
comparative analysis of the rate of borrowing of the MWEs among the English, 
Kiswahili, Ha and Luo languages. It would be interesting for future studies to ascertain 
the determinants of indirect borrowing of MWEs from one language to another. It would 
equally be interesting to establish a hierarchy of borrowability of multiword expressions 
among languages. Additionally, our analyses of monolingual Kiswahili corpora of 
different ages indicate that a good number of indirectly borrowed items do not flourish 
in Kiswahili. It would be very interesting for a different study to investigate the survival 
rate of these indirectly borrowed items in the recipient languages. 
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung 
1 Einleitung 
In vielen Sprachen gibt es eine Reihe von „Mehrwortausdrücken“ [multiword 
expressions = MWEs], wie z.B. Sprichwörter, Redensarten, Nominalkomposita, Slogans 
und irreversible Binominalia, die in Form und Bedeutung sprachübergreifend kongruent 
sind. Prototypische Beispiele für das Deutsche und Englische sind Liebe auf den ersten 
Blick und love at first sight (Flippo 2009), der Mann auf der Straße und the man in the 
street, Prioritäten setzen und to set priorities, rund um die Uhr und round the clock 
(Lehnert 1986), und Kalter Krieg und Cold War (Onysko 2007). Diese 
Übereinstimmung ist ob der engen Verwandtschaft der beiden Sprachen jedoch wenig 
überraschend. Für Kiswahili und Englisch existieren trotz einer fehlenden sprachlichen 
Verwandtschaftsbeziehung ebenfalls kongruente Ausdrücke, wie z.B. yote yang„ aayo si 
dhahabu und all that glitters is not gold, uti wa mgongo wa uchumi und the backbone of 
the economy, nchi za Dunia ya Tatu und Third World Countries, alama ya kuuliza und 
question mark, fursa sawa kwa wote und equal opportunity for all, und uchaguzi ulio 
huru na haki und free and fair election. 
Diese Art formaler und semantischer Übereinstimmung zwischen MWEs in 
typologisch völlig unterschiedlichen Sprachen wie Kiswahili und Englisch, die auch 
genetisch nicht miteinander verwandt sind, ist außergewöhnlich. Im Regelfall stimmen 
MWEs verschiedener Sprachen zwar in ihrer Bedeutung, nicht jedoch in ihrer Form 
überein (Vinay und Darbelnet 1958, Farahani und Ghasemi 2012). Aufgrund dieser 
Besonderheit wurde als Ausgangspunkt der hier vorgestellten Studie angenommen, dass 
die Kiswahili-Ausdrücke Derivate der englischen Form wären, d.h. indirekte Lehnwörter 
oder Lehnübersetzungen. Jedoch fehlte dieser Annahme bisher die empirische 
Grundlage. Darüber hinaus ignoriert das Zurückführen besagter Ausdrücke auf 
Sprachkontakt als einzigen Faktor andere außer- und innersprachliche Mechanismen, die 
zur Akzeptanz und Verbreitung von durch sprachübergreifende Duplizierung gebildeten 
Ausdrücken geführt haben könnten. Darunter fallen z.B. Bedeutungsausweitungen durch 
Analogie, Nativismus und kognitive Metaphernbildung (Makkai 1972, Land 1974, 
Lakoff & Johnson 1980b, Ruhlen 1987, Lakoff 1987, Gleitmann und Newport 1995). 
Angesichts dieses Hintergrunds stellt die empirische Untersuchung des Ursprungs und 
der sukzessiven Entwicklung der MWEs ein Forschungsdesiderat dar, das in der 
vorliegenden Studie am Beispiel des indirekten Einflusses des Englischen auf das 
Kiswahili in Tansania empirisch untersucht wurde. 
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2 Daten und Methodik 
In einem ersten Schritt wurden in der Literatur häufig erwähnte Lehnübersetzungen des 
Englischen ins Kiswahili identifiziert. Danach wurden diese Ausdrücke bilingualen 
Sprechern des Englischen und des Kiswahili mit dem Ziel vorgelegt, weitere ähnliche 
Ausdrücke zu finden. Diese wurden dann in etymologischen Wörterbüchern und 
Enzyklopädien auf einen möglichen Parallelismus zwischen Form und Bedeutung im 
Englischen und Kiswahili überprüft. Nach der Prüfung aller Ausdrücke ergab sich eine 
Liste von akzeptierten 40 kongruenten MWEs als Grundlage für die weiteren 
Untersuchungen zu diesen Dubletten.  
Die eigentliche Untersuchung war in drei große Arbeitsschritte geteilt. Zuerst wurden 
in unterschiedlichen Fragestellungen die Meinungen von Kiswahili-Sprechern zu den 
untersuchten Ausdrücken eingeholt, dann wurde ihre Verwendung in verschiedenen 
Korpora untersucht, und schließlich wurde die einschlägige Fachliteratur zur Etymologie 
und Entwicklung der Ausdrücke konsultiert.  
Die Zahl der Probanden war bei diesen verschiedenen Methoden war unterschiedlich: 
Eine intuitive Umfrage für Kiswahili-Muttersprachler wurde mit 24 Informanten 
durchgeführt, einen Online-Fragebogen füllten 102 Teilnehmer aus, das Interview 
machten 43, den Übersetzungstest 47, den Übersetzbarkeitstest 8. Die Informanten des 
Online-Fragebogens stammten aus 21 verschiedenen Regionen Tansanias, alle übrigen 
Informanten aus Sansibar, Dar es Salaam, Pwani, Lindi, Dodoma und Kigoma, d.h. die 
Interviews wurden in zentralen wie peripheren Gebieten und mit Muttersprachlern wie 
Nicht-Muttersprachlern des Kiswahili geführt, weil die Meinungen zu Lehneinflüssen 
bei unterschiedlichen Sprachnutzern unterschiedlich sind und nicht einheitlich objektiv 
festgestellt werden können. 
Die nach den Erstverwendungen unserer MWEs durchsuchten Korpora waren der 
selbst erstellte Chemnitz Corpus of Kiswahili (2011-2013) und zum Vergleich der ältere 
Helsinki Corpus of Kiswahili (1980-2003) sowie die großen amerikanischen Online-
Korpora der Brigham Young Universität, v.a. der Corpus of Contemporary American 
English. Diese dokumentierte Verwendung von MWEs ist eine notwendige objektivere 
Ergänzung zu den vorher eingeholten subjektiven Meinungen der Sprachnutzer, obwohl 
sie als kleiner Ausschnitt der Sprachwirklichkeit natürlich auch keine Gewähr für 
tatsächliche Gebrauchshäufigkeiten geben. 
Schließlich wurde die Etymologie und Entwicklung der Dubletten in der Literatur, 
z.T. auch in Wörterbüchern und Wikis, verfolgt, wo (selten) mehr oder weniger 
etablierte Verwendungen als objektives Faktum festgestellt werden.  
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Durch diese dreifache Methodik ergibt sich eine Triangulation, die Daten aus 
verschiedenen Perspektiven zu erfassen, wie es in der empirischen angewandten 
Sprachwissenschaft inzwischen üblich ist (Hashemi 2012). So können multiple 
Methoden (mixed methods) zu einer überzeugenderen Datenanalyse beitragen. 
3 Ergebnisse 
3.1 Entwicklung und Verwendung der MWEs 
Allgemein schrieben 51% der Befragten den 40 Kiswahili MWEs einen englischen 
Ursprung zu, 41% einen Kiswahili Ursprung, während 8% unsicher über die Herkunft 
der Ausdrücke waren. Die Informanten neigen also dazu, kongruente Ausdrücke als aus 
dem Englischen entlehnt anzusehen, junge Informanten mehr als ältere, solche mit 
höherer Bildung mehr als solche mit niedrigerer, Männer mehr als Frauen und 
Kiswahili-Muttersprachler mehr als Nichtmuttersprachler. Unterschiede zwischen den 
verschiedenen sozialen Gruppen erwiesen sich aber als nicht signifikant (wie Chi-
Quadrat, Wahrscheinlichkeits- und Cramer‟s V-Test ergaben). Insgesamt zeichnete sich 
nach Auswertung der Interviews, Fragebögen und Tests ab, dass die Ausdrücke 
tendenziell für Derivate englischer MWEs gehalten werden. 
Zusätzlich ergab der Übersetzbarkeitstest, dass die Ausdrücke nicht in gleichem 
Maße in alle Sprachen übersetzbar sind. Dies wurde in Bezug auf die internationale 
Sprache Englisch, die nationale Sprache Kiswahili und die lokalen Sprachen Ha und Luo 
untersucht. Daraus kann geschlossen werden, dass der Grad des Sprachkontakts 
zwischen verschiedenen Sprachen die Anzahl an kongruenten MWEs maßgeblich 
determiniert. Dies bedeutet weiterhin, dass das Phänomen der indirekten nicht 
sprachübergreifend universell ist. 
Die Häufigkeit der Kiswahili MWEs ist zwischen 2003 und 2013 angestiegen. Der 
Mittelwert der Ausdrücke war 22 je eine Million Wörter in den älteren Daten, im 
Vergleich zu 22,6 je eine Million Wörter in den neueren Korpusdaten. Diese Zunahme 
ist statistisch nicht signifikant, die Abnahme der Standardabweichung der Ausdrücke 
von 190,8 in älteren auf 37 in neueren Daten zeigt jedoch eine Stabilisierung des 
Gebrauchs der Ausdrücke für den untersuchten Zeitraum. Ebenfalls zeigt die Abnahme 
der Standardabweichung an, dass ein überhöhter Gebrauch einiger der Ausdrücke sich in 
dieser Zeit normalisiert hat. Beispiele für neue Ausdrücke in diesem Zeitraum sind 
mazingira rafiki<friendly environment, mtandao wa kijamii< social network, kusafirisha 
binadamu<human trafficking, pamoja na mambo mengine<among other things, rafiki 
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wa mahakama<friend of the court. Die meisten dieser Ausdrücke kamen über das 
Englische als Lehnübersetzungen und metaphorische Übersetzungen ins Kiswahili. 
Weiter konnte belegt werden, dass von vielen Informanten die vorgelegten Ausdrücke 
besser verstanden wurden als zu erwarten war. Dieser hohe Grad an semantischer 
Transparenz ist wahrscheinlich auf „lokales Sprachmaterial“ zurückzuführen, das für die 
Bildung der Ausdrücke verwendet wird. Selbst Bedeutungen völlig unbekannter 
Kiswahili MWEs konnten von Informanten erraten werden, die angaben, diese noch 
nicht gehört zu haben. Chi-Quadrat und Carmer‟s V-Tests ergaben, dass externe 
Faktoren wie Alter, Bildung und Wohnregion eines Befragten in keiner statistischen 
Korrelation zum Verständnis unbekannter Ausdrücke stehen.  
Schließlich belegte die Studie, dass Kiswahili-Sprecher die als entlehnt 
eingeschätzten Kiswahili MWEs ihren indigenen Synonymen vorziehen. Hier konnte 
jedoch ebenfalls keine statistische Korrelation zwischen Präferenz und den externen 
Faktoren Bildung, Geschlecht und Herkunftsregion festgestellt werden. Das Alter eines 
Informanten spielte jedoch insofern eine Rolle, als dass jüngere Sprecher eine stärkere 
Präferenz für die Kiswahili-Ausdrücke zeigten als ältere Sprecher. Dies ist wenig 
überraschend, da die Kiswahili MWEs moderner sind als die indigenen Synonyme. Chi-
Quadrat und Cramer‟s V-Tests zeigten einen schwachen Einfluss des Alters auf die 
Präferenz solcher Ausdrücke. 
3.2 Linguistische Merkmale der MWEs 
Linguistisch interessant ist, dass für die Kiswahili-Ausdrücke dem Englischen ähnliche 
Wortbildungsregeln beobachtet werden konnten. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass diese 
MWEs Lehnprägungen auf Basis des Englischen sind. Darüber hinaus wiesen die 
Kiswahili-Korpora Englisch basierte Amalgamierungen auf, welche oft Hand in Hand 
mit Lehnübersetzungen und semantischen Verschiebungen gingen. Es ist deshalb 
unwahrscheinlich, dass nur Amalgamierungen als Wortbildungsprozesse für die MWEs 
existieren, die verwandten Mechanismen jedoch nicht verwendet werden.  
Unvollständige Normformationen konnten ebenfalls in einigen der Kiswahili-
Ausdrücke festgestellt werden. Dies ist ein typisches Charakteristikum neuer Lehnwörter 
in einer Sprache. Einige der Dubletten haben verschiedene Varianten in den Kiswahili-
Korpora. Die Analyse von ICU (= intensive care unit), VIP (= very important person) 
und NGO (= non-governmental organization) lieferte unterschiedliche Formen für die 
Abkürzungen in den verschiedenen Korpora. Diese Vielzahl an Varianten kann der 
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neuen Prägung der Ausdrücke zugeschrieben werden, die sich noch im Prozess befindet 
und nicht abgeschlossen ist. 
So wurde außerdem in den Korpusdaten belegt, dass die MWEs oftmals als 
Abkürzungen in Kiswahili-Texten verwendet werden, und diese eher zum allgemeinen 
Sprachgebrauch gehören als die ausgeschriebenen Formen der Ausdrücke. In diesem 
Fall sind die Kiswahili MWEs wahrscheinlich eher von den Abkürzungen abgeleitet, 
denn von der Vollversion der englischen Ausdrücke. 
Außerdem werden die entlehnten Kiswahili MWEs von vielen Herausgebern und 
Wörterbucherstellern anders behandelt als indigene Kiswahili-Ausdrücke. Die 
Korpusanalyse offenbarte eine erheblich geringere Zahl der Ausdrücke in den (kritischer 
redigierten) Buchkorpora als in Zeitungskorpora. Ebenso sind die MWEs weniger in 
Wörterbüchern präsent als in den Medien verwendet. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf 
hin, dass Lexikographen und Herausgeber die dem Englischen kongruenten Ausdrücke 
während des redaktionellen Prozesses löschen, da sie diese als neue Kunstwörter 
wahrnehmen, die für Dokumente in der Standardsprache als unpassend erscheinen. 
Schließlich kann konstatiert werden, dass das Englische oftmals eine Mittlerfunktion 
für MWEs aus der Bibel, antiken Texten, klassischer Literatur, Märchen und Fabeln des 
Kiswahili erfüllt. Ähnlich gestaltet sich die Funktion des Englischen für Ausdrücke aus 
anderen Sprachen bzw. Dialekten des Englischen. Below the poverty line zum Beispiel 
stammt aus dem indischen Englisch und ist ins Kiswahili wegen des wichtigen Status 
des Englischen als Wirtschaftssprache übernommen worden. Auf ähnliche Weise wurde 
der Ausdruck black box aus dem australischen Englisch ins Kiswahili übernommen, da 
das Englische eine wichtige Funktion als Sprache von Technologie und Wissenschaft 
weltweit erfüllt. 
4 Schlussbetrachtung 
Insgesamt konnten wir in unseren Untersuchungen feststellen, dass die meisten der 
Kiswahili MWEs, die mit englischen MWEs kongruent sind, Lehnübersetzungen der 
englischen Ursprungsausdrücke sind und als solche wahrgenommen werden. Die 
Verwendung der Ausdrücke steigt in dem Maße wie sich die zugrundeliegenden Ideen 
verbreiten. Englisch scheint eine Führungsrolle im Hinblick auf die Diffusion globaler 
Ideen in andere Sprachen zu übernehmen. Vor allem internationale Begriffe wie human 
rights, free and fair election, the World Cup und multiparty democracy werden so in 
andere Sprachen verbreitet. Selbst in Fällen, in denen ein Ausdruck nicht englischen 
Ursprungs ist, verbreitet das Englische diesen auf internationaler Ebene. Kiswahili erhält 
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auf diese Art internationale Begriffe aus dem Englischen und passt diese dem indigenen 
Sprachmaterial und Kulturraum an. Bei einer Wahl zwischen Dubletten tendiert 
Kiswahili eher dazu die existierenden englischen Begriffe zu übernehmen als neue zu 
prägen. Aktuell scheinen die Mechanismen der Lehnübersetzung und der 
metaphorischen Übersetzung die Hauptwege zu sein, auf denen das Kiswahili neue 
Bezeichnungen integriert. Der ökonomische Liberalisierungsprozess in Tansania in den 
frühen 1990er Jahren scheint dabei einer der Hauptantriebe hinter der Lehnübersetzung 
der englischen Ausdrücke ins Kiswahili zu sein. Es ist zu erwarten, dass weitere MWEs 
im Kiswahili geprägt werden, vor allem angesichts der wirtschaftlichen und politischen 
Interaktionen zwischen englisch- und kiswahilisprachigen Regionen.  
Der Kontext zeigt, dass einige der Kiswahili MWEs durch Nativismus, kognitive 
Metaphorisierung und Analogie motiviert sein können. Die Produktion symbolischer 
Bedeutungen folgt mehr oder weniger den gleichen Mustern in allen menschlichen 
Sprachen, da der menschliche Erfahrungsschatz insgesamt für alle Menschen gleich ist. 
Folglich sind einige der MWEs in mehreren Sprachen dupliziert, da sie ähnlich auf die 
menschliche Umwelt referieren. 
Die vorliegende Studie stellt eine Pionierarbeit zur empirischen Analyse des 
Ursprungs und der Art von in mehreren Sprachen duplizierten MWEs dar. In einer 
modernen Untersuchung mit multiplen Methoden werden Befragungs-, Korpus- und 
Literaturdaten trianguliert, um überzeugende Ergebnissen zu erzielen. Ein Bezugssystem 
und eine Terminologie für die Analyse eben solcher Ausdrücke werden allgemein 
entwickelt, für das Sprachenpaar Kiswahili und Englisch im Speziellen wurde eine Liste 
von Ausdrücken gesammelt; diese Ergebnisse können in Zukunft auch als Grundlage für 
die Anglizismenforschung in anderen Sprachen dienen
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Appendices 
1. Duplicate multiword expressions between Kiswahili and English 
No English DMWEs Kiswahili DMWEs Common meanings 
1 A cesspool of poverty Lindi la umaskini Great poverty 
2 A matter of time Suala la muda Something that is expected to happen 
3 A tooth for a tooth Jino kwa jino Equal punishment or revenge 
4 
Above/below aver-
age/standard 
Juu/chini ya wastani Above/below standard 
5 Academic year Mwaka wa masomo 
The period of the year during which 
students attend school 
6 Administrative officer Ofisa tawala 
An officer responsible for the man-
agement of a public institution 
7 Agricultural revolution Mapinduzi ya kilimo 
Quick development in crop and ani-
mal raising 
8 Air transport Usafiri wa anga Transportation by plane 
9 All in all Yote kwa yote Overall 
10 All that glitters is not gold Yote yan'gaayo si dhahabu 
The appearance of something does 
not always match its quality 
11 Alpha and omega Alpha na omega the beginning and the end 
12 Alternative therapy Tiba mbadala 
A treatment used instead of a conven-
tional treatment 
13 Among other things Pamoja na mambo mengine 
Indicating that something is one of 
the characteristic of the thing 
14 An island of peace Kisiwa cha amani Peaceful among chaotic 
15 An open letter Barua ya wazi Intended for general leadership 
16 Animal cell Seli ya mnyama 
The smallest biological unit of an 
animal 
17 Animal science Sayansi ya viumbe 
Study on the biology of the domestic 
animals 
18 At any cost Kwa gharama yoyote By any means 
19 At the end of the day Mwisho wa siku 
When everything else has been taken 
into consideration 
20 Back door Mlango wa nyuma Illegal means of achieving something 
21 Backbone of the economy Uti wa mgongo wa uchumi 
Important undertaking for the econ-
omy 
22 Bacterial wilt Mnyauko bakteria 
A cucurbit disease caused by erwinia 
tracheiphila 
23 Bad luck Bahati mbaya Misfortune 
24 Bank statement Maelezo ya benki 
A printed record of transaction of a 
bank account 
25 Baptismal name Jina la ubatizo 
A saint name a Christian get after 
baptism 
26 Basketball Mpira wa kikapu 
A ball played by shooting in the ele-
vated baskets 
27 Be open Kuwa wazi Be transparent 
28 Bear fruits Zaa matunda Produce successful result 
29 Before Christ Kabla ya Kristo The period before the birth of Jesus 
30 Behind the curtain Nyuma ya pazia In secrecy 
31 Being at a crossroad Kuwa njia panda Being in dilemma 
32 Being far from the truth Kuwa mbali na ukweli You almost saying it right 
33 Being part of the problem Kuwa sehemu ya tatizo To be one of the problem causer 
34 
Being the last person 
standing 
Kuwa mtu wa mwisho 
kusimama 
Advocate until the end 
35 Belling the cat Kumfunga paka kengele To involve in a risky endeavour 
36 Bend the rules Pindisha sheria To do something contrary to the law 
37 Birthday Siku ya kuzaliwa Celebrations marking the birthday 
38 Black box Kisanduku cheusi A flight recorder in an aircraft 
39 Block mountain Mlima tofali Block mountain 
40 Blood bank Benki ya damu A collection of blood to serve patients 
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who need blood transfusion 
41 Blood is thicker than water Damu ni nzito kuliko maji 
Familial ties are stronger than friend-
ship 
42 Blood pressure Shinikizo la damu 
Pressure of the blood in the animals 
system 
43 Break a record Vunja rekodi 
To destroy a previously set high rec-
ord by setting a new one 
44 Break one' heart Vunja moyo To let beloved down 
45 Break the silence Vunja ukimya Raising an issue 
46 Break/build relationship 
Vunja/jenga uhusi-
ano/mahusiano  
build/end up relationship 
47 Breaking news Habari mpasuko Current news 
48 Bridge the gap Ziba pengo To relate two different things 
49 Bring before justice Leta mbele ya haki/sheria Accuse in court of law 
50 Bring together Leta pamoja Unite 
51 Build an argument Kujenga hoja 
To defend a position by writing or 
speaking 
52 Burry differences Zika tofauti To agree 
53 Buy/sell the idea Nunua/uza wazo I do not support the idea 
54 Capacity building Kujenga uwezo 
Strengthening skills, abilities, compe-
tence and ability of people 
55 Capital goods  Bidhaa mtaji  
Goods that are durable good e.g. 
labour and land 
56 Central committee Kamati kuu Central Committee 
57 Central Europe Ulaya ya Kati Middle Europe 
58 Central police Kituo cha kati Main police station in the city 
59 Chemical warfare Vita vya kemikali 
Warfare involving chemicals as 
weapons 
60 Chest-thumping Kujipiga kifua self-aggrandizing 
61 Chief judge Jaji mkuu 
Leaders of judges of a supreme court 
in the land 
62 City centre Mjini kati A business area of the town 
63 Clean and safe water Maji safi na salama Water which is not contaminated 
64 Clock tower  Mnara wa saa  
A tower of building with a large 
clock at the top 
65 Close a shop Funga duka End the business of selling goods 
66 
Close the door on some-
thing 
Kufungia mlango jambo To deprive something any chance 
67 Close the road Funga barabara Block the road 
68 Cold blooded animals 
Wanyama wenye damu 
baridi 
With body temperature that varies 
from the surroundings 
69 Cold drugs Dawa baridi Non-alcoholic 
70 Cold war Vita baridi Cold war 
71 Collective responsibility Uwajibikaji wa pamoja 
Getting punishment for failure to 
control a work colleague 
72 Common citizen Mwananchi wa kawaida A poor citizen 
73 Common man Mtu wa kawaida A poor citizen 
74 Common market Soko la pamoja 
Countries imposing few restriction to 
one another 
75 Community bank Benki ya jamii A locally owned bank 
76 Community police Polisi jamii 
A citizen who is preventing crime in 
his area of residence 
77 Community radio Redio jamii A locally owned radio 
78 Comparative Literature Fasihi Linganishi  
Literature of two or morelinguistic or 
cultural groups 
79 Confidential documents Nyaraka za siri 
Documents that bear secret infor-
mation 
80 Constitutional parliament Bunge la katiba 
Parliament that sits to make a consti-
tution 
81 Constitutional rights Haki ya kikatiba Rights granted by the constitution 
82 Contemporary Literature  Fasihi Leo  
Literature produced after World War 
II 
83 Contempt of court Kudharau mahakama Disobeying court 
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84 Cooking data Kupika data To produce artificial records 
85 Cost life Gharimu maisha Kill 
86 Cost of living Gharama za maisha 
Expenses for achieving a certain 
standard of living 
87 Create employment Tengeneza ajira To invent a legal source of income 
88 Crime does not pay Uhalifu haulipi Crime does not pay 
89 Criminal procedure Mwenendo wa jinai The process followed in criminal law 
90 Crocodile tears Machozi ya mamba insincerity 
91 Cultivate the culture Kupalilia utamaduni To foster a habit 
92 Daily bread Mkate wa kila siku Daily income 
93 Dangerous behaviour Tabia hatarishi 
Actions which have a high risk of 
being harmful to oneself or others 
94 Dark ages Zama za giza 
The early or crude stage in the history 
of people 
95 Day to day Siku hata siku Everyday 
96 Detention without trial Kufungwa bila ya hukumu Imprisonment without trial 
97 Developed countries Nchi zilizoendelea Countries with high economies 
98 Developing countries Nchi zinazoendelea 
Countries with low income and in-
dustrial base 
99 Direct tax Kodi ya moja kwa moja 
Tax paid by people directly, not 
through services and goods 
100 Dirty money Fedha/pesa chafu Money obtained illegally 
101 Disciplinary measure Hatua za kinidhamu Punishment 
102 Distance education Elimu masafa Non-conventional education 
103 Do away with/Get rid of Kuondokana na Remove or dispose 
104 Do justice to something Tendea haki 
To treat adequately, fairly, or with full 
appreciation 
105 Door to door Mlango kwa mlango 
Visiting every house for convinc-
ingpeople to take a certain course or 
for selling goods 
106 Drug store Duka la madawa Pharmacy 
107 Duty free shops  Maduka yasiyo na ushuru  
Retail outlets that are exempted from 
the payment of certain taxes 
108 Eardrum Ngoma ya sikio 
Membrane in the ear, which vibrates 
in line with sound waves 
109 Easier said than done 
Ni rahisi kusema kuliko 
kutenda 
Failure to act 
110 Economic growth Kukua kwa uchumi An increase in economic activities 
111 
Empty can make the most 
noise 
Debe tupu haliachi kuvuma Stupid people talk a lot 
112 Empty handed Mikono mitupu Without anything 
113 End here for today Ishia hapa kwa leo Finish 
114 End up Ishia ku+ 
To reach or come to an end, usually 
unpleasant 
115 Enemy of development Adui wa maendeleo An opposer of development 
116 Enough said Inatosha kusema It is understood already 
117 Equal opportunity for all Fursa sawa kwa wote Non-discriminatory practice 
118 Exchanging views Kubadilishana mawazo Talking cordially 
119 Excise duty  Ushuru wa bidhaa  
A percentage levied on locally pro-
duced goods 
120 Exclamation mark Alama ya mshangao 
A mark that denote questioning in 
writings 
121 Face to face Uso kwa uso In the same position 
122 Facing a hard time Kuwa na wakati mgumu 
Trouble [over something]; unneces-
sary difficulty/bad time. 
123 Far East Mashariki ya Mbali 
The countries and regions of eastern 
and southeast Asia 
124 Father of the Nation Baba wa Taifa 
Title to a man considered to be the 
founder of a state 
125 Fear God Ogopa Mungu Obey god 
126 Feared dead Hofiwa kufa Thought dead 
127 Feel at home Jisikie nyumbani Be free and welcome 
128 Feel free Jisikie huru feel that you may do it 
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129 Financial/fiscal year Mwaka wa fedha 
The year used in budgeting and in-
come accounting 
130 Finger prints Alama za vidole Trails of human finger 
131 First Aid Huduma ya kwanza 
Immediate medical services to a 
victim of an accident 
132 First aid kit 
Sanduku la huduma ya 
kwanza 
A box with utensils for giving first 
aid 
133 First born Mzaliwa wa kwanza The first child in birth order 
134 First class Daraja la kwanza Higher in the rank 
135 First name Jina la kwanza A name before a family name 
136 First of all Awali ya yote Before everything 
137 First round Mzunguko wa kwanza First round 
138 First term Muhula wa kwanza 
The first season of a specific set of 
time 
139 First World War Vita vya Kwanza vya Dunia The first international war 
140 Five star hotel Hoteli ya nyota tano The highly ranked hotel 
141 Follow closely Kufuatilia kwa karibu 
To trace, to make a follow up on 
something 
142 
Follow the rules/break 
laws 
Fuata sheria/vunja sheria Comply with/Disobey rules/laws 
143 Football Mpira wa miguu A game of 11 opposing players 
144 For better or worse Kwa wema au kwa ubaya During good times and bad times 
145 Foreign stars Nyota wa kigeni 
Best players, often of football from 
other countries 
146 Forward gratitude Tanguliza shukrani Thank 
147 Free and fair Huru na haki Just election 
148 Free market Soko huria 
Economy based on supply and de-
mand, without government involve-
ment 
149 Freedom fighters Wapigania uhuru Freedom fighters 
150 Friend of the court Rafiki wa mahakama 
A person who helps the court but is 
not a party to the case in question 
151 Friendly environment Mazingira rafiki Good environment 
152 Friendly infrastructure Miundo mbinu rafiki 
Infrastructure that are easy to use 
even by the handicapped people 
153 Friendly match Mechi ya kirafiki A match without reward 
154 On the front line/frontline Mstari wa mbele Ring leaders 
155 Front page Ukurasa wa mbele The top page 
156 Fruits of independence Matunda ya uhuru Goodies motivated by the freedom 
157 Gender network Mtandao wa jinsia 
A group that advocates for equality 
between male and female 
158 Get a ticket to play Pata tiketi ya kucheza Accepted to play 
159 Get into history books 
Kuingia kwenye vitabu vya 
historia 
To form a lasting memory 
160 Get out Toka nje Go from 
161 Get right Pata vizuri Understand 
162 Give teeth to Kuipa meno 
To enable something to execute its 
duties 
163 Give weight to Kulipa uzito Attach importance to something 
164 Go against (something) Kwenda kinyume na Contradicts law, go against law 
165 
Go so far as to do some-
thing 
Kwenda mbali zaidi 
To be extreme in talking about or 
doing something 
166 Goalkeeper Mlinda mlango 
a player who stops the ball from 
getting into the goal 
167 Golden goal Goli la dhahabu 
A goal that decides the winner of a 
match 
168 Golden shoe Kiatu cha dhahabu Award to the leading football scorer 
169 Good governance Uongozi bora Good leadership 
170 Good Samaritan Msamaria mwema Kind person 
171 Goodnight Usiku mwema Goodnight 
172 Great lakes countries Nchi za maziwa makuu East and Central Africa 
173 Green belt Ukanda wa kijani 
Reserved area at the suburbs of the 
town 
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174 Group stage Hatua ya makundi 
The stage in contest that players 
compete within classes of contestants 
175 Guest house Nyumba ya wageni Accommodation 
176 Guest of honour Mgeni wa heshima/rasmi The key guest in the event 
177 Half-naked Nusu uchi Partially clothed 
178 Handball Mpira wa mkono The ball played with hands 
179 Hard headed Kichwa ngumu Stubborn 
180 Have a heart Kuwa na moyo Being understanding and sympathetic 
181 Have a nice day Uwe na siku njema A wish chanted when separating 
182 Haves and have nots 
Wenye nacho na wasio na-
cho 
Rich and poor 
183 Head of department Mkuu wa idara Leader of a section 
184 Head of state Mkuu wa nchi Leader of a country 
185 Hidden agenda Ajenda ya siri Secret plan to control something 
186 High air pressure 
Mgandamizo mkubwa wa 
hewa 
High exertion of air 
187 High blood pressure 
Mgandamizo mkubwa wa 
damu 
High exertion of blood 
188 High density Ujazo wa juu  High populated 
189 Higher education Elimu ya juu Education beyond basic 
190 Historical novel Riwaya ya kihistoria 
A novel based on historical personag-
es and events 
191 Hold the record Shikilia rekodi To maintain the victory 
192 Hold the reins Shika hatamu To lead 
193 Holy Father Baba Mtakatifu Pope 
194 Holy Spirit Roho Mtakatifu The third god of trinity 
195 Home affairs ministry Wizara ya mambo ya ndani Home affairs ministry 
196 Homepage Ukurasa wa nyumbani Starting site of the website 
197 Homework Kazi za nyumbani An assignment to do at home 
198 Honourable speaker Mheshimiwa spika Revered chairperson 
199 Hostile witness Shahidi adui Antagonistic witness 
200 Human resources Rasilimali watu 
Set of individuals who make up the 
workforce of an organization 
201 Human rights Haki za binadamu Rights one deserves as a human being 
202 Human trafficking Kusafirisha binadamu 
Illegal movement of the people for 
odd jobs 
203 Illegal armed groups 
Makundi haramu yenye 
silaha 
Rebels 
204 Illegal groups Makundi haramu Outlawed group 
205 Illegal immigrants Wahamiaji haramu Immigrants without visa 
206 Immigration office Ofisi ya uhamiaji Movt. of people/settlement office 
207 In the hot seat Kuwa kwenye kiti moto To be in trouble 
208 Industrial revolution Mapinduzi ya viwanda  
Radical socio-economic changes in 
England from 1760 
209 Industrial zone Ukanda wa viwanda 
Area in the town designated for in-
dustries 
210 Industrialized countries Nchi za viwanda Countries with high economies 
211 Information technology Teknolojia ya habari 
Use of computer and telecommunica-
tion to manipulate data 
212 Injury time Muda wa majeruhi Last minutes in a football match 
213 Internal affairs Mambo ya ndani 
Ministry that deals with national 
security 
214 International community Jamii ya kimataifa All countries of the world 
215 International police Polisi wa kimataifa 
A body coordinating police operation 
in all member countries 
216 Internet package Kifurushi cha internet 
Arrangement of paying for the inter-
net bills 
217 Iron age Zama za chuma 
The period that human started using 
iron tools 
218 Jackal in sheep skin 
Mbwa mwitu aliyevaa ngozi 
ya kondoo 
 Hide malicious intent under the guise 
of kindliness 
219 Junk mail Barua taka 
Promotional material received 
through the post or email 
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220 
Kill two birds with one 
stone 
Ua ndege wawili kwa jiwe 
moja 
Succeeding in two things simultane-
ously 
221 Know inside out Jua ndani na nje To know someone well 
222 Labour market Soko la ajira Many people start finding job 
223 Ladies and gentlemen Mabibi na mabwana Women and men 
224 Land surface Uso wa ardhi Dry part of the earth 
225 Last born Mtoto wa mwisho The last child in birth order 
226 Law takes its course 
Sheria kuchukua mkondo 
wake 
to allow law to apply without inter-
vention 
227 Lay down tools Weka vifaa chini To stop working 
228 Lay the foundation Jenga msingi 
Produce the basics upon which the 
next thing is based 
229 Lead to Pelekea ku+ Cause 
230 Leadership ethics/values Maadili ya uongozi Traits that a leader has to abide by 
231 Leaking secret Kuvujisha siri To expose secret 
232 Learning through mistakes 
Kujifunza kutokana na ma-
kosa 
Learning from failures 
233 Left/right wing Mrengo wa kushoto/kulia Opposition/ruling 
234 Lend ears to Azima masikio Be attentive to 
235 Level ground Uwanja ulio sawa Equality 
236 Lick someone's boot Lamba kiatu cha mtu 
To behave in a servile or obsequious 
manner toward someone 
237 life or death Kufa au kupona Very crucial 
238 Life sentence Kifungo cha maisha Life imprisonment 
239 Living on one dollar Kuishi kwa dola moja Living on very low income 
240 Long story Hadithi ndefu Started long time 
241 Lose a chance Kupoteza nafasi To fail to make a good use of a luck 
242 Lose a job Poteza ajira To suffer the deprivation of a job 
243 Lose direction Poteza mwelekeo 
To change the course of actions to 
bad 
244 Lose life Poteza uhai Die 
245 Lose out a match/parents Poteza mechi To fail to win a match 
246 Lose parents Poteza wazazi 
To be left alone after the death of 
parents 
247 Lose time Poteza muda 
To operate too slowly, to do unre-
warding thing 
248 Love is blind Mapenzi ni kipofu Love is not selective 
249 Low density Ujazo wa chini Spacious 
250 Low density Ujazo wa chini  Low populated 
251 Make a difference Leta utofauti Bring change 
252 Make a law Tengeneza sheria Make law 
253 Make money Tengeneza pesa Get money out of an activity 
254 White Fathers  Mapadre Weupe 
A member of the Society of Mission-
aries of Africa 
255 Marginalized groups Makundi ya pembezoni Marginalized groups 
256 Market democracies Demokrasia za soko Market-based economies 
257 Men at work Watu kazini 
A warning that a construction work 
going on 
258 Mental health Afya ya akili 
Psychological and emotional state of 
a person 
259 Middle East Countries Nchi za Mashariki ya Kati Middle East Countries 
260 Middle men Watu wa kati  An intermediary or go between 
261 Middle school  Shule ya kati  
A school between primary school and 
secondary school 
262 
Millennium development 
goals 
Malengo ya maendeleo wa 
millenia 
Eight development goals by United 
Nations 
263 Money circulation Mzunguko wa fedha Money in the hands of individuals 
264 Moral erosion Mmonyoko wa maadili Disappearance of morals 
265 Mushroom Ota kama uyoga To multiply 
266 Nation building Ujenzi wa taifa To benefit the nation 
267 National language Lugha ya taifa 
A language that a country identifies 
with 
268 National security Usalama wa taifa Maintainance of well-being of a state 
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269 National unity Umoja wa kitaifa National harmony 
270 Natural gas Gesi asilia A gas used as a fuel 
271 Natural resources Maliasili Natural resources 
272 Natural vegetation Uoto wa asili 
Trees and plants that have grown on 
their own 
273 Nervous system Mfumo wa fahamu 
Network of nerve cells which connect 
different parts of the body 
274 New testament Agano jipya 
Book on Christ and his earliest fol-
lowers 
275 New World Order 
Mpango mpya wa Ulim-
wengu 
A theory that a group of elite is work-
ing to change world governance 
276 Nightclub Klabu ya usiku A club that operates at night 
277 Non-aligned countries Nchi zisizofungamana Non-aligned countries 
278 
Non-government organiza-
tions 
Mashirika yasiyo ya 
kiserikali 
Private organizations 
279 
Non-governmental organi-
zations 
Taasisi zisizo za kiserikali Private organizations 
280 
Non-governmental organi-
zations 
Mashirika yasiyo ya 
kiserikali 
Private organizations 
281 
Non-governmental organi-
zations 
Vyama vya hiari Private organizations 
282 Nuclear family  Familia kiini  A pair of adults and their children 
283 Old testament Agano la kale 
Part of the Bible that is writing events 
before the birth of Christ 
284 On air Kuwa hewani Running e.g. radio, television 
285 On my behalf Kwa niaba yangu A slogan used in formal addresses 
286 One for the road Moja ya barabarani 
A final drink taken just before leaving 
on a journey 
287  One step ahead Hatua moja mbele Progressive 
288 One way or another Kwa njia moja ama nyingine Indirectly 
289 Open a new chapter Fungua ukurasa mpya 
 Introduce a new situation/end a sit-
uation 
290 Open a shop Fungua duka Start the business of selling goods 
291 Open markets Masoko ya wazi Trade with fewer restrictions 
292 Open secret Siri ya wazi Public information 
293 Open spaces Maeneo ya wazi Area without buildings in towns 
294 Operating system Mfumo wa uendeshaji Programme controlling computer 
295 Opinion poll Kura ya maoni 
Assessment of peoples thought on 
something 
296 Opposition party Chama cha upinzani 
A political party which is not in the 
government 
297 Out of sight, out of mind 
Asiyekuwepo machoni, na 
moyoni hayupo 
Absent person is normally forgotten 
298 Parks one's bag Funga virago 
To stop doing something and vacate 
the place 
299 Peace and order Amani na utangamano Harmony 
300 Pens down Kalamu chini! 
Slogan used by examination invigila-
tors to stop doing exams 
301 Plant cell Seli ya mmea Smallest biological unit of a plant 
302 Play one's card right Kucheza karata yako vizuri 
To act cleverly, sensibly, or cautious-
ly 
303 Play safe Cheza salama Take precautions 
304 Play with food Chezea chakula To waste food 
305 Playing with fire Kuchezea moto To play with a dangerous thing 
306 Point finger at Nyooshea kidole Accuse someone for something bad 
307 Political agenda  Ajenda ya kisiasa  
Set of issues and policies laid out by 
ideological or political groups 
308 Political atmosphere Hali ya hewa ya kisiasa The state of governance 
309 Political game Mchezo wa kisiasa Tricks used in politics 
310 Political revolution Mapinduzi ya kisiasa Replacing rulers or system 
311 Post office box Sanduku la posta A box for collecting letters 
312 Poverty line Mstari wa umasikini Standard of judging income 
313 Power drunkenness Ulevi wa madaraka Abuse of power/megalomania 
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314 Power sharing Mgawanyo wa madaraka 
Corporation of political parties in 
governance 
315 Prime Minister Waziri Mkuu Chief minister 
316 Private candidate Mgombea binafsi A contestant unaligned to a party 
317 Private parts Sehemu za siri Genitals 
318 Psychological war Vita vya kisaikolojia Psychological war 
319 Public institution Taasisi ya umma An institution owned by a state 
320 Public relations Uhusiano wa umma Public relations course 
321 Public service Utumishi wa umma Employment by a state 
322 Public transport Usafiri wa umma Government transport system 
323 Put aside fund Tenga fedha Budget money for something 
324 Put something on the map Weka katika ramani 
To make a place, thing, or person 
famous 
325 
Put yourself in someone's 
shoes 
Ingia kwenye viatu vya mtu If I imagine his position 
326 Question mark Alama ya kuuliza 
A mark used in writing to denote a 
question 
327 Raise a question Ibua maswali To incite doubt 
328 Reach an agreement Fikia makubaliano Agree on an issue 
329 Reach out Kuwafikia watu Reach out 
330 
Reading the signs of the 
times 
Kusoma alama za nyakati Notice the indicators 
331 Reaping what you sow Vuna ulichopanda Cause and effect 
332 Recognize the presence Tambua uwepo Identify 
333 Red card Kadi nyekundu 
A card for sending a player off the 
field 
334 Red carpet Zulia jekundu Route taken by the head of state 
335 Red Cross Msalaba Mwekundu 
International humanitarian organiza-
tion 
336 Red Indians Wahindi Wekundu 
Indigenous peoples of the United 
States 
337 Reference number Kitambulisho rejea 
A number used for locating infor-
mation 
338 Remove the possibility Ondoa uwezekano Prevent something from happening 
339 Reproductive health Afya ya uzazi 
Physical and psychological well-
being of producing women 
340 
Responsibility without 
power 
Wajibu bila madaraka 
Lack of prerequisites to implement a 
policy, law 
341 Rest in peace Pumzika kwa amani A wish for the dead 
342 Return match Mechi ya marudiano Repeat match 
343 Rift valley Bonde la ufa Faults on earth surface 
344 Right of demonstration Haki ya kuandamana 
One of the rights stipulated by United 
Nations 
345 Right wing Mrengo wa kulia Right wing 
346 Riverbed Kitanda cha mto Below the river 
347 Rule of law Utawala wa sheria Adherence to the law 
348 Ruling class  Tabaka tawala 
The class of people exerting power or 
authority 
349 Ruling party Chama tawala The political party that leads 
350 Run a business Endesha biashara Do business 
351 Run activities Kuendesha shughuli To carry out activities 
352 
Rush someone to the hos-
pital 
Kimbizwa hospitali 
To take the patient to the hospital 
very quickly 
353 Safe blood Damu salama 
A blood from a donor without any 
disease causing microorganisms 
354 Safe sex Ngono salama Precautionary sex intercourse 
355 Safety first Usalama kwanza Precautionary measures 
356 Same to you Na kwako pia A slogan used in returning a wish 
357 Scratch head Kuna kichwa 
To have difficulty in understanding 
something 
358 Sea vessels Vyombo vya majini Sea vessels 
359 Second edition Toleo la pili Second issuance 
360 Second World War Vita vya Pili vya Dunia Second major international war 
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361 Secondary school Shule ya sekondari Third stage of education 
362 Semi final Nusu fainali Penultimate stage of contest 
363 Seven days a week Siku saba kwa wiki Everyday 
364 Sexual rights Haki ya kujamiiana Right of a say on matter related to sex 
365 Shadow Minister Waziri Kivuli Minister of the opposition 
366 Share experiences Badilishana uzoefu Exchange ideas 
367 Sharp-pointed object Kitu chenye ncha kali Object that cuts 
368 Shoulder to shoulder Bega kwa bega Side by side and close together 
369 Side effect Madhara ya pembeni After math of the action/medicine 
370 Singing in keys Kuimba kwenye ufunguo Sing according to voice ranges 
371 Single parent family Familia za mzazi mmoja 
A family with only a mother or a 
father 
372 Sitting plan Utaratibu wa mkao Sitting arrangement 
373 Social network Mtandao wa kijamii 
A website dedicated for social com-
munication 
374 Social science Sayansi ya jamii 
Disciplines concerning the well-
beings of the society 
375 Social security Hifadhi ya jamii 
A program that ensures livelihood to 
unemployed 
376 Social services Huduma za jamiii 
Services by the government e.g. edu-
cation, medical care, and housing 
377 Soil erosion Mmonyoko wa udongo Washing away of soil by water 
378 Solar energy Nishati ya jua Energy generated by sun 
379 Sound waves Mawimbi ya sauti 
A wave caused by sound movement 
in air 
380 Special education Elimu maalum 
 Education for the handicapped chil-
dren 
381 Special groups Makundi maalum Disadvantaged groups 
382 Special seats Viti maalum 
Representation vacancies for disad-
vantaged groups 
383 Sports bags Mabegi ya michezo A bag for carrying sports equipment 
384 Stamp duty Ushuru wa Stempu 
A duty levied on legal recognition of 
documents 
385 Standard Language Lugha Sanifu A developed dialect of language 
386 Stone age Zama za mawe 
The period that human used stone 
tools 
387 Street children Watoto wa mitaani Children without parental care 
388 Street light Taa za mitaani A light illuminating a road 
389 Structural measures Masharti ya kimfumo 
Plans to alter a certain system or 
structure  
390 Summit conference Mkutano wa kileleni Meeting of heads of state 
391 Sustainable agriculture  Kilimo endelevu  
Integrating plant and animal produc-
tion practices that are good 
392 Take a new shape Chukua sura mpya Change 
393 Take hat off to Vulia kofia Respect, admire 
394 Take measures/step Chukua hatua To act on something 
395 
Take the law into one's 
own hands 
Kujichukulia sheria mkononi 
Punishing crimes outside the court 
system 
396 Talk to the newspaper Kuongea na gazeti Give information to the newspaper 
397 Task force Kikosi kazi A group designated for a specific task 
398 Teaspoon Kijiko cha chai 
A small spoon stirring hot drinks or 
measuring 
399 Technical bench Benchi la ufundi A group of counsellors for a sport 
400 
The government will con-
tinue to 
Serikali itaendelea ku+ A slogan used by the politicians 
401 The Lord's Prayer Sala ya Bwana 
The prayer which Jesus taught his 
followers 
402 The time is not in our side Muda hauko upande wetu We are running shortage of time 
403 Think aloud Fikiria kwa sauti 
To express one's thoughts as soon as 
they occur 
404 Think twice Fikiri mara mbili To contemplate 
405 Third World Countries Nchi za Ulimwengu wa Tatu Poor countries 
406 Throw an eye Tupia macho/jicho To glance 
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407 Tighten belt Funga mkanda To use less of something 
408 Time bomb Bomu linalosubiri kulipuka Dangerous situation 
409 Time is money Muda ni mali, Time is valuable 
410 To build a culture Kujenga utamaduni To develop a habit 
411 To lose the seat Kupoteza kiti To lose in election 
412 To seek justice Tafuta haki To seek redress of wrongs 
413 
Too many cooks spoil the 
broth 
Wapishi wengi huharibu 
mchuzi 
There is no success if too many peo-
ple are involved in a task 
414 Touch life Gusa maisha Have impact on someone 
415 Town plan Mipango miji Future arrangement of town 
416 Trademark Alama ya biashara 
A label that identifies a product or 
service 
417 Transitional government Serikali ya mpito 
Emergency government before elec-
tion 
418 Turn a blind eye Fumbia macho 
To ignore something; to pretend that 
it does not happen 
419 
Turned against some-
one/something 
Geuka mtu au kitu Oppose 
420 
Turns your back on some-
thing 
Geuzia jambo mgongo Ignore 
421 Under one roof Chini ya paa moja In one place 
422 Under the umbrella Chini ya mwavuli  Under the auspices of 
423 Vicious circle of poverty Mduara wa umaskini Repeating perpetuators of poverty 
424 Visit the website Tembelea tovuti Go to the website 
425 Voice mail Ujumbe wa sauti Recorded message in the phone 
426 Voluntary agreement Mkataba wa hiari Union of the willing 
427 Voter's/rulers sympathy 
Huruma ya wapiga 
kura/serikali 
To be voted for because of humanity 
428 Wages of sin is death 
Mshahara wa dhambi ni 
mauti 
breaking rules lead to destruction 
429 War of words Vita vya maneno 
A tense argument between peo-
ple/sides 
430 War zone Ukanda wa vita 
an area in which a war is being 
fought 
431 Warlord Bwana wa vita Field marshal 
432 Warm blooded animals Wanyama wenye damu moto 
Animal with constant body tempera-
ture 
433 Warrants of arrest Hati za ukamataji 
Judge's order to arrest a sus-
pect/convict 
434 We are open on Saturday Tuko wazi jumamosi We are doing business on Saturday 
435 Welcome the decision Karibisha uamuzi Be happy with a decision 
436 Western countries nchi za Magharibi Europe and North America 
437 Wetlands Ardhi oevu Land saturated with water 
438 
What god has joined to-
gether let no man put 
asunder 
Alichounganisha Mungu, 
binadamu asitenganishe 
Christian marriage slogan 
439 Wheelchair Kiti cha magurudumu 
A chair with wheels for handicapped 
people 
440 Wheels of development Gurudumu la maendeleo Strategies to develop 
441 
When one door closes, 
another opens 
Mlango moja ukifungwa 
mwingine hufunguliwa 
There is always an opportunity 
442 
Where there is a will there 
is a way 
Penye nia pana njia 
Obstacles do not stop a determined 
individual 
443 
While the cat's away, the 
mouse will play 
Paka akitoka, panya 
hutawala 
People err in the absence of supervi-
sion 
444 Wind of change Upepo wa mabadiliko Unstoppable influence 
445 With one voice Kwa kauli moja Together 
446 Withdrawal benefit Mafao ya kujitoa 
Payments for a worker who stops 
his/her employment 
447 Withholding tax Kodi ya zuio 
A deducted money for service for 
paying to the government as tax 
448 Work as a team Fanya kazi kama timu To work cooperatively 
449 Work environment Mazingira ya kazi The state of a place of work 
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450 World as a global village Dunia kama kijiji The world has become similar 
451 World Bank Benki ya Dunia 
An institution that provides loan to 
developing countries 
452 The World Cup Kombe la Dunia 
Competition of teams from different 
countries 
453 World heritage Urithi wa dunia 
A place of cultural or geographical 
significance 
454 World market Soko la dunia Trade between governments 
455 Yellow card Kadi ya njano 
A card for warning a player in the 
field 
456 Yellow fever Homa ya manjano A disease for liver and kidney 
457 You are in another world 
Uko kwenye ulimwengu 
mwingine 
You are lagging behind in knowing 
what is going on 
458 You reap what you sow Unavuna unachokipanda 
Everything that happens to someone 
is a result of her own actions 
459 Young blood Damu changa 
Young people with new ideas and 
fresh approaches 
460 Your health is our priority 
Afya yako ni kipaumbele 
kwetu 
We take your health seriously 
461 Yours faithfully Wako mtiifu Yours faithfully 
462 Zebra crossing Alama ya pundamilia 
A symbol marking pedestrian cross-
ing on a roadway 
463 Zero probability Uwezekano wa sifuri Lowest possibility 
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2. Tools of research 
2.1. Interview schedule 
Nambari ya mhojiwa:………………....Mkoa atokao:………………................................. 
Umri:……………………………….....Jinsia:…………………………............................. 
Elimu:………………………………....Kazi:…………………………............................... 
Lugha ya kwanza:………………….....Lugha ya mama mzazi/mlezi…………………...... 
Lugha ya baba mzazi/mlezi:…………Sehemu uliyoishi kwa muda mrefu: ……………... 
Na. Msemo Kusikia 
(N/H) 
Maana 
(N/H) 
Kutumia 
(N/H) 
Mpya 
N/H 
Maoni 
  1 2 3 4 5 
1 Baba wa taifa      
2 Shika hatamu      
3 Endesha biashara      
4 Fedha chafu      
5 Fumbia macho      
6 Fungua ukurasa mpya      
7 Ziba pengo      
8 Jenga utamaduni      
9 Kombe la Dunia      
10 Ishia ku+                          
11 Jichukulia sheria mkononi      
12 Ondokana na      
13 Waziri Kivuli      
14 Soma Alama za nyakati      
15 Kuwa na wakati mgumu      
16 Kuwa njia panda      
17 Kwenda mbali zaidi      
18 Mzunguko wa fedha      
19 Mazingira rafiki      
20 Chukua sura mpya       
21 Mipango miji      
22 Msamaria mwema      
23 Mstari wa mbele      
24 Mwaka wa fedha      
25 Mwananchi wa kawaida      
26 Mwisho wa siku      
27 nchi za Magharibi      
28 Tengeneza ajira      
29 Pamoja na mambo mengine      
30 Poteza maisha      
31 Rasilimali watu      
32 Sheria kuchukua mkondo wake      
33 Soko huria      
34 Viti maalum      
35 Jenga uwezo      
36 Zaa matunda      
Ufunguo 
1. Amewahi kusikia msemo namba: 1, 2..40? (N=Ndiyo, H=Hapana) 
2. Anajua maana ya msemo huo? (N=Ndiyo, H=Hapana) 
3. Anafikiri msemo huo ni mpya? (N=Ndiyo, H=Hapana) 
4. Atapenda kutumia msemo huo? (N=Ndiyo, H=Hapana) 
5. Maoni 
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2.2. Translation test 
A code of a translator:…………………….Region:…………………………………......... 
Age:……………………………………….Sex:…………………………………….......... 
Education:…………………………….…..Occupation:…………………………….......... 
First language:……………………………Mother’s mother tongue………………........... 
Father’s mother tongue:………………….Mostly lived in………………………….......... 
Na. English sentence Your translation 
1 If crimes are not punished, the youth will build a cul-
ture of committing crimes without any fear. 
 
 
2 Political parties should shun away from collecting 
dirty money to fund their campaigns. 
 
 
3 The people of Zanzibar are reading the signs of the 
times and will succeed in consolidating their demo-
cratic achievements in the years to come. 
 
 
 
4 The international law among other things deals with 
diplomatic privileges and immunities. 
 
 
5 We need investors who will create employment for 
the unemployed youth in Tanzania. 
 
 
6 Termination of school fee has led to the increase in 
the enrolment in secondary schools in Tanzania. 
 
 
7 She went as far as suggesting that the importation of 
contraceptives be banned. 
 
 
8 The common man cannot afford to pay the high 
charges by private hospitals in Tanzania; as a result 
they solely depend on the poorly equipped govern-
ment hospitals. 
 
 
 
9 Law enforcers sometimes turn a blind eye to many 
crimes 
 
 
10 The prices of commodities in Tanzania depend on 
money circulation. 
 
 
11 The MP urged the youth to do away with alcohol and 
drugs for they do more harm than good. 
 
 
12 Expired pesticides usually end up destroying crops.  
13 All ended well at the end of the day.  
14 The father of the nation said that the survival of our 
wildlife is a matter of grave concern to all citizens 
 
 
15 It is time for African team to lift the world cup.  
16 In a free market environment, customers choose 
goods or services they prefer. 
 
 
17 Journalists are on the front line in fighting for justice.  
18 Those who go against police orders normally face 
stern measures. 
 
 
19 The availability of benches at Arusha Park creates a 
friendly environment to visitors. 
 
 
20 Chekwoti is human resource expert in Arusha.  
21 The law should take its course for anybody found 
marrying underage girl. 
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22 Secretaries have hard time typing English manuscripts 
from their bosses. 
 
 
23 Many miners lose lives each year in Tanzania due to 
poor safety standards at work. 
 
 
24 Efforts by the “Daily News” to reach Mr. Ndimbo 
failed to bear fruits because he was not picking his 
cell phone. 
 
 
25 All people learn through mistakes.  
26 Some good Samaritans tipped off the police about the 
robbery plan and therefore they laid a road block. 
 
 
27 Dar es Salaam Town Council wants to execute a new 
town plan in its effort to reduce congestion in the city. 
 
 
28 The trainers‟ workshop of the last year opened a new 
chapter in the protection of human rights in Tanzania. 
 
 
29 Women have been urged to stand for various seats in 
the next general election rather than waiting to be 
appointed for special seats 
 
 
 
30 Democracy in Tanzania took a new shape in 1990‟s 
with the re-introduction of multiparty democracy. 
 
 
31 The meeting resolved that the whole issue of under-
graduate teacher education needs to be reviewed. 
 
 
32 There are few Western countries which have written 
off debt to African countries. 
 
 
33 The coach intends to take a whole team to Nairobi, 
but since each team pays for its own transport and 
meals, the team‟s participation is still at crossroads. 
 
 
 
34 The RPC, told Wananchi to avoid taking the law into 
their hands by executing culprits through mob “jus-
tice” 
 
 
35 The ruling party is criticized for the dwindling econ-
omy because they hold the reins of power 
 
 
36 It is risky to run a business without reliable infor-
mation about market. 
 
 
37 The parliament was told that the government will 
build ten district courts in the next financial year. 
 
 
38 The shadow minister has criticised the government for 
dealing with the problem of water shortage lightly 
 
 
39 CRDB loan aims at capacity building of small traders  
40 The establishment of the Peoples‟ Bank will bridge 
the gap of the defunct Citizen‟s Bank 
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2.3. Interview schedule for translators 
A code of a translator:……………………....Region:………………………………......... 
Age:…………………………………………Sex:………………………………………... 
Education:…………………………………..Occupation:………………………………... 
First language:………………………………Mother’s mother tongue…………………... 
Father’s mother tongue:…………………….Mostly lived in……………………….......... 
 Used the 
MWE in 
translation? 
Yes/No 
Can use the MWE 
if pointed out to 
him/her? 
Yes/No 
Thinks the 
MWE is com-
mon core 
Yes/No 
Remarks 
No. Targeted phrase 1 2 3 4 
1 Jenga utamaduni     
2 Fedha chafu     
3 Soma alama za nyakati     
4 Pamoja na mambo mengine     
5 Tengeneza ajira     
6 Pelekea ku     
7 kwenda mbali zaidi      
8 Mwananchi wa kawaida     
9 Fumbia macho     
10 Mzunguko wa fedha     
11 Ondokana na     
12 Ishia ku     
13 Mwisho wa siku     
14 Baba wa taifa     
15 Kombe la Dunia     
16 Soko huria     
17 Mstari wa mbele     
18 Enda kinyume     
19 Mazingira rafiki     
20 Rasilimali watu     
21 Sheria kuchukua mkondo wake     
22 Kuwa na wakati mgumu     
23 Poteza maisha     
24 Zaa matunda     
25 Jifunza kutokana na makosa     
26 Wasamaria wema     
27 Mipango miji     
28 Fungua sura/ukurasa     
29 Viti maalum     
30 Chukua sura mpya     
31 Suala zima la     
32 nchi za Magharibi     
33 Njia panda     
34 Jichukulia sheria mikononi     
35 Shika hatamu     
36 Endesha biashara     
37 Mwaka wa fedha     
38 Waziri Kivuli     
39 Jenga uwezo     
40 Ziba pengo     
Researcher’s guide: 
1. Has the translator in question used the targeted phrase in his translation? 
2. If she/he has used a phrase different from the targeted phrase, can she accept the use of the 
targeted phrase for the monolingual audience in his/her locality? 
3. Does the translator think that the local audience can understand the targeted phrase? 
4. What is their reason for the response no. two and/or three? 
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2.4. Checklist for native speakers 
Nambari ya mtafitiwa:……………………Mkoa atokao:………………………………... 
Umri:……………..............Jinsia:………………………………………………………… 
Elimu:.................................Kazi…………………………..Lugha:………………………. 
Je msemo huu umetoka kwenye Kiingereza? 
Na. Msemo Mfano katika sentensi N/H/S 
1 Acha vinywa wazi Remmy aliwaacha vinywa wazi mashabiki wa muziki wa 
dansi alipotangaza kuwa ameokoka na kuwa hatashiriki tena 
dansi 
 
2 Chukua sura mpya Mgogoro wa ardhi ya shule umechukua sura mpya baada ya 
mahakama kutupilia mbali maombi ya rufaa ya wanakamati 
 
3 Baba wa Taifa Kampeni za ubunge wa Arumeru Mashariki zimegeuka 
kuwa mgogoro kati ya serikali na familia ya Baba wa Taifa 
 
4 Jipalia makaa Kiongozi anayedhulumu watu wake anajipalia makaa ya 
moto 
 
5 Shika hatamu Kila chama cha siasa kina nia ya kushika hatamu za uongozi 
katika nchi 
 
6 Chukua sheria 
mkononi 
Mkuu wa wilaya amewasihi wananchi kutojichukulia sheria 
mkononi 
 
7 Endesha biashara Kampuni ya Jungle si kampuni halali ya kuendesha biashara 
ya wanyama pori 
 
8 Fedha chafu Msombe anashitakiwa kwa kosa la kupatikana na fedha 
chafu 
 
9 Fumbia macho Sio busara kufumbia macho vitendo vya uonevu kwani 
umma ukichoka kustahamili tunaweza kujikuta katika hali 
mbaya zaidi 
 
10 Fyata mkia Wanafunzi wanapiga kelele wakati mwalimu ayupo, mwa-
limu akiingia wote wanafyat mkia 
 
11 Fungua ukurasa 
mpya 
Jamii zinazozozana zimeombwa kumaliza tofauti zao na 
kufungua ukurasa mpya wa majadiliano 
 
12 Gonga mwamba Juhudi za kuwapata viongozi wa kampuni ziligonga mwam-
ba baada ya walinzi kutuzuia kuingia kwenye ofisi zao 
 
13 Ota mbawa Ahadi za kuolewa ziliota mbawa pale ambapo mchumba 
wake alipompenda binti mwingine 
 
14 Ziba pengo Mwalimu mkuu wa sasa hawezi kuziba pengo aliloacha 
mwalimu mkuu aliyeondoka 
 
15 Ishia ku+                     Matokeo yake wananchi hao wameishia kuuza mashamba 
kwa wenye kifedha na wao kugeuka kuwa watumishi wa 
mashamba hayo. 
 
16 Ingizwa mtegoni Wanafunzi wakike sharti waepuke kuingizwa mtegoni na 
wanaume wenye pesa 
 
17 Kama njugu Idara ya uhamiaji isitoe uraia wa Tanzania kama njugu  
18 Kufa kifo cha 
mende 
Wanasiasa ni mabingwa wa kuanzisha mambo halafu 
yanakufa kifo cha mende 
 
19 Jenga utamaduni Daktari aliwaasa wachezaji kujenga utamaduni wa 
kujchunguza afya zao mara kwa mara. 
 
20 Kombe la Dunia Fainali za Kombe la Dunia kwa mwaka 2014 zitafanyika 
nchini Brazil 
 
21 Ingilia kati Raisi wa Tanzania ameingilia kati mgogoro kati ya Sudani 
kusini na kaskazini 
 
22 Jifunza kutokana na Polisi wanapaswa sasa kujifunza kutokana na makosa  
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makosa badala ya kuendelea kumwaga damu ya watanzania wasio 
na hatia. 
23 Dakika za lala 
salama 
Timu yetu ilipata bao la  ushindi kwenye dakika za lala 
salama 
 
24 Onja joto la jiwe Majambazi walionja joto la jiwe baada ya kukamatwa na 
wananchi 
 
25 Kunjua makucha Serikali imekunjua makucha kwa kuwakamata na 
kuwashitaki watu kadhaa kwa kosa la kuhujumu sensa 
 
26 Okoa jahazi Niliamua kujitolea fedha zangu binafsi ili niokoe jahazi 
baada ya kuona kuwa mambo yangeharibika 
 
27 Ondokana na+ Vitu vilivyonisaidia kuondokana na hali hiyo ni kumtangu-
liza Mungu 
 
28 Waziri Kivuli Waziri Kivuli wa Afya anafanya kazi yake kwa umakini wa 
hali ya juu 
 
29 Soma alama za 
nyakati 
Nionavyo mimi, CCM inapaswa kusoma alama za nyakati 
ikiwa inataka kubakia madarakani 
 
30 Tia pamba 
masikioni 
Hii kero wahusika wanaifahamu lakini wametia pamba 
masikioni kana kwamba halina madhara yoyote kwa 
wananchi. 
 
31 Kwenda kinyume Wanaokataa kulipa kodi waelewe kwamba wanakwenda 
kinyume na maamrisho ya dini. 
 
32 Kwenda mbali 
zaidi 
Wengi wa wachezaji wetu wa soka hapa nchini wanakosa 
malengo ya kwenda mbali zaidi katika mchezo huo 
 
33 Fumba midomo Vitisho vya serikali vimewafumba midomo wabunge wake 
wanaodai mabadiliko 
 
34 Mzunguko wa 
fedha 
Ajira katika sekta ya umma na binafsi ndizo huimarisha 
mzunguko wa fedha. 
 
35 Mambo kwenda 
kombo 
Baba wa taifa hakusita kuikosoa chama chake pale alipoona 
mambo yanakwenda kombo 
 
36 Matusi ya nguoni Wanakamati walishambuliana kwa matusi ya nguoni pasi na 
sababu ya msingi 
 
37 Mazingira rafiki Mjengee mwanao mazingira rafiki ili aweze kukuelezea 
matatizo yake yote aliyonayo 
 
38 Jua mbivu na 
mbichi 
Ni mpaka baada ya uchaguzi ndipo tutajua mbivu na mbichi  
39 Mipango miji Waziri mkuu amewaasa wakazi wa Kigamboni kufuata 
sheria ya mipango miji 
 
40 Mstari wa mbele Mimi ni mmoja wa wanachama wazalendo ambao wako 
mstari wa mbele katika kukijenga chama 
 
41 Mwaga damu Polisi wameendelea kumwaga damu za watanzania kila 
kukicha 
 
42 Mwaka wa fedha Manispaa ya Kinondoni inapaswa kulitolea kauli kwa kuwa 
lilipaswa kukamilika katika mwaka wa fedha ulioisha 
 
43 Mwananchi wa 
kawaida 
Nilipompigia simu, aliniambia ni mwananchi wa kawaida, 
yuko Ifakara, Morogoro 
 
44 Mwisho wa siku Hakuna ubishi kwamba mwisho wa siku utavuna matunda 
ya kile ulichopanda 
 
45 nchi za Magharibi Tunaomba nchi za magharibi kufichua viongozi 
wanaohifadhi matrilioni ya fedha kwenye benki zao 
 
46 Kuwa njia panda Ushawishi wa kutoka kwa chama kinachotawala na vyama 
vya upinzani unawaweka njia panda wapiga kura kuamua 
nani wampigie kura 
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47 Njia ya panya Baadhi ya matendo ambayo ni ya ovyo yanaweza kuwa 
yanafanywa na Chama Tawala kupitia njia za panya 
 
48 Watu wazima Kuna vitabu vinavyopaswa kusomwa na watu wazima tu.  
49 Tengeneza ajira Mradi wa makaa ya mawe utatengeneza ajira elufu arobaini 
kufikia mwaka kesho 
 
50 Pakwa mafuta kwa 
mgongo wa chupa 
Kukubali kusifiwa pekee ni kubaya, maana unaweza ukawa 
unapakwa mafuta kwa mgongo wa chupa 
 
51 Mambo chungu 
nzima 
Wagombea wanazushiwa mambo chungu nzima na 
wapinzani wao 
 
52 Pamoja na mambo 
mengine 
Alisema pamoja na mambo mengine wanaendelea 
kuboresha huduma kwa wateja wao 
 
53 Tunishiana misuli Mwenyekiti aliwaasa wagombea kuendesha kampeni za 
kistaarabu bila kutunishiana misuli 
 
54 Pelekea ku+ Barabara za udongo zinatupelekea kuchelewa kufika 
kwenye matukio ya moto yanapotokea 
 
55 Pigwa danadana Hali ya kuwapiga walimu danadana kila wakati inapaswa 
kufikia ukomo 
 
56 Kingia kifua Serikali inashutumiwa kwa kuwakingia kifua wawekezaji 
wa kigeni isivyo halali 
 
57 Poteza maisha Watu sita waliopoteza maisha kwenye ajali ya moto  
58 Rasilimali watu Serikali imejizatiti kuandaa vifaa, rasilimali watu na 
kuendesha mafunzo kwa makarani na waratibu wa Sensa 
 
59 Salimu amri Waandamanaji walisalimu amri na kutawanyika baada ya 
kulipuliwa mabomu ya machozi 
 
60 Sheria kuchukua 
mkondo wake 
Sheria zipo na zitaendendelea kuchukua mkondo wake kwa 
kila anayevunja amani 
 
61 Siku za mwizi ni 
arobaini 
Kama ilivyo ada, arobaini ndo siku za mwizi.  
62 Kubali kwa shingo 
upande 
Baada ya kubemberezwa sana, Maina alikubali kumrudia 
mkewe kwa shingo upande 
 
63 Soko huria Ingawa Samani za nje siyo imara kama za hapa, uingizwaji 
wake hauwezi kuzuiwa kwa sababu ni Soko huria 
 
64 Suala zima la+ John Mnyika, kwa mara nyingine tena, ameibua suala zima 
la mikataba tata baina ya serikali na makampuni ya umeme  
 
65 Funga virago Mawaziri wanaotuhumiwa kwa rushwa wameshauriwa 
kufung virago. 
 
66 Fua dafu Juhudi zote za kumshinda mpinzani wake hazikufua dafu 
kwani mpinzani wake alikuwa amejiandaa vyema 
 
67 Tokea puani Mazoea ya kupokea rushwa kumemtokea puani mgambo 
moja wa jiji leo asubuhi 
 
68 Kata roho Mgonjwa alikata roho wakati madaktari walipokuwa 
wakimpima 
 
69 Safiria nyota ya 
mwenzio 
Waziri mwenyewe sio mtendaji ila anasafiria nyota ya naibu 
wake 
 
70 Angukia pua Waziri mkuu wa zamani ameangukia pua katika uchaguzi 
wa wabunge 
 
71 Valia njuga Afya za watu wetu ni za muhimu hivyo hatuna budi kulival-
ia njuga suala hilo ili kila mtu apate ufahamu wa kina juu ya 
suala la Ukimwi 
 
72 Viti maalum Kati ya wakuu wa mikoa wapya, wawili ni wabunge wa viti 
maalum 
 
73 Vuta nikuvute Vuta nikuvute imehamia Iringa baada ya polisi kuzuia 
mikutano na maandamano ya CHADEMA 
 
74 Wakati mgumu Hali hiyo iliwafanya polisi kuwa na wakati mgumu kuwad-
hibiti wafuasi wa Chadema 
 
75 Bebesha mzigo Waziri amewabebesha mzigo wa tuhuma za rushwa 
watendaji walio chini yake 
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76 Wasamaria wema Majambazi walikamatwa baada ya polisi kupata taarifa 
kutoka kwa wasamaria wema 
 
77 Wasukuma miko-
koteni 
Wasukuma mikokoteni wanapaswa kufuata sheria za 
barabarani kwa ukamilifu wake 
 
78 Jenga uwezo Serikali inatumia fedha nyingi kujenga uwezo wa wataal-
amu katika sekta ya afya 
 
79 Weka kiporo Mjadala wa kutokuwa na imani na waziri mkuu umewekwa 
kiporo 
 
80 Zaa matunda “Maombi yao hayakuwa ya bure, yamezaa matunda, mimi 
sasa hivi ni mzima na naendelea na kazi,” 
 
 
